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NATURE AND DEGREE OF RECOVERY OF GRASSLAND 
FROM THE GREAT DROUGHT OF 1933 TO 1940* 
INTRODUCTION 
For eight years drought had prevailed in the mid- 
continental grasslands. The true prairie west of 
Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri had been woefully 
depleted. Mixed prairie farther westward to the 
Rocky Mountains had been nearly or entirely de- 
stroyed. But now the parched soil was wet once 
more, wet to a depth of several feet. The hot dry 
air was now warm and moist. The terrible dust 
storms had ceased. A changed environment had come 
at last, for this was the end of the long period of 
drought. Thus, in 1941 the long delayed recovery of 
vegetation began. The nature of this complex phe- 
nomenon was now to be revealed and the sequence 
of recovery to be recorded. 
It was with new hope but also with a sense of 
* Contribution No. 143 from the Department of Botany, Uni- 
versity of Nebraska. These studies were aided by a grant from 
the Penrose Fund of the American Philosophical Society, and 
one from the University Research Council, University of 
Nebraska. 
new responsibility that the writers continued their 
field studies. For here was nature at work repairing 
the damage of a great catastrophe, a catastrophe that 
has probably occurred many times in the long history 
of grassland, but one of which there is no written 
record. Methods were a continuation of those used 
in previous studies. In permanent quadrats, which 
were charted or clipped, in selected prairies and 
ranges where extensive histories had been built up 
year by year, and by annually photographing definite 
areas, nature has been permitted to tell her own 
story of progressive recovery. Special attention has 
been given to the reproduction, migration, establish- 
ment, and competition of individual species of grasses 
and forbs, and to plant succession. Intensive studies 
were combined with extensive observations in as many 
widely separated stations as seemed feasible (Fig. 1). 
It seems clear that the methods and sequence of re- 
covery in this large section of mideontinental grass- 
land are in general, and often in particular, the same 
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FIG. 1. Outline map of the region showing stations mentioned in the text and figures and certain other stations 
where studies were conducted. The general area where the basal cover was nearly always less than 35 per cent in 
1943 lies south and west of the irregular line. 
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as those in the range lands from southern Canada 
to central Texas. For convenience of presentation, 
and because the dominant grasses of true and mixed 
prairie are often different, recovery in true prairie 
has been described first. This is also in agreement 
with earlier reports (Weaver & Fitzpatrick 1932, 
1934; Weaver, Stoddart, & Noll 1935; Albertson 
1937, 1938, 1939, 1941; Albertson & Weaver 1942, 
1944; Weaver & Albertson 1936, 1939, 1940, 1940a, 
1943). 
ENVIRONMENT IN TRUE PRAIRIE 
Conditions in grasslands have been ameliorated 
greatly since the end of the drought. Changes can 
best be appreciated by comparing the water relations 
as expressed by precipitation, evaporation, and soil 
moisture with those of the final years of desiccation. 
PRECIPITATION 
The mean annual precipitation at Lincoln and 
Hebron, Nebraska, and at Belleville, Kansas, is 27.9, 
27.3, and 26.2 inches, respectively. Precipitation at 
each of these stations during the last two drought 
years (1939-40) and the three of postdrought is 
shown in Figure 2. The differences in precipitation 
during drought and recovery are especially marked 
in the very high rainfall (except at Lincoln) in 1941, 
when Hebron received 39.8 inches and Belleville 42.2. 
20~~~~ 
FIG. 2. Annual precipitation in inches at Lincoln 
(left) and Hebron (black bar), Neb., and Belleville, 
Kan. (right), 1939 to 1943 inclusive. 
This abnormally high annual precipitation was due 
largely to more than 11 inches at both stations in 
June, and 10 and 7.6, respectively, in September. 
This excess moisture wet the subsoil to at least 6 
feet in depth (Weaver & Albertson 1943). Hence, 
the nearly normal precipitation the following year 
promoted excellent growth. Rainfall in 1943 was 
about the same in amount as that in 1940. Actually, 
in 1943 an excellent yield of grasses was produced. 
The soil had a good reserve of water in spring, and 
rainfall was normal or far above normal from April 
until August (Fig. 3). Thus, rainfall was nearly as 
high and often much higher from April to August 
than during the preceding year. But late summer 
drought occurred at all stations in August and 
September. 
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FIG. 3. Precipitation in inches by months at Lincoln 
(left), Hebron (black bar), and Belleville (right) 1939 
to 1943 inclusive. 
EVAPORATION 
The monthly evaporation from a free water sur- 
face, as recorded by the U. S. Department of Agri- 
culture at Lincoln, is shown in Table 1. 
TABLE 1. Monthly evaporation in inches and total 
evaporation for the six summer months at Lincoln, 
Nebraska. 
Year Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Total 
1939 ..... 6.3 9.4 8.7 10.7 8.8 9.9 53.8 
1940 ..... 4.4 6.2 8.4 11.4 6.2 5.8 42.4 
1941 . . ... 7.1 7.0 10.9 10.2 6.6 .... 
1942 ..... 6.1 5.6 6.8 9.4 8.0 4.3 40.2 
1943 ..... 6.8 6.2 7.9 8.9 8.1 5.5 43.4 
Examination of Table 1 shows at once the very 
high evaporation rate during each month in 1939 and 
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the high total of 53.8 inches. Although the total loss 
decreased to 42.4 inches the next year, that of both 
June and July was higher than on any of the fol- 
lowing years. Water loss in 1942 and 1943 totaled 
13.6 and 10.4 inches less, respectively, than that of 
1939. 
WATER CONTENT OF SOIL 
Since much precipitation may be lost not only by 
runoff and interception by the plant cover, but also by 
direct evaporation from the soil as well, a more accu- 
rate picture of the amount of water available for plant 
growth may be obtained by frequent soil sampling. 
Water content to a depth of 6 feet was ascertained 
in 1939 to 1941, inclusive, at all three stations 
(Weaver & Albertson 1940, 1943). This work was 
continued during 1942 and 1943 at Lincoln, and sam- 
ples were also taken occasionally at the other sta- 
tions. In general, amounts of soil moisture at Hebron 
and Belleville were similar to (but at times greater 
than) those ascertained in the upland prairie at Lin- 
coln. Percentages of water in the charts are those 
of total water content of soil minus the hygroscopic 
coefficient, which was determined for each soil depth. 
This is considered as water available for growth. The 
samples were all from a Carrington silt loam with a 
mature profile. The hygroscopic coefficients at the 
several depths were 8.9 and 8.4 per cent in the first 
foot and 10.5, 11.1, 9.7, 10.8, and 11.2, respectively, 
for each successive foot in depth to six feet. After 
1940 samples were obtained from a new but adjacent 
sampling area where the hygroscopic coefficients, in 
the same sequence of depths, were 9.0 and 9.6, 9.9, 
10.6, 12.8, 13.5, and 14.0 per cent, respectively. 
In 1939, early spring sampling showed an available 
water supply of 5 to 20 per cent or more in the sur- 
face two feet (Fig. 4). Between 2 and 6 feet in 
depth there was 2 to 5 per cent of water available, 
a condition which prevailed throughout the growing 
season. No water was available for growth in the 
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FIG. 4. Available soil moisture to a depth of 6 feet 
at Lincoln, Neb., during 1939 (left panel), 1940 (cen- 
ter), and 1941 (right panel). Mean annual precipitation 
is 27.9 inches. Numbers at top of the columns are dates 
of sampling; those at the base are total current monthly 
rainfall in inches. 
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FIG. 5. Available soi disture to a depth of 6 feet 
at Lincoln, Neb., during 1942 (upper) and 1943 (lower). 
Numbers at top of columns indicate the first, second, 
etc., week of the month; those at the base are total 
current monthly rainfall. 
surface 6 inbhes of soil in May or August, and the 
6- to 24-ineh depth had less than 2 per cent water 
available nearly throughout June, July, and August. 
In 1940, drought began in June and was very 
severe throughout July. No water was available for 
growth in either the first or second foot of soil, and 
less than 2 per cent in the third and fourth foot. 
Dry subsoil prevailed until September, although 
rains in August moistened the upper 2 feet. 
That soil moisture was much higher in May and 
June of 1941 is clear. But at this station deficient 
rainfall both in July and August resulted in late 
sulmmer drought. Conditions were greatly improved 
in 1942, the weekly samples revealing only rarely 
a temporary reduction of available water to less than 
2 per cent (Fig. 5). Ten per cent or more water 
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was constantly available in the soil in April, May, 
and June of 1943. Even during July, August, and 
early September, 2 to 10 per cent moisture was con- 
stantly present. But in the subsoil below 4 feet the 
deeply rooted vegetation had depleted the supply 
until less than 2 per cent was available. 
The water relation was the controlling factor in 
drought. Water loss from both plant and soil was 
accelerated, however, by high temperatures, dry air, 
and excessive wind movement. During the three 
years of recovery temperatures were not abnormally 
high as they were during the drought years, nor was 
humidity unusually low. Wind movement was less 
than during the drought, and dust storms did not 
occur. 
SEVERITY OF DROUGHT IN 1934 
The most severe drought ever recorded in true 
prairie occurred in 1934. It began in early spring 
and became intensified with the progress of the sea- 
son. Soil moisture was gradually depleted. By July, 
no water to a depth of 4 feet was available for 
growth on the uplands. Beginning after the middle 
of June and continuing until late in July, a terrific 
heat wave swept over the prairie. The scorching sun 
seared the grasses as if by fire, and life in all but 
the most deeply rooted forbs retreated underground. 
No rain fell, clouds were rare, the light was intense, 
and hot southerly winds blew as from a desert. After 
bleaching the upland vegetation to patches of brown 
and white, drought crept down the slopes, even into 
mesic and hydric ravines (Fig. 6). IHere the vege- 
tation first exhibited the yellow-green color charac- 
teristic of great drought, then most of the grasses 
wilted and dried. Only on the best protected, north- 
facing hillsides did the belt of green extend a little 
way up the slopes. On lowlands along the Missouri 
River, entire meadows of big bluestem were wilted 
or dried, the red and bronze colors of late autumn 
appearing in August. Even slough grass was 
Fio. 6. Effects of drought on grassland. Bluestenm 
pasture near Lincoln, Neb., on April 2'0, 1935. Nearly 
all of the native grasses (light colored) have been killed 
and Kentucky bluegrass is alive only in the ravines. 
dwarfed, wilted, and the foliage half dry, and cat- 
tails in the marshes became dry and brown (Weaver 
& Albertson 1936). 
EVALUATION OF CONDITIONS IN 1935 
The degree of destruction was ascertained during 
the following growing season. Fortunately this was 
one of approximately normal precipitation and af- 
forded conditions favorable to the recovery of vege- 
tation. Changes were evaluated in more than 30 
prairies in Iowa, Nebraska, and east-central Kansas. 
Each of these had been fully studied just before the 
drought (Weaver & Fitzpatrick 1934). 
DECREASE IN PERENNIAL GRASSES 
Most prairies on the deep loess and glacial soils of 
southwestern Iowa had not been harmed. Others had 
suffered a loss of 20 to 50 per cent of certain grasses 
on the most exposed slopes. Death by drought in- 
creased southwestward, from very great losses on 
slopes and hilltops to 80-90 per cent destruction 
even on nearly level areas farther west. All of the 
native grasses suffered some loss, but death was 
greatest among those with relatively shorter roots: 
little bluestem (Andropogon scoparius), June grass 
(Koeleria cristata), needle grass (Stipa spartea), and 
the invading Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratenmis). 
Losses often occurred widely but especially where 
these grasses occupied the drier soils. Prairie drop- 
seed (Sporobolus heterolepis) also sustained losses 
which, like those of Indian grass (Sorghastrum 
nutans), often amounted to 80 or more per cent. Big 
bluestem (Andropogon fureatus), because of its 
deeper root system, was usually injured least. Losses 
among interstitial low grasses and forbs were often 
practically complete after the protecting cover of the 
tall grass dried (Fig 7). 
FIo. 7. Bared soil between bunches of relict grasses, 
mostly big bluestem and side-oats grama, on north-facing 
slope near Valparaiso, Neb., May, 1936. 
LOSS OF UNDERiSTORY 
This great destruction to species of the undlprstory 
gave the grassland its distinctly open appearance. 
Among these species, the following were most con- 
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spicuous: Kentucky bluegrass, Scribner's panic grass 
(Panicum scribnerian-um) and various other species 
of panic grasses of low stature, purple lovegrass 
(Eragrostis spectabilis), and ticklegrass (Agrostis 
hiemalis.). Forbs which suffered great losses were 
prairie cat's-foot (Antennariac campestris), violets 
(Viola papilionacea and V. pedatifida.), and species 
of milkwort (Polygala). The same was true of 
downy gentian (Gentiana puberula), prairie ragwort 
(Senecio plattensis), species of ground-cherry (Phy- 
salis), and rosettes of hawkweed (Hieracium longi- 
pilurn). Moreover, the soil mulch of fallen leaves, 
etc., had almost entirely disappeared. 
Where drought was only moderately severe, the 
small patches of bare soil, a square foot or less in 
area, were so plentiful that they formed an irregular 
but continuous network among the widely spaced 
plants (Fig. 8). Where destruction of vegetation 
had been greater, these openings of small size graded 
into larger ones, one to several square yards in extent 
FIG. 8. Effect of drought in producing much bare 
soil in climax cover of bluestem grasses on a north-facing 
slope near Lincoln, Neb. Photo in July, 1938, after 
considerable recovery. 
P. ., 
FIG. 9. Typical nearly bared space in bluestem prairie 
except for some surviving tufts of grass and a few 
rough pigweeds and other ruderals. Note presence of 
much bare soil. Photo in June, 1939. 
(Fig. 9). Elsewhere the plant cover was so deci- 
mated that the soil appeared almost bare. It had 
maintained only the remnants of a former population 
(Weaver & Albertson 1936). 
Seedlings of most native grasses were not abun- 
dant in 1935. The dry spring was unfavorable to 
early germination; the soil had lost its mulch of 
debrIs, and there was often little protecting shade. 
Seedlings of many-flowered aster (Aster multiflorus), 
daisy fleabane (Erigeron ramosus), and weedy species 
were produced in abundance. 
INCREASE OF CERTAIN NATIVE FORBS 
Certain widely distributed, long-lived forbs im- 
mediately profited by the thinning of the prairie 
cover. They spread rapidly and widely. Aster 
multiflorus became a bad weed in many of the prai- 
ries throughout the entire area, but not in all. It 
was almost absent in some that were greatly dis- 
turbed. It ranged from great local abundance to 
complete temporary control over one-fifth to one-half 
of certain large prairies (Fig. 10). So numerous 
were the somewhat woody, tangled stems produced 
from the widely branching rhizomes, that they 
formed an almost thicket-like growth. Beneath them 
were the dead crowns of the bluestems or intermixed 
with them were the relicts of big bluestem and other 
grasses. Other perennial forbs that were of unusual 
local abundance in some of the prairies were smooth 
goldenrod (Solidago glaberrima) and prairie mug- 
wort (Artemisia gnaphalodes). 
IL~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
~~~- W . , 
FIG. 10. A hillside in drought-bared prairie almost 
completely covered with Aster multiflorus. This nearly 
worthless native forb spread widely over hundreds of 
prairies following the opening of the sod. Photo in 
September, 1938, Lincoln, Neb. 
The winter annual, Erigeron ramosus, had become 
a bad weed in about half of the drought-damaged 
prairies. It grew so thickly that frequently 20 to 
30 plants per square decimeter clothed the bare soil 
where the grasses had d-ed. The stems attained a 
height of 12 to 30 inches and dried in midsummer. 
Other annual prairie forbs that occurred in very great 
abundance but only dur:ng this first year following 
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the drought were sleepy catchfly (Silene antirrhina) 
and Venus' looking-glass (Specularia perfoliata). 
INVASION OF RurDEALs 
Certain ruderals, normally not found in prairies, 
became widely distributed. Peppergrass (Lepidium 
densiflorum) was common to abundant in the bare 
places throughout nearly all of the prairies. This weed 
was often a good indicator of the amount of bared. 
space (Fig. 11). In many places it grew so thickly 
ran~~ * 1 i* i E 
FIG. 11. Dense stand of peppergrass (Lepidiu m 
densiJiorurm), a weed which was very abundant following 
the early years of drought. Average height is 14 inches. 
Photo June 7, 1937. 
that the seed literally covered the soil beneath the 
densely aggregated plants. Horseweed (Leptilon 
canaddense), with stems frequently 2.5 to 3.5 feet tall, 
was common to abundant in the prairies of the east- 
ern half of the area and in some of the more westerlv 
ones. Goatsbeard (Tragopogon pratensis) occurred 
most abundantly eastward. It varied from dense 
stands to widely seattered plants, but was always 
very conspicuous. Chess (Bromus secalinus) occurred 
in very great abundance in the western part of the 
area where it frequently covered whole hillsides in 
the drought-stricken grassland. Downy brome (B. 
tectorum) also was found in moderate amounts but 
mostly eastward. Where wind-blown dust had eov- 
ered considerable portions of certain prairies, nu- 
merous annual weeds grew thickly. Chief among 
these were Russian thistle (Salsola pestifer), lamb's 
quarters (Chenopodliim album), and rough pigweed 
(Amaranth us retroflexus). They also occurred, al- 
though sparsely, elsewhere. Where the prairie was 
covered with thick stands of native forbs, now re- 
leased from their usual competition with the grasses, 
or where annual weeds were present in abundance, 
it had the appearance of a weedy pasture. Here the 
percentage of remaining prairie sod was small. 
INCREASE OF CE:rrMN NATivE GRASSES 
Despite the drought and indeed as a result of it, 
certain native grasses had increased greatly. Six- 
weeks fescue (Festuca octoflora) had become abun- 
dant in the bare areas in eastern N ebraska and 
Kansas prairies. Its brown alternes covered the 
dead bodies of the former dominants. Westward the 
variety F. o. hirtella was so abundant that it had 
complete possession of various hilltops and slopes 
where the dominant grasses had died. The light, 
very abundant seed ripened in July and was broad- 
east widely by the high winds. 
Buffalo grass (Btichloe dictyloid-e.). in grassland 
bordering the mixed prairie, spread rapidly both by 
stolons and seed and thus increased its holdings 
Seedlings of the very drought resistant blue grama 
(Boidteloua gracilis) thrived. They frequently grew 
from seed seattered down the hillsides, since this 
grass was locally common in the eastern prairies 
only on the ridges and driest upper slopes. The 
clumps and patches of established plants usually had 
remained intact even in places where all the little 
bluestem and most other grasses had died. The plants 
tillered profusely and covered much soil. Indeed, 
from them a new type or community of vegetation, 
nonexistent in predrought true prairie, had its origin. 
The spreading of short grass, however, was slow and 
restricted in comparison with the widespreading and 
rapid invasions of western wheat grass. 
Agropyron smithii made the greatest increase of 
any native grass. Formerly confined to the thinner 
soils, saline areas, or greatly disturbed places west- 
ward and occurring only sparingly in the eastern 
prairies, it finally rose to first importance among 
the dominants and occupied fully one-half of the 
entire prairie area. Henee, it deserved careful eonsid- 
eration. It was entrenched at least in small patches in 
all of the disturbed prairies and had taken possession 
of extensive areas in others (Fig. 12). At first the 
stand was thin and the stems scattered, but soon it 
consolidated its holdings into dense vegetation with 
one to two thousand stems per square meter. In 
some prairies it covered one-third of the entire area 
often in great belts or alternes several rods wide. 
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FIG. 12. Area in whiclh big bluestem has died of 
drought being invaded by western wheat grass (Agro. 
pvron qniithii). The lines of leafv stems indicate the 
position of the new rhizomes. 
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In one it had complete possession of half the area 
and outposts were well entrenched in every square 
rod of the remaining half. It promptly populated 
portions of prairies overwhelmed by dust. Its vigor- 
ous growth in the bared or semibared places in early 
spring, and its migration by long, slender and 
branched rhizomes were distinct assets. 
Thus, the year 1935 revealed not only the tremen- 
dous losses of a stabilized vegetation, the wide spread- 
ing of native forbs released from competition, the 
beginning of great invasions by weedy grasses and 
forbs, but also signs of recovery. Recovery was 
shown mostly by the slow spreading of drought re- 
sistant short grasses and especially by the extremely 
rapid invasion of wheat grass. But recovery was 
only intermittent through the following years, since 
drought again prevailed. 
RECURRENCE OF SEVERE DROUGHT 
The vear 1936 was one of severe drought. The 
plant cover was open, nearly all upland vegetation 
was greatly dwarfed, and drought again took a very 
heavy toll. Western wheat grass and the short 
grasses, however, thrived. Wheat grass utilized the 
reserve of moisture in the soil following 1935, which, 
coupled with the moderate spring, rainfall in 1936, 
promoted the continued spread of this drought evad- 
ing grass. It greatly extended its territory in nearly 
all of the prairies. Blue grama is highly drought 
resistant and buffalo grass only slightly less so. 
These grasses thrived as long as anv soil moisture 
was available, and extended their territory. It has 
been demonstrated experimentally that seedlings of 
these short grasses remain alive after all or nearlv 
all other dominant prairie grasses have died (Mueller 
& Weaver 1942). 
The followiing year was also one of drought al- 
though conditions were usuallv less severe than in 
1936. The moist spring, however, was verv favor- 
able for the early-growing wheat grass. But the low 
summer rainfall and drv soil were extremely detri- 
mental to late developing grasses. Moreover, the 
weedy annual grasses and forbs, which still grew 
thiekly in the very open cover of perennials, rapidly 
reduced the water supply in spring and thus increased 
the intensity of drought. Big bluestem and other 
grasses already weakened by the past year of desieca- 
tion suffered further losses. Aside from the short 
grasses (blue grama and buffalo grass), needle grass 
and prairie dropseed probably suffered least among 
the dominants. Forbs decreased greatly; even the 
abundance of Aster multiflorus was considerably 
reduced. 
Summarizing, these two dry years resulted in 
great advantage to wheat grass and the short grasses, 
since they thrived while their competitors waned. 
Short-lived annuals had increased both in species and 
abundance and had played an essential role in pro- 
tecting the bared soil from erosion by wind and 
water. But the less xeric predrought vegetation had 
advanced but little beyond its stage of recovery at 
the end of 1935 (Robertson 1939). The nest grow- 
ing season, however, was one of good rainfall and 
there was marked improvement. 
RECOVERY IN 1938 
A year of approximately normal precipitation 
(1938) resulted in an excellent growth of vegetation, 
a great increase in its amount, and the production 
by most species of a large crop of seed. The growth 
of wheat grass was greatly accelerated. It extended 
its dominance even more widely and especially into 
places that had been vacated by the recent death of 
relict vegetation. By competition for water it sup- 
pressed many plants or fragments of communities 
left in the territory it had invaded. The patches and 
alternes of thriving short grasses, although usually 
still very open, became denser as an abundance of 
tillers and seedlings developed. In addition, buffalo 
grass spread by stolons. 
Outside the wheat grass communities especially, 
there was in the aggregate much bare, unmulehed 
soil left open for colonization. This varied greatly 
in the different prairies; in those most damaged one- 
half to two-thirds of the soil was still unoccupied. 
The great quantities of decaving root material 
coupled with periods of humid weather in spring 
supported the growth of an unusually abundant and 
widespread population of fungi. The red stinkhorn 
(Simblurm sphaerocephaium) was most abundant 
(Fig. 13). During the moist spring and early sum- 
mer it was found widely and usually thickly dis- 
tributed in nearly all of the prairies. Ten or more 
fruiting bodies per square meter were frequent on 
low ground, and often the air was foul with the 
nauseating odor produced by this saprophyte. 
ok~~~~o 
FIG. 13. Detail of bared soil at Crete, Neb., on May 
22, 1938, showing abundance of fruits of the red stink- 
horn (Simblum sphaerocephaium) which was thriving on 
decaying material in the moist soil. 
The weedy stages of the subsere had nearly dis- 
appeared in many prairies and especially in those por- 
tions oecupied by wheat grass. Aster and Erigeron 
had likewise greatly decreased. But in other prairies 
where the cover was less developed the foliage of 
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Aster formed half the cover and Erigeron was so 
abundant that in June the prairies appeared at a 
distance as if covered with patches of snow (Fig. 14). 
V~~~~~~'V 
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FIG. 14. Photo on June 20, 1938, in, former bluestem 
prairie near Lineoln, Neb., of dense eover of daisy flea- 
bane (Erigeron ramosus). 
Extensive alternes of Festuca octoflora also prevailed. 
Had this grass been removed, many square rods of 
soil would have lost 95 per cent of their cover. Most 
native forbs were represented by only 15 to 20 per 
cent of their normal population. 
The grasses that had withstood the two successive 
periods of intense drought made a good recovery. 
There was a considerable thickening of the vegetation 
resulting from the increased water content of soil. 
Big bluestem had leaves 2 to 3 times the normal 
width. Nearly all the grasses grew to an unusually 
large size and produced so much seed that it seemed 
each speeies was endeavoring to reclaim the entire 
area for its kind. Needle grass had scattered its 
seedlings widely and thus extended its original hold- 
ings in a remarkable manner. Prairie dropseed, also 
more drought resistant than the bluestems but less 
widely spread than needle grass, repopulated areas 
adjacent to the former stands of greatly thinned 
parent plants (Fig. 15). But many other native 
grasses were intermixed and these tvpes were as vet 
only dimly defined. Big bluestem thickened its stand 
remarkably where it occurred in ravines and on lower 
slopes. Where it had remained on uplands, it 
promptly reclaimed much of the space made bare by 
the death of little bluestem and even on hilltops 
attained an unusually large size. Even little blue- 
stem was slowly reeovering. Thus, there was fore- 
shadowed the reestablishment of former communities 
of vegetation. 
June grass aided greatly in covering the soil with 
vegetation and side-oats grama (Boutelotta curti- 
penditla) had spread widely in all but a few prairies 
and filled many of the interspaces between the other 
grasses. It is drought resistant; many bunches had 
persisted since 1935. Its rank growth and enormous 
production of seed was followed in 1939 by a marked 
wave of dominance which, unlike that of wheat grass, 
was not long maintained. It was w1i'del'v distributed 
in many wheat grass communities. 
FIG. 15. Prairie dropseed (Sfiporobolus heterolepis) at 
left, and small bunch of side-oats grama (Boutelova 
curtipewdula). Both are drought resistant grasses. They 
seeded abundantly in 1938. Photo late in August. 
The outstandin- conditions 'in 193S were a better 
to fairly complete occupation of the soil by grasses, 
although some were wceedv annuals, and considerable 
reduction in bare -round. Most f orbs that had in- 
creased were now (rreatlv reduced or were beings sub- 
dued, and ruderals were much less abundant. There 
was nearlv everywhere a remarkable spread of big 
bluestem, side-oats dgramia and blue grama, and, in 
many prairies, of needle - ass and prairie dropsed 
This was in addition to the constant adv-ances and 
consolidation of western wheat grasss over much ter- 
rain. But in only a few prairies, notablv at Belle- 
Ville, Kansas, and Hebron, -Nebraska. had the several 
ypes of vegetation become clearly and definitelys de- 
fined ( Weaver &- Darland 1944) .This remarkable 
process was to be delaved bv- tw-o more vears- of 
drought. 
DROUGHT OF 1939-40 
Early spring was dry in 1939; then followed a 
period of rainfall. but severe drought occurred in 
midsummer. Western wheat grass did not flourish. 
This was due in part to the unfavorable environ- 
ment and perhaps partly to its remarkable growth and 
great seed production the prece~ding, year. Moreover, 
wheat grass had to compete for water with an enor- 
mous stand of side-oats grama which was widely dis- 
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tributed. There was an excellent early growth of 
other vegetation and the foliage cover became dis- 
tinctly thicker. Although the forb population, in- 
cluding the weedy aster, gradually diminished, a re- 
markable repopulation of grasses had begun. Seed- 
lings were plentiful, at least those of the more xeric 
grasses. Since the grasses were not closely grouped, 
competition for water was less severe than normally. 
Moreover, weeds were relatively few. 
The enormous amount of side-oats grama, which 
grew to full stature and competed successfully with 
wheat grass, was an impressive sight. Indeed, it 
thrived as the wheat grass waned. It was often the 
most abundant species outside of wheat grass areas 
as well. But its dried leaves whitened the landscape 
in August and never again did it attain such promi- 
nence. Big bluestem likwise dried and lost its green 
color. It was badly damaged; much of it died in 
midsummer and nearly all green color disappeared 
from the landscape, so severe was the drought. But 
blue grama had increased greatly in early summer. It 
produced an abundant crop of seed and maintained 
its record of continuous gains, de'-Dite the deteriora- 
tion of nearly all other vegetation. 
A dry to moist spring, varying with location, and a 
dry summer characterized 1940, the last. year of great 
desiccation. A lack of reserve moisture in early 
spring accentuated the drought. Wheat grass made 
good progress in invading the weakened relict vege- 
tation or nearly bared areas resulting from its death. 
A vigorous growth of this sod-former occurred at all 
stations. It thickened its former stands and spread 
widely throughout the short grasses as well. In fact, 
in many prairies it had so nearly overwhelmed all 
other vegetation that only another year was needed 
to complete the change from true prairie to mixed 
prairie. This widely spread phenomenon resulted in 
part from the gradual building up of a short-grass 
understory to wheat grass or to the spreading of 
wheat grass into areas occupied by the constantly 
spreading blue grama and buffalo grass (Weaver 
1943). 
Losses of side-oats grama were very great. On 
some prairies all but 1 per cent had died by spring, 
except in lowlands where about 5 per cent remained 
intact. The dead plants formed an open, light-colored 
layer below the wheat grass. Nowhere did it thrive. 
A diseased condition, resembling mosaic, which be- 
came widespread caused the death of many plants, 
but most succumbed to fall and winter drought 
(Fowler & Weaver 1940). Even the early blossom- 
ing needle grass failed to produce seed. Big blue- 
stem attained a height of only 8 inches on low 
ground. By midsummer all the grasses were dry and 
discolored. They crunched underfoot like straw and 
would have burned readily. Annual yield was reduced 
to less than half normal (Weaver & Albertson 1943). 
This was the close of the long period of drought. 
It was followed by three years of nearly normal or 
above normal precipitation which kept the soil almost 
constantly moist. Rain also moistened the deep sub- 
soil, most of which had been permanently dry for 
several years. Vegetation made a good recovery and 
the subsere of weedy grasses and forbs gradually 
gave way to the several communities of perennial 
grasses. 
This ten-year period of great changes in grasslands 
may now be summarized: 
1933 
Drought threatened 
Precipitation 7 inches below normal 
Severe drought in mixed prairie westward 
1934 
A year of great drought 
1935 
Approximately normal precipitation 
Extent of losses revealed 
Spreading of certain native forbs 
Invasion of ruderal forbs and grasses 
Western wheat grass spread widely 
Short grasses increased 
1936-37 
Severe recurrent drought except early in spring 
Further losses of less xeric grasses and forbs 
Abundance of annual weeds 
Steady increase in amount of wheat grass 
Short grasses increased 
1938 
Approximately normal precipitation 
Continued spread of wheat grass and short grasses 
General recovery and thickening of cover 
Decrease in amount of bare soil 
Fewer ruderals; decrease in native weedy forbs 
1939 
Moist spring and early summer; then severe drought 
Wave of side-oats grama; wheat grass waned 
Short grasses increased 
Vegetation suffered from desiccation 
1940 
A year of drought 
Great losses of prairie relicts and side-oats grama 
Wheat grass and short grasses possessed entire prairies 
Mixed prairie developed (1938-41) 
1941-43 
Normal to above normal precipitation 
Great recovery 
Other prairie types became well established 
Cover increased; forbs slowly reappeared 
RECOVERY; DEVELOPMENT OF GRASSLAND 
TYPES1 
With the recurrence of years of normal or above 
normal precipitation, vegetation recovered. At first 
the processes were slow, since deep dormancy often 
follows great drought, but later they became greatly 
accelerated. When the weedy native forbs had been 
subdued by the increasing population of grasses, 
when the annual grasses and weeds had been mostly 
replaced by perennial grasses, and when the dominant 
1 The term type is used for brevity and in the same sense as 
community. It indicates no special ranking. The unit of vege- 
tation which each type or community represents is indicated 
where it is described. 
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species through competition had replaced the former 
interstitial ones, there crystallized out of the hetero- 
geneous drought populations several very definite 
grassland communities or types. In fact, the western 
wheat grass type had grown steadily year by year 
almost from the beginning of drought. Likewise, the 
short grasses had migrated into new territory and 
gradually claimed it for themselves. 
Other types were less clearly defined since dominants 
were much intermingled, and subdominant species 
such as side-oats gtama and June grass at times 
plaved a leading role in repopulating the bared soil. 
Even in 1940, much soil was still open to invaders 
in some prairies, and many places were populated only 
thinly by individuals of a potential grassland type. 
But with better conditions for growth, all bared places 
were reclaimed. Competition sorted out the perma- 
nent dominants from the seral or temporary ones, 
and the boundaries of the communities in the mosaic 
of prairie patterns became quite definite. 
In a few prairies this stage had been attained as 
early as 1938; in most it was reached only during 
1941; and in some the process is not vet complete 
and portions of these prairies consist of mixed, un- 
stabilized remnants of drought reliets. 
In trne prairies not entirely overwhelmed by western 
wheat grass, these types in 1940 were needle grass, 
prairie dropseed, and blue grama. Other common 
communities were the mixed prairie type, big blue- 
stem type, reliet big bluestem-little bluestem, and 
mixtures of several species without expression of 
dominance. These communities varied in size from a 
few square rods to many acres. One 15-acre prairie 
for example, which was mapped in detail, revealed 
5 types each of which was dominated by a single 
species and 8 mixed types where two species in each 
were in definite control (Weaver & Darland 1944). 
TiHE SUBSERE 
A complete view of the methods and extent of 
recovery of vegetation cannot be had without con- 
sideration of the early and intermediate stages of the 
subsere. This includes a study of the early annuals, 
of native forbs which survived and increased, and of 
ruderal forbs and grasses. 
EARLY AN-NUALS 
The Iowa prairies that suffered some damage were 
repaired rather promptly by a spreading of stiff tick- 
seed (Coreopsis palmata), many-flowered aster, and 
prairie dropseed. Scarcely any annuals appeared. 
But west of the Missouri River immediately following 
the 1934 drought, there occurred a great scourge of 
annual grasses. The most abundant of these were 
six-weeks fescue, chess, and little barley (Hordeum 
pusillum). These were nature's shock troops which 
temporarily held the bared soil against the forces of 
erosion. During the earlier years they frequently 
constituted the major portion of the vegetation, but 
as the prairie was reclaimed by long-lived species 
these annuals filled the remaining network of bared 
soil. Finally they became merely interstitial species 
or failed to reproduce. 
When great bare areas occurred everywhere, when 
plants of the understory had disappeared, and when 
erosion by water and wind seemed imminent, great 
alternes of six-weeks fescue clothed the naked soil. 
The density and extent of these stands were astound- 
ing. Bunches consisting of 20 to 30 stems growing 
out of the dead crowns of little bluestem were found 
regularly. Two hundred such aggregations of stems 
in a single square meter were common. Frequently 
dense stands with plants 20 inches high alternated 
sharply with bare soil. Festuca furnished only a 
temporary living cover. But even after it dried and 
lodged it protected the bared soil from sun, wind, 
and flood (Fig. 16). Also when the prairie had been 
mowed, the stem bases were so numerous-often 100 
per square inch-that they greatly protected the soil. 
Enough seed to cover the whole area had not been 
produced and portions of the prairie remained un- 
planted. Festuca associated intimately with the 
greatly thinned stands and dwarfed individuals of 
all the grasses. 
WI . "-;'S 
FIG. 16. Dense stand of the annual six-weeks fescue 
(Festura octoflora) on June 24, 1935. The dark baek- 
ground is western wheat grass. 
Even after the severe drought inl 1939. six-weeks 
fescue occurred in large amounts throughout the 
prairie. It is still abundant wherever small open 
places occur. So thick was the usual stand that the 
plants were ordinarily dwarfed to a few inches in 
height, but they nearly always produced some seed. 
Whether living or dead, great numbers of this dimin- 
utive and slender grass formed a mulch which greatly 
accelerated water infiltration into the otherwise bare 
soil. The mulch also prevented rapid drying of the 
soil. Festuca is one of the few grasses that also 
occurred more or less regularly in the short-grass 
sod. Thus, six-weeks fescue was not only a seral 
dominant in the early years of drought but continued, 
although in decreasing abundance, throughout; finally, 
with the restoration of the grass cover, it was found 
only in the minor bare spaces. Of inestimable value 
in the recovery of prairie from disastrous losses, it 
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is rapidly being relegated to its former place as a 
very minor grass. 
Bromus secalinus (or closely related species) be- 
,came abundant in grassland soon after 1934. This 
chess occurred in great amounts in the western part 
of the area where it frequently covered many acres 
in the drought-denuded grassland. Eastward. only 
local patches were common. 
Little barley increased enormously and made green 
the landscape in places which would otherwise have 
been almost bare. Its role was similar to that of 
six-weeks fescue. Formerly of a great abundance 
and always increasing in amount on dry years. it 
finally- filled only the smaller interspaces, instead of 
occurring as before in large patches or continuously 
over extensive areas. It still remains as a "filler" in 
open ground and regularly ocurs in association with 
the short grasses and in the understory of western 
wheat grass. 
Certain native forbs became extremely abundant 
when the competing grasses were handicapped or 
overcome by the drought. Two of these. both of very 
nor significance in stabilized prairie, reached in- 
credible numbers in 193.5 and 1936. Both were an- 
nuals. Silene antirrhipia and Speclda ria perfoliata. 
Seed was undoubtedly scattered everywhere by the 
wind, but the source of so much seed especially from 
these rather infrequently occurring species has never 
been determined. Since the seeds of both species are 
as small as specks of dust. they may have been blown 
long distances. The catchfly occurred widely and was 
found in all but a few of the most westerly prairies. 
In the bared areas the plants occurred in large num- 
bers and often reached more than twice their usual 
stature. Neither again appeared in unusual numbers 
after the second dry year. 1936. 
More local but serious infestations of Tragopogon 
praten-.is occurred during the early years of drought. 
Like the preceding species. this ruderal was found 
rather regularly over the eastern portions of the 
drought-opened prairie. In the thousands of small 
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FIG. 17. Characteristic dense patch of Hedeoma hi.,- 
pida with Plantago purshii in prairie where other plants 
have died. Photo in June. 1937. 
bared places, which appeared to have been burned 
into the prairie cover, this coarse biennial was both 
abundant and conspicuous. In more continuously 
open places it gtrew in great masses. 
A species of small stature and formerly found only 
associated with predrought short grass is Hedeoma 
I ispida. When much dry, bare soil prevailed. this 
mixed-prairie mint became established very widely in 
all situations and was especially common in wheat 
grass. It has persisted. although in decreased abun- 
dance, and is still a widespread component of the 
several communities found in true prairie. Its seeds 
are light and easily distributed by the wind (Fig. 17). 
LON-G-LIvED XNATIVE FORBS 
The three chief longer-lived forbs that profited 
greatly by the death of their competitors and spread 
most widely were Aster multiflorus. !Solidago glaber- 
rina. and the winter annual, Erigeropi ramnosis. All 
three species ranked among the ten most widely dis- 
tributed and abundant predrought forbs. They are 
composites with light. wind-blown seeds. Erigeron 
develops from rosettes: the others possess very abun- 
dant and efficient rhizomes by means of which they 
endured the drought. 
A.ter i uiltifloriis (including A. bate.sii) spread 
widelv until it constituted a dense, tangled. weedy 
growth over many acres. It did not occur in all of 
the prairie<. but over considerable areas where 
drought had struck hard and wheat grass had not 
invaded it was practically the only species. The 
plants no longer formed bunches but a more or less 
uniform stand. It became so abundant that within a 
short time it ruined many of the prairies or large 
portions of them for the production of hay. because 
of its brush-like growth. So numerous were the 
plants and so low was the light intensity in their 
deep shade that any relict grasses were much atten- 
uated and seedlings, even in good years. grew with 
difficulty. At first it seemed that it might dominate 
many prairies. and it did maintain its rise to impor- 
tance for several years. The plants normally attained 
a height of 1.5 to over 2 feet. As a result, consider- 
able native sod was broken because of the seriousness 
of this pest. Of course, it did protect the soil. 
MNany-flowered aster gave way rather readily to 
invading wheat grass. At Carleton. for example, 
where large bared areas were occupied by uniform 
stands of this forb in 1935-36. it decreased greatly 
in 1937-3S as wheat grass spread. By 1940 it had 
vanished. In many other prairies it diminished in 
amount in 1937 and rapidly after 193S. But even 
during the drv year of 1939. approximately one- 
third of the land in some of the worst infested prai- 
ries had more aster than grasses. Plants with .50 
or more woody stems from a basal diameter of 6 
inches reached a height of IS inches and had a spread 
of tops of 2.5 feet. These were often closely spaced. 
But more f requently the more open type prevailed 
with 1 to 4 stems in a place and rather widely spaced 
on the rhizomes. In all prairies it became greatly 
suppressed by 1942. In a few, however, it was repre- 
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sented by large patches until 1943. With increased 
competition from the thickening stand of grasses, 
especially after 1942, the stands were further thinned. 
Solidago glaberrima became a grassland weed some- 
times as widely spread as the aster. Blossoming at 
a height of 30 inches (in 1935) it appeared through- 
out some prairies either as a continuous, compact 
society or a series of isolated smaller ones. The 
dense patches resulting from extension of the rhi- 
zomes could best be evaluated in Julv in vears with 
enough rainfall to promote flower production. The 
densest stands grew where the soil had been most 
bared. Its behavior was very similar to that of Aster 
but it was not so widespread either locally or over 
the region as a whole. 
Erigeron remosus made such an enormous increase 
in so many of the true prairie areas (mostly east- 
ward) that it was an outstanding feature during the 
entire drought period. The plants were not only 
abundant but of greatly increased stature. Over 
many acres of bared soil plants 2.5 to 3 feet in height 
were grouped so closely that their inflorescenees 
formed a continuous pattern (Fig. 18). Over even 
wider areas, in patches of perhaps 30 to 60 acres. 
they filled the numerous interspaces between the re- 
maining bunches and mats of reliet grasses. Although 
the amount of daisy fleabane gradually decreased as 
the perennial grasses came back, it still maintained 
great abundance in 193840. Its numbers varied 
greatly, however. Since it had to start anew each 
year, with decrease of open spaces in the sod it has 
returned nearly to predrought abundance. Its ro- 
settes were frequent in wheat grass, the stature and 
seed production depending upon water content in 
spring and early summer. 
FIG. 18. Typical open space in prairie with dense 
growth of Erigeron ramosus in background. Note reliet 
big bluestem and lead plant on the right and rosettes of 
daisy fleabane in the foreground. June, 1938. 
The wide distribution and dense aggregat on of 
certain forbs with large storage organs first became 
marked during the moist spring of 1938. They were 
formerly of relatively small abundance and little im- 
portance in stabilized prairie. Chief among them 
were violet wood-sorrel (Iono.alli.s riolacea), spider- 
wort (Tradescantia bracteata), wlndilower (Anemone 
caroliniana). and wild onion (Allilam mutable). 
They formed dense patches a few square feet to many 
square vards in area; in fact, with the continuing 
drought their numbers constantly increased and they 
were also found in many new locations (Fig. 19). 
FIG. 19. Characteristic dense stand of spiderwort 
(Tradescantia bracteata) in June near Jamaica, Neb. 
This species profited greatly by the opening of the prai- 
rie sod. 
Societies of closely spaced wild onion occupied many 
acres of low, normally wet land. Where as many as 
200 scapes with flowers occurred per square meter, 
little grass remained. Ionoxalis and Anemone, espe- 
ciallv, were associated with the invading wheat grass 
and often formed a laver beneath it. All are still 
abundant but they are being reduced in amount with 
the establishment of a denser prairie cover. 
Other native forbs that increased greatly in certaim 
prairies but usually only early in the dry cycle were 
Senecio platten.sis, Arteinisio gnaph alodes, Achillea 
occidpnta1is. all perennials, and the biennial Gamra 
partiflora. 
RUDERAL FORBS A-ND GRASSES 
Among the ruderals. Lepiditum densifloruim spread 
like a scourge in 1936-37 from the Missouri River 
to the Rocky Mountains. Dense patches of small size 
to great extent occurred in the bared soil. This weed 
was often 14 inches tall with widely spreading crowns 
so closely spaced that the soil was nearly obscured. 
But with the wet spring of 1938. it almost vanished. 
It recurred later, but in greatly reduced amounts. 
especially in the more westerly prairies. But else- 
where it was mostly confined to local areas greatly 
disturbed by dust deposits. 
Pursh's plantain (Plantago pirshii) also profited 
by the open soil and for a time greatly increased. 
But like the annual horseweed (Leptilon canadensej 
it varied greatly from spring to spring, depending 
upon the conditions for growth. The small plants 
were usually greatly aggregated. They ripened seed 
earlv, and were thus well fitted to escape drought. 
In general, the plantain decreased rather early. Lep- 
tilon was prominent until 19. when it practically 
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disappeared from the prairies but only to become 
abundant again in the more open ones with a con- 
tinuation of drought. Indeed, it occup-ed a few bared 
places as late as 1942. 
Various brome grasses, in addition to Bromr s 
secaliy m.. played an important part in establishing 
a temporary cover. B. tectorum entered certain prai- 
ries in small amounts. in 1935 and had spread lightly 
over many by 1936 (zFig. 20). In others it was only 
locallv abundant as a colonist along with Pursh's 
plantain. Its abundance was somewhat proportional 
to the amount of bared ground. Where brome grass 
of any species grew thickly and seedlings of other 
grasses occurred. they were always attenuated. Even 
the bunches of June grass had very slender stems 
with a minimum of foliage. The flower stalks were 
much fewer, more elongated, and the spikes small as 
a result of the shade. In some great patches downy 
brome formed an extremely dense cover and was 
finally ousted by wheat grass or recoverg bluestems 
onlV in 1943. 
FIG. 20. Downy brome (Bromus tectorunt) in a prai- 
rie near Nelson, Neb., where it covered several acres of 
drought-bared soil. Photo in June, 1937. 
The enormous amounts of water absorbed and 
transpired by Bromus tectorum are indicated by the 
following experiment. On March 27, 1943, three 
square tubs with a total surface area of 7.15 square 
feet were partially filled with moist potting soil. Sods 
were cut 4 inches deep from dense stands of Bromus 
tectoru m where it grew thickly in a pasture. The 
plants were green but onlv 1 to 2 inches tall. The sod 
was placed firmly on the soil in the tubs and packed 
very tightly in such a manner that the soil surface was 
an inch below the rim of the tub. The tubs were then 
weighed and placed with others on planks laid on the 
bluegrass sod in a lawn. A frame was built around 
the tubs to protect the sides from sunshine. The 
plants grew during the rather cool but dry, sunny 
spring until May S. They were weighed every 10 
days and watered as necessarv, about once each week, 
to maintain the original weight. The amount of 
water received directly from rainfall was measured 
by means of a rain guage placed near the tubs. Thus, 
a record was secured of total water lost by trans- 
piration plus evaporation from the surface soil. 
The stand was very dense. The plants were 11 
inches tall and beginning to bloom at the end of the 
experiment. They were then used to determine the 
amount of rainfall interception. This was accom- 
plished by weighing a wire basket of the same area 
as a tub. The basket was made of fine-meshed 
woven wire so that when the thickly growing plants 
were cut off at the ground line they could be placed 
in an erect position in the basket. The weight of the 
wet basket (i.e., thoroughly sprinkled with water) 
plus that of the freshly cut plants was quickly aseer- 
tained. Water was then sprayed on the plants and 
basket for about 5 minutes. They thus became thor- 
oughly wet, as after a rain. As soon as dripping 
from the basket ceased (in about 5 minutes) the 
weight of the wet basket plus the wet plants was 
determined. 
It was found that 42.1 pounds of water had been 
lost per square foot from the plants and soil during 
their 42 days of growth. The amount of water held 
after a single wetting was .S1 pound per square foot. 
The great density of the stand has been mentioned. 
Probably downy bromegrass never grows so thickly 
continuously over an entire acre. But under the con- 
ditions of this experiment the water loss per acre 
was 917 tons. Interception of rainfall totaled more 
than 17.6 tons per acre from the single thorough 
wetting. These data are indicative of the enormous 
amounts of water lost from the soil through trans- 
piration by this weed, since under such a thick cover 
evaporation from the soil surfaec must have been 
small. It also indicates that large amounts of water 
are lost to the soil by interception, that is the rain 
water is held by the plants until it is evaporated and 
does not reach the soil. For example, Clark (1937, 
1940) has shown that "when an inch of water falls 
during an hour, buffalo grass intercepts over 28 tons 
per acre, while prairie composed chiefly of big blue- 
stem may intercept as much as 53 tons per acre." 
Bromus japonicus occurred more locally, sometimes 
intermixed with other bromes, but frequently in dense 
stands. In one large, dust-covered, lowland area at 
Clay Center, for example, its dense shade and early 
use of available water so completely weakened the 
widely spaced bunches of bluestems, side-oats grama, 
and other natives species that they did not recover. 
Even after drying and lodging its smothering effect 
was pronounced. Finally wheat grass invaded and 
the brome grass decreased. 
After 1938, hairy chess (Bromus commuttatus) was 
found in most of the prairies. In bare soil it grew 
thickly, but was thinly seattered elsewhere. It did 
not fill the smaller bare places in the same degree as 
six-weeks fescue. It occurred sparingly if at all in 
well consolidated stands of wheat grass, in fact large 
patches of this weed were completely replaced by the 
sod-forming perennial in 1942 and 1943. Nor was it 
plentiful in stands of big bluestem except where they 
were open. Indeed, by 1943 it had almost disappeared 
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or at least was found sparingly in most prairies. 
During the later years of drought and the early 
ones of recovery, hairy chess was usually scattered 
thickly in alternes of the short grasses, although with 
the closing of the cover it had disappeared elsewhere. 
After early ripening and drying its presence clearly 
demarked, even from a considerable distance, the ex- 
tent of the blue grama and buffalo grass which it 
overtopped. 
In 1943 a dense growth of hairy chess occurred in 
nearly all types of vegetation, including needle grass 
and wheat grass, but not reliet prairie areas where 
the cover was closed and normal prairie conditions 
prevailed. In early May when wheat grass was 8 
inches tall, the dead autumnal growth of the brome 
was 1.5 inches deep and the dense stand of living 
plants grew 1.5 ineches above it. The brome had 
grown not only around the bunches of needle grass, 
prairie dropseed, and others, but in them as well. It 
also grew thickly in wheat grass sod (Fig. 21). This 
was the condition in a 125-acre prairie near Crete 
and it also prevailed generally, except in vegetation 
that had become very dense. The dead bases and 
gray-green tops of the living plants gave a drab tone 
to the whole landscape. It formed a soft cushion- 
like mulch which thoroughly covered the soil. The 
amount of air-dried dead and living brome grass was 
about '22 grams per square foot or more than a ton 
per acre. Later observations showed that the weed 
did not attain a height greater than 9 to 12 inches, 
and only 4 to 5 inches under wheat grass. The plants 
nearly all dried without producing flower stalks. 
.'- , a 
FIG. 21. Dense stand of hairs ehess (Bromas com- 
mutatug) 3 inches high near Cxrete, 'Neb., on -Mav 1, 1943. 
It formed a laver under needle grass (above), under the 
new growth of wheat grass (lower right), 'and equaled 
in height the old leaves of side-oats grama (lower 
left. ) 
Their presence had little harmful effect upon peren- 
nial grasses which flourished and developed exceed- 
ingly well during this good year. 
Certain prairies, in fact some parts of nearly all 
of them, were covered earlv with a thin to thiek 
laver of dust blown from adjacent fields. Where the 
grasses were smothered or greatly harmed a large 
number of ruderals invaded. One of the most wide- 
spread was the Russian thistle, Salsola pe.stifer. In 
the early years of drought it was confined mostly to 
the western prairies. Later this weed thrived every- 
where during the driest years, even on wind-eroded 
soil. But it decreased during those with cold wet 
springs, and also as a new cover of grass developed. 
Lamb's quarters (Chenopoditim albwm) and rough 
pigweed (Amaranthits retroflexwu;}) demarked rich, 
loose soil by their dense stands and rank growth. 
Isolated plants or small groups of plants were also 
scattered widelv. Annual sunflower (Helianthius an- 
nims) was not uncommon in the weed stage of sue- 
cession in greatly denuded grassland. 
Witchgrass (Panicuim capillare). green foxtail 
(Setaria riridis), and lovegrass (Eragro-stis cilianen- 
sis) were all more or less abundant in the dust-drifted 
and otherwise bared places. 
Often lack of much competition in the rich soil re- 
sulted in very good development of these weeds. In 
some local areas dust was deposited after a stand of 
wheat grass had developed. Such places were havens 
for many weedy species and from these centers seed 
was carried into other openings in the prairie cover. 
Here they grew rankly, except on the driest vears, and 
gave the grasslands a very ragged appearance. In- 
deed, they could have been mistaken by the casual 
observer for weedy pastures or even weedy fields 
(Fig. 22) . 
FIG. 22. Dust-covered bluestem prairie near Jamaiea, 
Neb., that is thickly populated with weeds. Among 
these are perennial ragweed (A mbrosia psilostaehya), 
annual sunflower, and lamb's quarters. It hall received 
wind-blown dust during two or more years. In plates 
the dust laver was 4 inches thick. Photo Sept. 15. 1943. 
In summarizing the role of native species. they 
may be considered in groups (Table 2). The first 
includes only 6 forbs and a grass, which at once in- 
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creased mightily as if selected by nature to ameliorate 
the condition of loss of cover. The role of Festuca 
octoflora, of Aster, Erigeron, and Solidago, so briefly 
and incompletely described, is worthy of deep and 
careful consideration by all students of grassland. 
They, with the annual and ephemeral Silene antir- 
rhina, Specularia perfoliata, and Hedeoma hispida, 
spread over the land, protected the soil, and con- 
tributed their dead remains to the formation of a 
new mulch. The importance of the following group 
which had the great advantage of abundant under- 
ground food accumulation has not been evaluated. 
TABLE 2. Relict grasses and f orbs that greatly in- 
creased during drought, and chief ruderals occurring in 
the subsere. 
RUDERALS IN TRUE PRAIRIE 
Forbs and grasses 
native to true prairie Of wide Locally common but 
distribution irregularly distributed 
Festuca octoflora Bromus secalinus Acnida tamariscinia 
Aster multiflorus Hordeum pusillum Ambrosia trifida 
Erigeron ramosus Tragopogon pratensis Bursa bursa pastoris 
Solidago glaberrima Lepidium densiflorum Chamaesyce maculata 
Silene antirrhina Leptilon canadense Echinechloa crusgalli 
Specularia perfoliata Plantago purshii Lactuca scariola 
Hedeoma hispida Bromus tectorum Polygoeum aviculare 
Bromus japoeeicus Polygonum 
Ionoxalis violacea Bromus commutatus peneesylvaiticum 
Anemone caroliniaia Amaratithus retroflexus Solanum rostratum 
Tradescaetia bracteata Cheteopodium album 
Allium mutabile Eragrostis ciliateuesis 
Erigeron annuus 
Achill ea occidentalis Helianthus atutius 
Artemisia gnaphalodes Panicum capillare 
Gaura parviflora Salsola pestifer 
Senecio plattensis Setaria viridis 
Sporobolus cryptandrus 
From the early entrance and tremendous develop- 
ment of stands of Bromus secalinus and other weeds 
in the list to Plantago purshii, inclusive, much pro- 
tection has been afforded the relict prairie species. 
They have been protected from direct insolation, 
from the removal of the soil about them by high 
winds and torrential showers, and they have benefited 
from additional water infiltration resulting from the 
presence, alive or dead, of the cover of weeds (cf. 
Weaver & Albertson 1943). Likewise, Bromus tee- 
torum and later arriving brome grasses and other 
species of this life-form served through the long 
years of the terrible drought in place of the protect- 
ing cover of native grasses, or with the returning 
cover, to preserve the soil. Even the presence of 
weedy forbs had its effect upon reestablishment of 
the prairie grasses. Sometimes this was harmful, as 
in exhausting the water supply and the utilization of 
too large a portion of the light; often it was bene- 
ficial in shading the grass seedlings, stilling the wind, 
warding off beating rains, and furnishing a protect- 
ing cover of debris. Destruction of the accumulated 
cover by fire as a means of weed control greatly re- 
tarded recovery. It removed the shade, decreased 
water infiltration, promoted runoff, and was thus 
especially detrimental to the drought-weakened plants. 
Thousands of exposed and dormant crowns died, and 
seedlings succumbed to the heat of the fire or conse- 
quent conditions. Mowing the half-grown weeds and 
leaving them as a mulch on the soil would have pro- 
mnoted recovery. 
The only places where a complete subsere from 
bare soil to perennial grass occurred were in portions 
of prairies so deeply covered with dust as to smother 
all vegetation. Here annual weeds were soon re- 
placed by western wheat grass. Other areas nearly 
all had some relict climax grasses or at least some 
that recovered from dormancy. No prairie was en- 
tirely destroyed. Since the openings in the cover 
were of variable size, and source of seed of species 
in the subsere varied greatly, stages of development 
were consequently different. Neither were the stages 
nor the seral dominants of a stage identical in dif- 
ferent portions of the region. Moreover, stages in 
recovery did not occur in a similar time sequence in 
the several prairies but varied greatly with local rain- 
fall. Good years hastened recovery, very dry ones 
retarded it or actually returned vegetation to an 
earlier stage. 
The manner in which even the most aggressive spe- 
cies yielded to the dominant grasses, once they were 
reestablished and good rains came, was of outstand- 
ing interest. During the long years of drought sev- 
eral prairie grasses of secondary importance increased 
greatly. For a time some held very high rank. But 
once most of the soil was reclaimed they decreased to 
more nearly normal proportions as the several cli- 
max or temporary climax dominants established con- 
trol in their respective types. 
NEEDLE GRASS TYPE 
(Stipa spartea Consociation) 
The stands of needle grass were greatly thinned 
at the inception of drought. But by 1938 this species, 
in addition to holding all of its original territory, 
had spread widely. At Nebraska City in southeastern 
Nebraska, for example, a great ridge extended across 
a 160-acre prairie. Formerly only the northern crest 
of the ridge was dominated by needle grass. But in 
1938 a community of Stipa of great extent, with the 
single dominant furnishing 90 to 98 per cent of the 
grass cover, occupied not only the hill crest but ex- 
tended far down the slopes where it had replaced 
the bluestems. But in other prairies where its orig- 
inal holdings were smaller, invasions were less rapid. 
Near Lincoln, Nebraska, in 1938, on hillsides where 
one-half to three-fourths of the soil had been left 
bare, needle grass was common in open patches and 
as widely spaced individuals among the dead crowns 
of little bluestem. The old, relict bunches of needle 
grass were easily distinguishable from the smaller 
ones of recent origin. Many were protected by a 
thin stand of many-flowered aster. Otherwise the 
chief protection to seedlings was patches of six-weeks 
fescue. In the Pleasant Dale prairie this condition 
prevailed over most of the long, southwest slope of a 
hill for a distance of half a mile. Here 20 to 25 
bunches of Stipa per square meter with a basal 
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diameter of 1 to 6 inches were common. At Crete, 
Nebraska, somewhat similar conditions occurred over 
an area of 20 acres on the south- and west-facing 
slopes and top of a great hill. Formerly only a 
small portion was claimed by needle grass. 
A continuous spreading of this species has taken 
place into semibared areas regardless of slope, and 
even onto low ground formerly covered by big blue- 
stem (Fig. 23). Here it found during the drought 
years a dry warm soil, similar to its usual predrought 
home on uplands. Its early growth in spring and 
rapid absorption of the meager available water sup- 
ply together with its early seeding habit aided greatly 
its development during the years with a moist spring 
and a dry summer. It greatly handicapped the 
growth of later awakening species which grew in the 
invaded territory. During almost every vear of the 
drought, needle grass produced some seed. The large 
size and deep burial of the fruit, due to the twisting 
awn, insured germination even when the surface soil 
was dry. Except on the driest years, seedlings were 
common and establishment fairly certain. A good 
growth of widely spaced individuals occurred in 1939 
and on other moderately dry vears, since there was 
little competition for water. 
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FIG. 23. Spread of needle grass (Stipa spartea) onto 
low ground along Salt Creek near Jamaica, Neb. It had 
replaced big bluestem and other lowland grasses. Photo 
in June, 1943. 
By 1941 the great production of foliage even of 
widely spaced plants resulted in partially shading 
the soil. Enormous seed crops were produced and 
mvriads of seedlings, sometimes as many as 20 per 
square foot (Fig. 24). Thus, communities of Stipa 
possessed plants of all ages from seedlings of the 
current vear to old bunches 5 or more inches in basal 
diameter. As many as 50 to 60 small bunches, one 
or two large ones, and numerous seedlings per square 
meter were common in certain prairies even as early 
as the good year 193S. This condition now maintains 
widelv. In fact, the stand of needle grass, which is 
often SO to 90 per cent pure, has thickened and the 
plants matured until it now appears as a climax. The 
soil mulch has been restored and characteristic spe- 
cies of the understory are gradually reappearing 
June grass, Scribner's panic grass. and other plants 
common to the community are present and, in fact, 
the entire plant cover is approaching stabilization. 
Stabilization is not complete, but at least the domi- 
nants are so firmly entrenched that the community 
may remain as such for many generations. 
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FIG. 24. Seedlings of needle grass in nearly bare 
interspaces between established bunches near Woodlawn, 
Neb., in June, 1943. They averaged about 12 per 
square foot. Some grasses have been clipped. 
A field of fruiting Stipa is a magnificent sight 
(Fig. 2'5). The tall, wand-like stems are often so 
thick, as they bend gracefully under the weight of 
the seed, and the foliage cover so dense that the gen- 
eral appearance, until one separates the crowns, is 
that of a sod-former rather than a bunch grass 
Actually the basal cover is very small, onlv about 13 
per eent, but in newly populated places it is greater. 
After the fall of the seed the four-foot stems, now 
bleached white, become erect. They and the broad, 
shiny glumes remain for several weeks and clearly 
demark the boundaries of the needle grass community. 
FIG. 25. Needle grass near Pleasant Dale. Neb., 
heavily laden with seed on June 20, 1943. This is a 
typieal elimax stand. The stems are 3.5 to 4 feet tall. 
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The spread of needle grass during the dry evele 
has been so great, from hilltop to lower slope (where 
it sometimes contacts the shrubs) and onto flood 
plains, that this type is surpassed in area only by 
western wheat grass and big bluestem (Fig. 26). 
This maintains despite the fact that Stipa does not 
oecur in several of the southwestern prairies and only 
sparingly in that area. 
T 
FIG. 26. New stand of mowed Stipa spartea in fall. 
1940, on portion of a prairie near Lincoln which for- 
merly had none. but was clothed with little bluestem in 
1934. 
PRAIRIE DROPSEED TYPE 
(Sporobolus heterolepis Consociation) 
Prairie dropseed was formerly of such small impor- 
tanee that its communities held sixth place in pre- 
drought true prairie. A fter the first impact of 
drought it was thinned even more greatly than needle 
grass. But it reeovered without loss of territory and 
benefited greatly by the death of its competitors and 
consequent opening of new territory for invasion. 
Cessation of mowing, because of very little forage 
production during the driest years, permitted this 
late-blooming bunch grass to ripen abundant seed 
(Fig. 27). Seedlings became established over many 
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FIG. 27. Prairie dropseed (Sporobolus heferolepis) 
protected from mowing at Lincoln. It had replaced 
little bluestem and was producing a large crop of seed. 
Photo Sept. 29, 1940. 
acres adjacent to old stands and developed into new 
bunches. This enormously increased the territorv 
occupied by this type. In more easterly grasslands 
especially, the prairie dropseed community occurs 
regularlv. 
Older, widely spaced bunches attained a diameter 
of 12 to more than 18 inches and a foliage height of 
1.5 to 2 feet. The narrow greenish-vellow leaves 
curved gracefully outward and downward in summer 
and in winter lodged thicklv in such a manner as 
to provide a mulch to a distance of 10 to 14 inches 
around the base of the plant. Formerly prairie drop- 
seed shared the drier uplands with needle grass. Like 
needle grass it spread down the slopes, often to the 
edge of ravines. The mvriads of seedlings established 
during the better years of the drought rapidly grew 
into tufts and these into bunches. Once a good stand 
was attained, other grasses and forbs had difficulty 
in becoming established. It often stabilized its com- 
munities after 1941, almost to the exclusion of other 
species. But elsewhere more scattered individuals 
constitute an important component of a mixed type 
of vegetation. 
W ESTER-N WHEAT GRASS TYPE 
(Agropyron smithii Consociation) 
The early appearance of Agropyropi sinithlii imme- 
diatelv following 1934, its wide distribution and 
tremendous abundance as well as its remarkably 
successful competition with other species during the 
dry period have been very impressive (Weaver & 
Hansen 1941; Weaver 1942) (Fig. 28). In 1939, 
Weaver and Albertson stated that "extensive earlier 
surveys showed clearly that western wheat grass, al- 
though a dominant of other portions of the true prai- 
rie, notably the hardlands of the Dakotas, constituted 
scarcely any part of this association in the central 
prairie region. It occurred along roadways, occupied 
the compacted soil by the sides of trails through the 
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FIG. 28. Typical thick stand of well established wheat 
grass, 18 inches tall. on June 25. 1937. Note the lack of 
blossoming on this dry year and the characteristic ab- 
sence of litter on the bare soil. Under such stands true 
prairie species were robbed of their rightful water sup- 
ph- and died. 
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prairie, and was found in abundance locally where 
a shallow claypan made conditions unfavorable for 
the growth of the usual dominants. Occasionally a 
few stems were found about disturbances such as 
gopher mounds. In native pastures, centers of in- 
festation often occurred on knolls or about gateways 
where cattle or horses congregated and trampled the 
soil while stamping to free themselves of flies." 
It had increased in these places during the rela- 
tively dry years of 1932-33 and produced an abun- 
dance of seed. Moreover, about its centers of infec- 
tion in bluestem prairie there may have been rhizomes 
that produced few and relatively inconspicuous culms. 
When drought laid bare much prairie soil and great 
storms filled the air with dust, these high winds un- 
doubtedly carried the wheat grass seed as well along 
the bared surfaces. Almost always where layers and 
drifts of dust were formed, wheat grass was the 
early occupant. Unlike most other grasses, seed of 
wheat grass will germinate and the seedlings become 
established even when it is covered with two inches 
of soil. Sod may produce new stems when buried 12 
inches deep (Mueller 1941). Rodents and certain 
other animals also played a part in seed distribution. 
From countless local centers of infestation, wheat 
grass migrated outward by long rhizomes and formed 
circular areas a few feet to a feew rods in diameter. 
Where these were surrounded by stands of prairie 
grass they did not increase in size (Fig. 29). Like- 
wise, long narrow belts of wheat grass around the 
brows of hills indicated where early drought was 
most severe. Often whole hillsides were covered with 
pure stands of this grass, and many lowlands became 
a continuous area of undulating wheat grass stems. 
FIG. 29. Small outpost of western wheat grass in prai- 
rie near Crete, Neb., on May 22, 1938. Plants were 2 
-years old and the stand was moderately dense. Grasses 
near it were fairly well intact and the wheat grass had 
not spread farther by 1943. 
Invasion. was well -advanced during the early years 
of drought. When good rains came in 1938, wheat 
grass extended outward rapidly along the periphery 
of its established communities as well as into neigh- 
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boring ones not yet stabilized. Successful invasion 
of undisturbed true prairie has never been observed, 
but the method of invading relict prairie vegetation 
has been studied in detail. The rhizomes are extended 
between the remaining plants but rarely through their 
crowns. The first year stems within the newly in- 
vaded area occurred singly or in twos or threes and 
were widely spaced. Forward progress was rapid 
but such gains were not consolidated until a second 
season of growth. Then the stems became aggregated 
and the territory well occupied. These marginal 
belts of advancing wheat grass were usually several 
yards wide. Indeed, the advance into new territory 
with a greater water supply was demarked by the 
greater stature, increased production of foliage, and 
more numerous flower stalks than in soil already 
occupied. 
A good development of wheat grass, as pointed 
out elsewhere (Weaver 1943), is dependent upon 
available soil moisture in spring and early summer. 
Since there was usually little reserve water in the 
soil during the years of drought, wheat grass in its 
early and rapid growth often exhausted all or nearly 
all of the available supply of water before later 
awakening prairie grasses and forbs had made much 
growth. This resulted in the successful competition 
of wheat grass and in the dwarfing and finally the 
death of most other species (Fig. 30). This dwarf- 
ing effect was often pronounced even among the most 
deeply rooted forbs, plants regularly being reduced 
to one-half or less of their normal size (Weaver 
1942). There was very little competition for light, 
since even under a good stand of wheat grass about 
80 per cent of full sunshine reached the soil surface. 
Few seedlings of any kind were ever found in estab- 
lished wheat grass. Any ruderals in an invaded area 
FIG. 30. Two plants of Psoralea floribunda from a 
prairie near Lincoln on June 28, 1943. The competitors 
of the plant on the left, which is 30 inches tall, were 
bluestems. Plant on the right, taken only a few feet 
distant but from an equally large rooterown, was 12 
inches tall. It had been surrounded for several years by 
western wheat grass. 
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were soon suppressed and died. Exceptions were 
Hordeum pusillum and weedy species of Bromus. 
Festuca octoflora and Erigeron ramosus are likewise 
annuals with periods of growth similar to those of 
wheat grass. Any others were incidental and of very 
minor significance, such as Hedeoma hispida and 
Specularia perfoliata. They shared the late fall and 
early spring moisture with the wheat grass. 
Relict forbs were almost entirely those with deeply 
penetrating root systems-characteristically lead- 
plant (Amorpha canescens), blazing star (Liatris 
punetata), prairie rose (Rosa arkansana), and false 
prairie boneset (Kuhnia glutinosa). These were 
dwarfed immediately after the wheat grass invasion. 
With a gradual depletion of subsoil moisture, which 
was not replaced by current rainfall, they became 
fewer and fewer and mostly disappeared. This oc- 
curred even on low ground. 
Relict little bluestem was easily overcome by wheat 
grass and during all of the years with severe summer 
drought any relict big bluestem was dwarfed and 
usually dried by midsummer. Despite the occasional 
less severe years, as 1935 and 1938, big bluestem and 
practically all other grasses were finally overcome, 
except in areas where wheat grass had not invaded. 
Hence, in spring the pure stands of wheat grass pre- 
sented a clean, dark-green, monotonous landscape. 
Only after 1941 was there much debris on the soil. 
YIELD OF WHEAT GRASS IN COMPARISON WITH 
BIG BLUESTEM 
One of the outstanding changes in bluestem prairie 
which had been replaced by western wheat grass was 
a decrease in plant production. An extensive study 
of relative yields of grasses in these two types was 
made in 1943. It included not only the annual yield 
but also yields when the crop was removed two or 
more times during the growing season. The plots 
were selected in pairs and in such a manner that 
one of wheat grass and one of bluestem were in close 
proximity. Usually they were separated by only a 
few feet and never by more than a few yards. The 
sample plots were circular and each was 20 square 
feet in area. The grasses were clipped 2 inches 
above the soil in order to simulate mowing. They 
were air-dried and weighed to the nearest gram. All 
yields except in the last Table (6) are expressed as 
average yields per plot. 
TABLE 3. Partial yields and total yields of western 
wheat grass harvested in seven plots in the Pleasant 
Dale prairie in 1943. 
May 19 June 28 August 16 Total 
142 93 67 302 
173 130 30 333 
155 118 144 417 
209 273 102 584 
133 257 51 441 
119 374 84 577 
214 159 66 439 
Av. 164 201 78 442 
A series of samples were taken on upland in the 
Pleasant Dale prairie on May 19, June 28, and 
August 16, with results as shown in Tables 3 and 4. 
On May 19 wheat grass was about 9 inches tall 
and in the fifth-leaf stage of development. Moisture 
bad been plentiful. The grass soon recovered after 
being clipped and gave a larger yield on June 28, 
when it was about 13 inches tall and again in the 
fifth-leaf stage. Very little growth occurred thereafter 
since only a few stems made any recovery. The yield 
in August was due mostly to a slight intermixture 
of side-oats grama, a very little prairie dropseed, 
and a considerable sprinkling of big bluestem which 
had grown to a height of about 10 inches. 
That early mowing had only slightly decreased the 
yield was shown by the fact that the single clipping 
on June 28 (Table 4) averaged 374 grams while 
the sum of the averages of two early clippings was 
365. 
TABLE 4. Partial yields and total yields of western 
wheat grass (left) and big bluestem (right) when each 
was harvested twice from ten plots in 1943. 
June 28 Aug. 16 Total June 28 Aug. 16 Total 
433 9 442 645 271 916 
360 24 384 745 467 1,212 
311 74 385 601 300 901 
343 52 395 620 205 825 
422 37 459 545 211 756 
365 99 464 592 270 562 
263 85 348 511 207 718 
408 47 455 539 172 711 
402 71 473 517 355 872 
430 93 523 563 312 875 
Av. 374 59 433 588 277 835 
Wheat grass clipped first on June 28 was 15 inches 
tall and in the sixth-leaf stage. Flower stalks had 
not developed. Yields in August were not from re- 
covered wheat grass, only a little of which occurred 
in but one sample plot, but from the same kinds of 
grasses mentioned as occurring in the other plots. 
The yield of the nearly pure big bluestem, 18 inches 
tall at the first clipping, exceeded that of wheat grass. 
In fact, the yield of wheat grass was only 64 per 
cent of that of the bluestem. In August, big blue- 
stem had a foliage height of 15 inches and numerous 
flower stalks 22 to 35 inches tall. The yield was 
about half that of June 28 (Table 4). The total 
yield of wheat grass was only 52 per cent as great 
as that of big bluestem. 
When wheat grass in this prairie was harvested 
for the first time on August 16, its yield was some- 
what less than the total of either two or three har- 
vests of a similar stand (Table 5). This decrease 
seemed to be due to the suppression of any relict 
vegetation where the wheat grass grew uninterrupt- 
edly until August. Its total yield was 47 per cent 
of that of big bluestem. The bluestem at the time 
of harvest was 22 inches tall and possessed scattered 
flower stalks 30 to 40 inches hiab 
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TABLE 5. Yields in grams of western wheat grass 
and big bluestem harvested near Lincoln on August 16 
and August 5, 1943, respectively. 
PLiErsAr DA (upland) HAvrELoCK (lowland) 
Wheat grass Big bluestem Wheat grass Big bluestem 
332 753 854 2,468 
368 758 658 2,239 
267 1 784 948 1,943 
347 771 601 2,955 
473 846 793 1,602 
476 903 768 1,963 
429 731 471 2,379 
391 979 70 7 2,196 
397 904 46 2,375 
368 7 94 ! 693 2,410 
Av. 385 822 1 724 2,253 
Relative production of wheat grass and big blue- 
stem was also ascertained on lowland on the flood 
plain of Salt Creek near Haveloek, a suburb of Lin- 
coln. A magnificent prairie of big bluestem had 
become infested with Erigeron ramosus in patches 
and belts. This resulted from death of the bluestems 
by drought (Fig. 31). Small amounts of wheat 
grass spread through these and in a relatively few 
years replaced all but a few patches of reliet big 
bluestem. 
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FIG. 31. Increase of daisy fleabane (Erigeron ramo- 
sus) in lowland big bluestem prairie following drought 
of 1934. Later wheat grass invaded and replaced nearly 
all of the big bluestem. Photo June 27, 1938. 
On August 5, 1943, the wheat grass grew thickly 
in pure stands and to a height of 18 to 22 inches. 
There were a few flower stalks, 22 to 27 inches tall. 
It gave way abruptly to reliet areas of big bluestem 
(Fig. 32). This grass was also almost pure but had 
a sparse understory of Kentueky bluegrass. The 
foliage was 30 to 32 inches tall. Flower stalks varied 
from few to abundant and ranged in height from 
35 to 54 inches. In both types the stand was more 
open in a few of the pairs of samples. Yield of 
wheat grass was 88 per cent greater than that on 
upland but yield of big bluestem was about 2.7 times 
as great as that at Pleasant Dale. Thu... on this 
lowland yield of wheat grass was only 32 per cent 
as great as that of big bluestem. 
h4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~4 
FIG. 32. Portion of the bluestem prairie in Figure 
31 where reliet patches of big bluestem remained in 
1943. Wheat grass, about 20 inches tall (foreground), 
covered most of this level prairie. Big bluestem in the 
background and left foreground is about 30 inches high. 
Photo August 5. 
At Carleton five sample plots were harvested on 
May 26 and again on August 17. Big bluestem had 
a foliage level of 28 inches. Flower stalks were 
numerous and about 40 inches high; inflorescenees 
were appearing. The stand was dense and nearly 
pure. Foliage level of western wheat grass was iS 
inches just outside the bluestEm alternes. an average 
height that was regularly maintained throughout. 
Only a few scattered spikes occurred. The stand was 
uniformly good, but not dense. The early vield of 
wheat grass averaged 304 grams. the later one 106, 
and the total yield was 410 grams. Where two clip- 
pings were made, one on June 29 and another on 
August 17, the total yields were higher. 6.55 grams. 
Even this yield, however, was only 66 per cent as 
great as that of big bluestem (9S7 grams) clipped 
at the same time. 
A single clipping of undisturbed wheat grass on 
August 17 yielded 686 grams, which was much higher 
than either of the preceding. But it was only 60 
per cent as great as the yield of big bluestem (1.143 
grams) also cut for the first time in August. 
At Hebron, on August 17, big bluestem had an 
average height of 16 inches. There were no flower 
stalks. The stand was not so pure as that at Carleton 
since there was an- intermixture of little bluestem 
and side-oats grama. As elsewhere, all samples were 
from the upland. Wheat grass was in the same con- 
dition as that at Carleton. Clippings from five plots 
yielded 339 grams of wheat grass on May 26. and 
94 on August 17. Total yield was 433 grams. Where 
the first clipping was made on June 29 and the sec- 
ond on August 17, total yield increased to 594 grams 
But it was less at each clipping than from equal 
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areas of big bluestein, which yielded 847 and 99 
grams, respectively, in May and June. Total yield 
was only 63 per cent as great as that of big bluestem. 
In summarizing the data from the several stations 
for comparison, early yields where only 100 or 140 
square feet were clipped are increased to yields from 
200 square feet for l)urVposes of direet comparison 
(Table 6). 
TABLE 6. Total yields in grants of air diy wheat 
grass and big bluestein fromn 200 square feet at the 
several stations under ldifferent numbers of cuttings, and 
per cent yield of wheat grass compared wvith that of big 
bluestem. 
Months Wheat Big 
Station when clipped grass bluesten Per cent 
I J A 4,420 
Pleasant J A 4,328 8,348 52 
Dale A 3,848 8,223 47 
Havelock A 7,239 22,532 32 
(lowland) 
AI A 4,100 
Carleton J A 6,545 9,869) 66 
A 6,855 11,425 60 
Hebron M A 4,334 
J A 5,944 9,467 63 
From Table 6 it may be seen that in every com- 
parison wheat grass yielded far less than big blue- 
stem. It has been shown elsewhere (Weaver 1942) 
that water infiltration into soil covered with wheat 
grass was only 42 per cent as rapid as its entry into 
the same kind of soil covered with big bluestem. 
Hence, there is more water lost by runoff and evap- 
oration. Soil under wheat grass has invariably been 
found drier than that under bluestein. This may 
account in part for the decrease in yield. Table 6 
shows that vield from a single harvest was only 54 
per cent as great as that of big bluestem on upland 
and only 32 per cent as much on low ground. Where 
one cutting was made in June and one in August, 
the average yield was only 60 per cent that of big 
bluestem. 
Wheat grass is less palatable than most other 
grasses in true prairie, even including sand dropseed. 
Its early growth in spring and late development in 
fall does extend the length of the grazing period. 
But unader normal conditions the same end is attained 
by growing Kentucky bluegrass. Soil under wheat 
grass tends to lose the good tilth it had when it was 
covered with big bluestem. For these reasons en- 
couragement of the planting or growing of western 
wheat grass in true prairie is not in accord with the 
best grazing practice. 
BLUE GRAMA TYPE 
(Bouteloua gracilis Comisocies) 
Blue grama is the most drought resistant of all the 
native grasses not only of true prairie but of the 
mixed prairie as well (Mueller & Weaver 1942). 
When it is known that it was pl)esent in small 
amounts in most prairies throughout the western por- 
tion of the area, one may well have predicted a great 
increase during a prolonged cycle of drought. In- 
deed, striking phenomena of the drought were the 
continuous spreading of blue grama from year to 
year almost without interruption from 1935 until 
1942, and the large area occupied by this type when 
the drought finally terminated. It migrated into new 
territory immediately after 1934, since it was harmed 
the least of all glasses. It has been the most widely 
and most consistently represented by seedlings, espe- 
cially seedlings that survived. 
Blue grama has often survived where all other 
species died, and it has always been prompt in thick- 
ening its stands and thus consolidating its gains. It 
has not only enlarged most of its original small 
patches until they now cover many acres of uplands 
but also thousands of new outposts have been estab- 
lished. It is now found everywhere from hilltops to 
the lowest slopes. This grass has even carpeted the 
bottomas of ravines, and its location has little or no 
connection with topography. It became established 
wherever wind, water, or animals distributed seed in 
bare soil. Here its seedlings persisted when all others 
died. Bunches remained in some areas where wind 
aild water had eroded the surface inch or two of 
soil and left them elevated above the general soil 
level. Blue grama sodded over the driest banks and 
elsewhere formed an understory, even under tall panic 
grass. The sod-mats resulted from the aggregating 
of numerous individuals. From these outposts any 
adjacent bare soil was pol)ulated, and seedlings be- 
came established everywhere in open spaces among 
any of the thinned reliet grasses. Indeed, the seed- 
lihgs are very tolerant of shade. Once blue grama 
is well established, it is only with (lifficlilty that mid 
grasses are able to replace it. 
Drought tolerance was marked. In 1940, when 
draught in June bleached white the wheat grass which 
did not revive with the Julv rains, the greenness of 
the uniderstory of blue gramna made a strikung contrast. 
Big bluestemn was often entirely dried above ground 
while beside it blue glramia wvas still green. It usually 
blossomed and set seed at some time durIng the sumn- 
mer when intermittent drought had prevented such 
activities of the maid grasses. Not uncommonly the 
abundant, (Iled flower stalks liglhtened the landscape 
in drv vears in the blue grama type. There seemed 
to be a more or less constant supply of seed (Fig. 
33). 
Wbhen good ra:ins finally caine, blue gramna see(I- 
Iihugs occurred so thickly in mnaniy bare interspaces 
or oml other unlpopulated soil that the new gri(owth had 
the appearance of a newly made lawn. In places the 
soil was thus entirely obscured. In many portions of 
lprailies outside this short-grass type, it was possible 
to walk long distances and tread only omi bunches or 
mats of blue gramna, so widely and in such great num- 
bers had the plants been distributed. An intimate 
intermixture of 10 to 40 per cent of blue gramna with 
big bluestem or big bluesteum and little bluestem, in 
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FIG. 33. Blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis) flowering 
on a dry year (1940) when most other grasses suffered 
severely from drought. 
addition to distinctive alternes, was not uncommon. 
Thus, the history of blue grama has been one of con- 
stant gains. Only after two or more years of good 
rainfall has its possession been disputed by the 
bluestems. 
As a result of the great drought the numerous 
irregularly shaped areas of blue grama occurred 
abundantly. Frequ-ntiv these alternes were in direct 
contact with bog Wuestcm or small ones were often 
surrounded by this tall grass. Interspaees in the 
mats of short grass during the long period of drought 
were the home of numerous winter annuals. Chief 
among these were six-weeks fescue, little barley, 
downy brome, and chess. In fact, these weeds, with 
the oncoming of good rains, were scattered through- 
out the mats as well. Thus, short-grass communities 
could be d'st.nguished at some distanee from adjacent 
types by the li ht color of the early ripening and 
dried annual grasses. 
FIG. 34. Radial spread of buffalo grass (Buchloe 
dactyloides) in a pasture near Lincoln. From a crown 
only 1.5 inches in diameter in early spring of 1938, 
stolons spread laterally a maximum distance of 15 inches 
by June 28 of the same year. 
Buffalo grass was not only far less abundant than 
blue grama before 1934 but it also survived the 
drought much more poorly. Hence its part in recov- 
ery of prairie was far less important and will be 
included with the blue grama type. Upon the death 
of its mid grass competitors, it spread widely along 
the western fringe of true prairie. In overgrazed 
and trampled pasture it has increased tremendously, 
often elothing the soil with nearly pure stands (Fig. 
34). In distribution, it ranged from the bottoms of 
ravines to the thinner upland soils. The great in- 
creaSe in number and total area of disclimax, short- 
grass pastures nearly to the Missouri River in east- 
ern Nebraska has been described (Weaver & Hansen 
1941). 
In the few prairies where buffalo grass was well 
established before the drought, it gradually replaced 
its losses and increased slowlv. After 1940, it made 
a good recovery under the increased rainfall and its 
stolons advanced several feet in a single season. It 
thus replaced an open basal cover with a closed one 
of 90 per cent or more, in addition to extending its 
tern'torv. Nearly always associated with blue ggrama, 
the stolons threaded their way among the bunches of 
this grass and thus formed a dense, mixed sod. The 
pure and mixed stands of short grasses and the inter- 
mixtures of one or both of these species with blue- 
stems were far surpassed in extent in their role as 
an understory to western wheat grass. 
MIXED PRAIRIE TYPE 
(Eastward Encroachment of 'Mixed Prairie 
Association) 
The replacement of bluestem true prairie by west- 
ern wheat grass and short grasses, especially blue 
grama. and the later intermingling of the mid grass 
and short grasses to form mixed prairie has been 
described (Weaver 1943). The formation of the 
mixed type became clearly apparent in some grass- 
lands in 193S when an intermixing of wheat grass 
and short grasseses alone their numerous ecotones be- 
came pronounced. But even previous to this and 
svnchronously with the early spreading of wheat 
grass. the short grasses had migrated into the bared 
areas also and established new holdings. At Bell- 
ville. Kansas, for example, mutual invasions bv mid 
grass and short grasses had resulted by 193S in very 
large areas of the Agropyron-Bouteloua mixed prairie 
type (Fig. 3.5). 
Blue grama also established seedlings widely in 
places that had been invaded by wheat grass, espe- 
cially during and after 1938. In fact, its seedlings 
(and those of buffalo grass over the limited region 
where it occurred) were practicallv the only ones, ex- 
cept side-oats grama, that became widely and gener- 
ally established. They produced vigorous bunches 
which later often aggregated into an open sod. Com- 
petition for water, which they withstood, suppressed 
or killed nearly all other plants, both weeds and 
native species. Hence, mixed prairie consisted almost 
entirely of the pure layer of mid grass above and 
the short grass or grasses below. Conversely, wheat 
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FIG. 35. Invasion of western wheat grass into buf 
falo grass and formation of mixed prairie. The short 
grass is about 6 inches high, the wheat grass about 28 
inches. Photo Belleville, Kan., August 12, 1942. 
grass was the- only species that regularly invaded 
short grass, although side-oats grama was found in 
some prairies, often abundantly in the openings be- 
tween the sod-mats before wheat grass invaded. 
The rhizomes at first extended into the bare soil 
between the bunches or sodded mats but later spread 
thinly through them. This invasion into dense stands 
of buffalo grass was slower and seemed more diffi- 
cult. Here the wheat grass stems were seattered 
widely in a thin stand. Aside from the short grasses, 
wheat grass usually spread only in open ground or 
where big bluestem or other grasses had been greatly 
thinned by drought or dust. Only once has wheat 
grass been observed invading stabilized bluestem 
prairie, and this proved unsuccessful. Neither was 
the needle grass community nor the prairie dropseed 
type successfully invaded. But the mutual invasion 
of short grasses and wheat grass has occurred in the 
western edge of true prairie throughout a belt 100 to 
150 miles in width. In short-grass pastures, espe- 
eiallv those in which stock was excluded for a time, 
wheat grass became very abundant and a mixed short 
grass-wheat grass type became established. 
The period of invasion of both wheat grass and 
short grasses seems to be past, since practically all 
of the remaining prairie area is now occupied by 
other types of vegetation. Thus, there is much soil 
eovered with pure wheat grass, where short grasses 
are not present, just as pure types of blue grama or 
mixed short grasses occur in prairies or portions of 
them where wheat grass is not found. But mixed 
prairie is most prevalent and this type is more ex- 
tensive than any other single prairie type today, not 
excluding big bluestem. The intermixing of short 
grasses and wheat grass, however, has not terminated. 
Moreover, certain local areas once dominated by pure 
stands of wheat grass have not only been invaded 
by short grass but the wheat grass has been almost 
or entirely replaced by it. This was a process of 
gradually thinning the stand as the sod of short 
grass slowly became denser. As explained elsewhere 
(We-aver & Albertson 1943), blue grama has much 
finer roots than those of western wheat grass and 
they more thoroughly occupy the soil, especially the 
surface soil. Unlike wheat grass, blue grama grows 
vigorously at any time during the warm season, re- 
gardless of previous activity. Its flower stalks may 
develop, blossoms appear, and seeds ripen in only a 
few weeks. 
Wheat grass in pure stands does not produce flower 
stalks and ripen seed every year despite good rain- 
fall. In fact, little or no seed was produced any- 
where in true prairie in 1943. The stand is often 
so thick that the plants appear sodbound. Sometimes 
the understory of blue grama presents a similar ap- 
pearance. Wheat grass and the combination of the 
two grasses seem to overdraw on the water supply in 
their newly established communities. Their behavior 
and fate in true prairie during a series of years of 
normal precipitation are unknown. Despite the com- 
plete occupation of the land and the establishment 
of a good soil mulch, this type is not climax. Indeed, 
it should be emphasized that the present mosaic cover 
of the prairie after three years of nearly normal 
precipitation even where complete is not climax. 
Only the period of occupation of all of the territory 
by a number of different types of vegetation has been 
reached. A condition of stabilization has not been 
established and return to the predrought dynamic 
equilibrium of climax types will necessitate many 
changes. 
BIG BLuESTEM TYPE 
(Andropogon furcatus Consocies) 
Big bluestem developed as a distinct type in cer- 
tain prairies in 1938. The community on upland re- 
sulted from the survival of this species wherever the 
bluestem type had lost its chief dominant, little blue- 
stem, either by extreme drought or by dust coverage 
and drought. Because of its deeper roots and pro- 
duction of rhizomes, big bluestem often did survive, 
and when rains came it spread rapidly. This re- 
sulted in 1938 and 194142 in the apparent anomaly 
of a luxuriant growth of this tall grass in habitats 
so dry that the mid grass had suecumbed. It sur- 
vived the drought in the bunch habit, the rhizomes 
mostly being dormant, and only in 1938 (but in some 
upland prairies much later) did it become a sod 
former. With the coming of a series of good years 
(194143), big bluestem sometimes increased from a 
10 per cent stand to form a cover that became 80 to 
95 per cent as dense as that on low ground before 
the drought. Thus after 1942, many prairies when 
viewed at a distance in late summer or autumn 
showed great belts and patches, reddish brown in 
color, on hilltops and slopes where the flower stalks 
of big bluestem with their forked infloreseences grew 
thickly on the uplands (Fig. 36). 
Other extensive areas of big bluestem survived the 
drought in part in ravines, on lower slopes, and on 
flat land supplied with run-in water. Here, unless 
at once invaded, it was later able to replace its losses 
and reestablish the original tall-grass type. 
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FIG. 36. Big bluestem (Andropogon furcatus) on a 
illtop nealr Woodlawvn, Neb., o01 August 10, 1943. In 
this nearly piure stand the foliage is ahout 30 inches 
lhighl. Weeds -along a fence a quarter of a mnile distant 
formti the line. 
Quite in contrast to this outcome were the hun- 
lrcds of j)laces where the oJ)CeI stands of big bluestem 
were early invadle(d by wheat grass. Then the blue- 
stem was niear lv alwavs dwarfed, later suppressed, 
anll ultimately externinatedl in its former home, 
inostlv O)l uplands, but sometimes on lowlands as 
well. Manv (irv vears were characterized bv moist 
early spring. This l)romoted the growth of wheat 
grass which used so much of the available water 
that even the early growth of big bluestem was sparse. 
If the moist period continued a little longer, wheat 
grass produced seed and became dorruant, bluestemn 
wilted and drie(l after having used inuch of its 
accumulated food to develop half of a normal growth 
of foliage before heillg o(vertaken by drolight- 
drought so severe that it somnetines (19:36-39) killed 
half of the xveakeneld plants. Great alternes became 
fragmented; the following yeai only patches occurred, 
ammlll dially wheat grass, ai(led by d(rought, overcame 
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FIG. 37. Hilltop near Belleville, Kan., where little 
andl big bluestem prairie has been replaced by blue 
graina in tlme foreground and a dense stand of big blue- 
stern elsew here. Photo July 15, 1938. 
eveuii the hardiest and oldest survivors. That com- 
l)etition was the weapon of the invader was clearly 
shown by the better development and sometimes suc- 
cessful fruition of nearby stands of isolated plants 
where the wheat grass had not migrated (Fig. 37). 
On both uplands and lowlands the new stands were 
sometimes intermixed in various degrees with other 
species-tall panic grass (Panicant lirgatitm), tall 
dropseed (Sporobolos asper), side-oats grama, west- 
ern wheat grass and other grasses Oin low ground; 
and blue grama, side-oats grama, prairie dropseed 
and others on uplands. Where big bluestem is more 
abundant than all the others combined stability of' 
the type with the continuation of good years seems 
assured. But in many places it occurs only as one 
of a considerable number of other grasses and often 
in about equal mixtures with them. 
RELICT BIG BLUESTEM-LITTLE BLUESTEAM TYPE 
(Modified Andropogon scoparius Consociation) 
The origillal upland cover of mixed little and big 
bluestem remained after the terrible drought in 1934 
and 1936 only in small areas. The total amount of' 
this type did not exceed 10 per cent in any of the 
12 prairies selected for detailed study or in other 
prairies that were examined. Ill a few none of this 
original type remained. It is designated as the big 
bluestem little bluestem type, since in most of these 
areas big bluestem was the more abundant at the end 
of the dr-ought. Only in a few places does little, 
bluestein even now (1943) comprise more than half 
of the vegetation, although formerly it often com- 
posed 80 per cent of the basal area. These relict 
areas were sometimes scarcely disturbed, as along old 
roads and trails where precipitation was supple- 
mnented by run-in water. In such places nearly pure 
stands of little bluestem may still survive. Elsewhere 
the bluesteln -rasses vwere only thinned and not de- 
stroyed. Thev maintained themnselves as a community 
throughout the drought. 
These comm1nunities varied greatly in size and dis- 
tribution. They are the parts of the grassland least 
disturbed by invasion, and l)laces where other species 
never became dominant, although sometimes as lunch 
as 80 per cent of the little bluestem succumbed. Since 
this species began to recover very tardily, and luostly 
not until 1941, although there was a good recovery 
in a few prairies in 1939, the space it vacated wvas 
taken over mainly by the rapid spreading of big blue- 
stem. But in part it was occupied by a remcarkable 
increase of side-oats grama, and by June glass, and 
other native species formerly associated with the blue- 
stems. These remnants of undisturbed or little modi- 
fied grassland are found in all situations. They occur 
on north-f acing slopes, often near their bases, and on 
low groun(l, especially where protection from desic- 
Gatu'g winds Avas furnished by trees in ravines or 
along streams. But quite as often they were found 
on level hilltops, on east- or west-facing slopes and 
sometimes on the exposed south-facing ones as well- 
apparently wherever the water from rain or drifting 
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snow had afforded cnougrh moisture to keep the 
vegetationi alive during the times of great heat, wind. 
and de-(cvati (n. These alternes and patches remained 
elearly deniarkedl from other types of prairie (/Fig. 
3S). Thev retained a -ood soil mulch. an understorv 
of low g9-row _'ng grasses and forbs. and many other 
specleS that (lied elsewvhere. Among these were 
Antv ,niwroi a(np stris. A4>trag(lno. c rclr(c arpu%. 
PIT, 
-V. ~ ~ ~ ~ - 
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FIG. 3S. Reliet patches of big bluestem. light in color. 
in a prairie of western wheat grass near Carleton. Neb.. 
on Mar '6, 1943. Bluestem is S inches tall an,- wheat. 
grass labout 13. 
-VIA 
FIG. 39. Well developed reliet bunch of little blue- 
stem in seed at 30 inches height in late fall of 1938. 
Psoralea a rgophiylla. Feliinacea pallida. Hieraeiu m 
Iomigipilaiti. Meibom ia illintoeisis. and Helianthlls 
rigidyS. but there were many others. But even here 
certain species of forbs failed to withstand the long 
drought. Frequently such areas were only a few 
square rods or a few acres in extent. 
In such areas weeds were infrequent. The mesic 
bluegrass sometimes remained in the understorv. 
These were the only places on upland where Indian 
gra-- could be found. Conversely. there was even 
some invasion of blue grama into the more open 
stands of the bluestems westward. But when good 
rains fell, crowns of little bluestem which had pre- 
viously supported only a few stems became two-thirds 
filled with them. Flower stalks formed, seeds were 
ripened, and seedlings and small new tufts of little 
bluestem were comomn in 1943. Meantime, big blue- 
stem had flourished, numerous long-dormant forbs 
appeared, and the former prairie type was almost 
fully restored. Even the more open stands had SO 
per cent of a normal basal cover. 
In a few little bluestem prairies which had not 
been mowed for a year or more before the inception 
of drought, destruction was Slight and loss of species 
almost nil ( Fig. 39). Thus, it seems certain that 
man by annually removing the cover aided the de- 
structive forces of drought. 
MIXED GRA'SSES 
Over considerable areas, widely scattered plants of 
various species recovered, reseeded, or invaded at 
about the same time. This gave rise to a mixed com- 
munitv of variable composition. It is here that the 
battle for dominance is being waged fiercelyv and may 
continue for a long time. Soil originally clothed 
with the little bluestem type is now supporting as 
dense a population of perennial (and mostly climax) 
grasses as current water content will permit. Here 
prairie dropseed. tall dropseed. side-oats grama. blue 
grama. big bluestem. and needle grass may occur in 
mixtures xof greatly varying proportions. In later 
years revived little bluestem and various other grasses 
were also admixed. The preceding statement is typ- 
ical in general for areas of varving sizes in many 
prairies and descriptive in particular of a large 
prairie near Lincoln where 25 per cent of the veee- 
tation, exclusive of the wheat grass type, was com- 
posed of this mixture in 1943. 
In certain other prairies, where an open stand of 
prairie dropseed had developed over a large acreage. 
big bluestem spread widely in 194243 and filled much 
of the interspace. This was accomplished by extended 
migration by rhizomes from relict bunches of pre- 
drought plants, and by growth from long-dormant 
rhizomes (Fig. 40). The vigorous culms of the 
invading big bluestem were 4 to 7 millimeters in 
diameter. Nearly all of the rhizomes and stem-bases 
were elearly only 2 or 3 years old and consequently 
of postdrought origin. Their progress from old estab- 
lished clumps was traced repeatedly. But the bunches 
of prairie dropseed were several inches in diameter: 
many were of predrought origin. Thus. over great 
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areas a nearly equal miture ot theSe two d m11nan1ts 
tairmed S5 p)er enlt oit the entire ve,"etatioin. Both 
kinSd- 4 gratsev grew to miun1u.iual stature in 1943. a nd 
the crt p (ift >eel wa-, larL-e. 
.. _ 
FIG. 40. Invasion of big bluestem (foreground into 
an open stand of prairie dropseed (background) about 
16 inches tall. Prairie dropseed in immediate fore- 
ground has been removed. Photo near Woodlawn, Neb., 
June 18. 1943. 
During the drought, side-oats grama was some- 
times dominant in mixtures with various other spe- 
cies, especially in 1938 and 1939, but since 1941 only 
a few small areas of this combination were found. 
In some prairies intermixtures of big bluestem and 
blue grama prevailed. At Hebron, Nebraska. for 
example, this occurred as a result of blue grama be- 
coming widely established over a north slope where 
little bluestem died and (after 1939) big bluestem 
became dormant. It was a distinct, though open, 
short-grass type in 1940. But after the good rains 
of 194142 big bluestem recovered in a remarkable 
manner, at first in the interspaces between the mats 
but later by extending its new shoots directly upward 
through the short-g-rass sod. 
On lowland especially, considerable mixtures of 
big bluestem and western wheat grass still occurred. 
They alternated with stands of big bluestem and 
side-oats grama or the three species occurred in more 
or less equal amounts. Even needle grass had suc- 
cessfully invaded drought-thinned stands of big blue- 
stem on the lowlands (Fig. 41). Indeed, the distri- 
bution of big bluestem and needle grass occurred in 
a wide range of mixtures in a single prairie from 
scattered Stipa to relict Andropogon. Thus, in this 
type one found mixtures of species that were not 
seen in prairies before the drought. 
Origin of such mixtures is still to be seen in open 
places where in the same square foot western wheat 
grass and big bluestem simultaneously extended their 
rhizomes to compete with recently established bunches 
of side-oats grama and invading Kentucky bluegrass. 
In fact, some local, nearly pure stands of bluegrass 
have also resulted from the reclothing of small por- 
( 4i 
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FiG. 41. Well drained level lowland near Lincoln, 
Neh.. fcrniie ly vinpkletedl overed witlh big bluestem. 
Relatis-el sinall aniouiits of this t- pe renmain (fore 
ground w -estern wheat grass iiivaled the drought-bared 
soil and fornmed a distinct. jure community (right cen- 
ter : and the iieedle-grass type (light developed in 
the background. Photo June, 1943. 
tion, of the best drought-bared region by this 
mesophyte. 
Such mixed communities of -rases have no place 
in stabilized true prairie. These species hav e merely 
completed the occupation of bared soil where none of 
the other tvpe, have ained control. They are not 
climax. Nor Thould the 4tudent of grassland be con- 
fused bv the abundance of types of communities, 
since once thev are recognized they stand out clearly. 
They were commonly clearly revealed. often at a 
distance. because of their different colors. In early 
sprin- while mn-it other -ra>ses were still dormant, 
communities of wheat grass w'ere so dark in color 
that they appeared like the Shadows of clouds (Fig. 
42). Later. magnificent color schemes w ere often 
seen. such as the deep -reen or greeni h yellow of 
the bluestemS alternating with patches and belts of 
the bluish i-reen (Ptf w-heat -ras-. and both differing 
narkedk- from the -rav--reen of the .hort -ra~ses. 
FiG,. 42. Hilltop near Pleasant Dale. N-eb.. where the 
boluesteni type has been replaced by a pure stand of 
wheat grass in foreground and needle grass beyond. 
Photo July 19. 1943. 
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Later, during drought, the reddish east of the blue- 
stems, sometimes even in August a flaming reddish 
bronze, contrasted sharply with the wheat grass type 
where the foliage varied from tan to light gray. And 
if there had been recent showers, the short grasses 
regained their green color so that the boundaries of 
their holdings were distinct. Often differences in 
height were striking, as when 3-foot wheat grass gave 
way abruptly to an alterne of short grass, or the 
foot-high short grass to a wall-like border composed 
of the tall foliage or even higher flower stalks of big 
bluestem. In drought the grasses actually shriveled 
in drying, and sometimes lost several inches in height. 
Thus, the prairie patterns changed with distance and 
with succeeding years. The coloration varied with 
the season and with the amount of precipitation. The 
boundaries of types were so distinct that mapping 
was possible along ecotones only a few feet in width 
(Weaver & Darland 1944) (Fig. 43). The present 
A: 
FIG. 43. (Upper) Types of grassland in close 'prox- 
hnity at Lincoln on April 26, 1941. The zonation is a 
result of drought. Kentucky bluegrass occupies the 
ravine in foreground; reliet little and big bluestems the 
light-colored area. just beyond; the eroded bank is with- 
out cover except for dead bunches of grass on upper 
slope; and the white streak is the edge of an alterne of 
needle grass on the slope facing away from the camera. 
(Lower) Short grasses in foreground and big bluestem 
beyond. Photo Belleville, Kan., June, 1939. 
mosaic of grassland patterns that crystallized out of 
a mass of recovering vegetation in its present stage 
of recovery (1943) is merely one phase of a long 
developmental process. 
The several types are listed in the order of the 
total area each occupied in 1943 in the 10 prairies 
selected a decade earlier as typically representative 
of drought-disturbed true prairie. 
Mixed prairie type Blue grama type 
Western wheat grass Prairie dropseed type 
type Relict big bluestem- 
Big bluestem type little bluestem type 
Needle grass type Mixed grasses 
RECOVERY OF NATIVE GRASSES THAT DID 
NOT FORM TYPES 
An important part in recovery was played by 
various grasses which, while not retaining their domi- 
nance to such a degree as to identify a type or com- 
munity, have been of enormous importance in the 
processes of stabilizing the habitat and promoting 
the development of a new cover. 
BOIUTELOUA CURTIPENDULA 
Side-oats grama has no community which it domi- 
nates, although it ranges widely from hilltop to moist 
ravine. In fact, in predrought true prairie it never 
occurred in much abundance but was only lightly 
intermixed with other species. But with the oncom- 
ing of drought this grass often persisted where all 
others succumbed. During drought it was found 
intermixed with ruderals of the subsere or growing 
in large numbers with big bluestem or western wheat 
grass. In fact, its history is one of repeated increase 
and decrease with the interchange of moist and dry 
years. Because of its 2.5-foot flower stalks it is con- 
sidered a mid grass. Actually the foliage height, 
except for the two small leaves on the flower stalk, 
is only about 12 inches (Fig. 44). It is a bunch- 
FIG. 44. Charactristic bunch of side-oats grama about 
19 inches in diameter which survived the drought. The 
foliage is 12 illmbes high, the flower stalks 30. Photo 
August 7, 1943. 
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former, but also enlarg-es its bunches rapidly both by 
tillers and by rhizomes 2 to 4 inches long. The dis- 
advantage in the light relation with taller grasses. 
due to its shorter foliage. is compensated by early 
and prolific seeding. It does not exhibit summer 
dormanec except as a response to extreme drought. 
This grass occurred under two rather distinct forms. 
During the earlier years of drought when seedlings 
were fewer and more distantly spaced. they devel- 
oped into bunches. Many of these reached 5-7 inches 
in diameter and a few 10 to 14 inches. After 1940, 
when seed was more plentiful and seedlings more 
aggregated they coalesced to form a sod-mat type 
which densely covered the soil. 
Side-oats grama is a vigorous invader, thriving in 
thin stands of western wheat grass as well as in open 
ones of blue drama or in drought-thinned big blue- 
stem. In many prairies its great increase occurred 
at the same time that wheat grass spread so widely 
over drought-stricken prairie and often into reliet 
stands of big bluestem. The following years usuallv 
witnessed the death of the bluestem but usually only 
the suppression of this grama grass, except when 
summer drought was extreme. Development of the 
earlier-growing wheat grasses surpassed side-oats 
grama when early spring was moist. But when 
spring was dry and late and eqrly summer moist, 
side-oats grama flourished even in a thick stand of 
the waning wheat grass. Thus, following the good 
year 193S. this grama increased greatly and competed 
successfully with wheat grass. It was at this time 
that it reached its greatest abundance. But the next 
summer (1940) was one of drought. The grama 
seemed to have overdrawn on the water supply and 
it suffered enormous losses. A similar ceyle but on 
a smaller scale occurred in certain other prairies, 
outside of the wheat grass type, that were much 
injured by the drought of 1939. Side-oats grama lost 
heavilv in 1940 only to reeur in great abundance in 
1941. Indeed, then the seed, which ripened in such 
great abundance in Julv at heights greater than that 
of the general mixed-grass level, could have been 
profitably harvested. Moreover, in areas of consid- 
erable size where bluestems had been buried by dust, 
it occurred during the most favorable drought vears 
in nearly pure stands. But here too it deereased the 
following seasons. 
The part played by Bouteloita cuirtipendula in re- 
covery from drought, even if sporadic, was one of 
extreme importance. Disease was the cause for part 
of its diminution (Fowler & Weaver 1940). a dis- 
ease which at first was localized but finally spread 
to all the prairies. It was one of the feew grasses 
that invaded widely and in great abundance. When 
seedlings were found in the wheat grass type, they 
were almost always those of side-oats gr'ama or blue 
grama. -Not only during the drought but with the 
coming of good years did this speeies aid greatly in 
recoverv. Its seedlings alone have reclothed thousands 
of the smaller bare interspaces and in mixtures with 
others have repaired in the aggregate many square 
miles of grassland. 
KOELERIA CRI>TATA 
June grass with its relativeely- hallowv roo4t System 
and decided predrought occurrence on uplands14 was 
greatly harmed by the drouinrht. But seedling- am 
peared in such abundance in early sprin of 19.35 
that portions of the more eavterly prairies especialiy 
were repopulated by extensive -tands of June gfrass. 
Such gains . however, were on1y temporary. This 
grass exhibits both great instabilitv and a hshort life 
span. Later drought removed mnsit of the new pop- 
ulations. Hence large. persistent bunches were rarely 
found during the first five years. In Certain prairiese 
where fire was used as a measure of weed control. 
notably at Hebron, this grafsfl was temporarily wide- 
spread. It rarely if ever )( ecurned in wheat OrraSs. 
At the end of the drought. there waS even less than 
at the beginning. Its role in ic c\-very was impor- 
tant, however, although tenmporary even before good 
rains fell in 1941. After this seedlings were abun- 
dant over wide areas and so thick in lcal hare ones 
as to form a sod not unlike that of bluegrass - 
superficial appearance (Fiw. 45). Thus. bare ridges, 
steep banks and indeed bare lplaveR everywhere pre- 
sented a stage of distinct reeovery. That such seed 
in 1941 or a little earlier resulted in permanent 
stands was shown by an intermixture of seedlings 
and bunches of different ages. In the newly popu- 
lated areas the seedlings were thicker and better 
developed where there was somie nieasure of protee- 
tion. The plant tillers rapidly and in the second or 
third year tufts 2 to 3 inche- in diameter l)rodueed 
flower stalks and a new crop of seed. It excelled 
most grasses in its ability to reclothe rapidly local 
bare spots when conditions of growth were favorable. 
It is not a good competitor and will gradually be 
relegated by needle grass, bluestem,. and more stable 
grasses to its place as an interstitial. 
w 
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FIG. 45. Pure stand of June -rass in a bared area 
on May 1.5. 1942. The plants 1bunches) are mostly two 
years old and about 1.5 inches in diameter. 
P411A PRATEN SIS 
Kentucky bluezrass was still abeient at the end of 
the drought from-in all but the more easterly praires 
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and occurred in these only in ravines and other shel- 
tered places. It did maintain its status of an adapted 
interstitial species in many relict areas of big blue- 
stemi. Even certain pliairies near Lincoln were ei- 
tirelv without this species. But in 1941 it recovered 
i llatches in ravines al(l slpread -across the upper 
flat portions of theset on the hillsides where run-in 
water 01 melting snow furiiished an additional supl)ly 
of moisture. A good sec(1 crop was produced. The 
followingn yVear it had revive(1 in less Imesic sites or 
becaniie established there by seedlings. A thin staiid 
{evelolce(l on north-facillg slol)es and sometimes on 
Isortions of others as wvell. It spread across ravines 
(l ill) adjacent slopes, sodde(1 over all open soil, 
and formed an iiii(lerstory to the vegetation already 
in lpossessioil. Thus, l)atches of bluegrass developed, 
and the normal predrought understory of this inesic 
s-pecies became far adlvaicie(l in many l)laces. Durinig 
the wet spring' of 1943 this early blooming species 
seed(lcd abundantly even oI dry knolls and had spread 
outwar(l. Over certain bared areas it had takeii 
rather complete possession locally. It always stopped 
abruptly at the edges of alternes of wheat grass, nor 
has it invaded territory claimed by blue graiiia. 
SPOROBOLUTS ASPER 
Tall, dropsee(l usually occurred only as scattered 
small bunches, if at all, in predrought vegetation. 
During drought it increased greatly oIn both uplald 
and lowland, but was never founud abundantly with 
wheat grass. It increased its holdinogs after the death 
of the bluesteins, usually big bluestein oI1 low ground, 
where it now covers mnany square rods in pure or 
nearly pure stands. Youiug buuuches with a basal 
diameter of about 4 inches were so numerous and the 
foliage cover so thick that the stand appeared very 
dense. A few similar patches have been found at 
the heads of ravines on uplanuds. Here it rarely 
doliuinated an area to aniy considerable degree but 
made an excellent growth iii individual buiuches (Fig. 
46). These were usually rather widely spaced but 
- _ 
FIG. 46. I)ied bunches of tall dropseed (Sporobolis 
asp)er) s( attereul widel over reliet bluestema prairie 
(light) (amid iltemrues of wheat grass (dark) at Crete, 
Neb., onm ANpril ), 1940. 
manv occurred as thickly as 10 bunches of variable 
size per square meter. In a few instances, denlse 
J)atches were found. Nearly all of these plants be- 
camne established between 1935 and 1941 while the 
cover was still very open, since tall dlrolpseed is not 
only xeric but a prolific seeder as well. Seedlings 
of this grass were found (lduring drv years when most 
grasses had none. I)uring the eareas 1939-40 onlv a 
single seedling of little bluestem was found, but 
miany seedlings of both needle grass anl( tall drop- 
see(1 were observed. In one circle with a diameter 
of 8 feet, 28 small bunches and 80 seedlings of tall 
dlrolseed were countedl. 
OTHER GRASSES 
Indian g-rass (Sorglhastt ifot n tanls), which alniost 
disalul)care(l from upland during drought, returned 
slowly from dornmant rhizomes and rootcrowns, but 
only after 1941. It survived in some prairies even 
oIn hilltops. After a year or two of good rainfall 
it occurred plentifully in certain places, grew to 
more than normal stature, and seeded abundantly. 
Hairy grama (Bolotelowta h irs a ta) occurred rarely 
before the drought but increased in some l)rairies, 
as at Hebron, during the dry cycle. Purple lovegrass 
(Era grostis spectabilis), always an interstitial, greatly 
increased its numbers during the period of good rain- 
fall aml(l is now of more than normal abundamice in 
many l)laces which were most slowly repopulated. 
Wiregrass (Aristida pafrp area) almost disappeared 
during drought, but became noticeable again in 1939. 
Plains muhly (Mullenbergia citspidata) gradually 
increased throughout the dr-ought and appeared in 
all of the prairies. Small pure stands of this grass 
became common. Its seedlings were established as 
early as 1938, and bv 1942 bunches 5 to 8 inches in 
diameter were not uncommon. Its seedlings grew 
well un(ler full insolation and on soil without debris. 
Hence, it now has a very wide distribution and has 
flourished during the later years. 
Scrihner's panic grass (Panictmrn scribnerianitm) 
entirely disappeare(l from about two-thirds of the 
prairies as a result of drought. But in some it has 
comni)letely revegetated bared places of a few square 
yards, often only to be replaced by western wheat 
glass. After 1940 it became common, anid is rapidly 
taking its former place of wide distribution but inod- 
erate abundance in the understorv. 
Pennsylvania sedge (Carex peflnsylVanica), also of 
grass-like formmn, is drought resistant and sometimes 
covered large patches of otherwise bare soils during 
the (dL vears. It was so wi(iely scattered and so 
abundant in certain l)1airics as to give a light 
green tinge to the lanldscal)e of dried grasses in 
early spring. It filled minany bare interspaces during 
drougIht and remains a far more abundant inter- 
stitia l than formerly. 
Sand dropsee(d (Sporobolas crypta(ndris), a spe- 
cies of mixed prairie, inmvaded drought-bared pastules 
in true l)rairie in a remarkable manner in 1935-37 
(Weaver & Hansen 1941a). It also became common 
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but not generally distributed in several of the prai- 
ries. It invaded only where the soil was bare. This 
species slowly Succumbed to the shade produced by 
good stands of most mid -rasses. 
FIN-AL RECOVERY 
Recovery of vegetation was delayed again andl 
again throughout the seven years by losses on driest 
years offsettin- -ains made during the less dry one-. 
Recoverv from dormancy sometimes did not occur 
until one or more years after good rains came. 
Vegetation was usually slow and conservative in its 
changes. The de-ree of recovery varied with the 
amount of depletion. the type of vegetation, and the 
amount and seasonal distribution of soil moisture. 
But in 194143 gains were cumulative and the prairie 
cover again became almost complete. even though it 
differed greatly from the former one. 
METHODS OF RECOVERY 
The methods of recover- of ggrasses were increase 
in size of relicts by tillering1. production of rhizomes 
and stolons. awakening of old rootcrowns and under- 
ground parts from deep dormancy. and production of 
an abundance of seedlingWs. 
VEGETATIVE OFFSHOOTS 
The ability to adjust itself to the environment by 
various degrees of tillering, accounts in a large meas- 
ure for the successful occupation of more of the 
earth's surface by grasses than by any other life- 
form. The verv large size attained by relict bunches 
of various grasses after the early drought illustrated 
their adjustment to an intreased water supply result- 
in- from decreased competition. Thus, plants of 
side-oats grama. plains muhly. prairie dropseed, and 
other bunch grasses developed to great size despite 
the usual scarcity of soil moisture. 
The extremely rapid spread of big bluestem in 
193S not only into open around but among bunches 
of prairie dropseed. little bluestem. and elsewhere 
has been described. The great abundance of this 
species today. placing it second only to western wheat 
grassz. is due first to drought survival because of its 
very deep root system. but thereafter to its rapid 
spreading everywhere by rhizomes. Wheat grass 
alone. among all the grasses concerned, is more effi- 
cient in this method of invasion than is bluestem. 
This is due in part to its resumption of growth at 
lower temperatures in spring and consequent evasion 
of drought. Occurrence of stem; sin'nllv or in groups 
of twos or threes was common in big bluestem. fre- 
quently along a line indicating the position of the 
advancing rhizome>. Even side-oats grama has rhi- 
zomes 2 to 5 inches in length and these accounted in 
part for its great increase and mass invasions in 
such force a-s temporarily to threaten the dominance 
of both western wheat grass and big bluestem. The 
ghreat increase and wide spreading of Pennsyv-ania 
sedge may be partly attributed to its rhizomes. Al- 
though rootstocks are absent or poorly developed in 
blue drama. it-- codominant. buffalo grass, which in- 
termingles with it freely and forms a denser cover 
than blue grama alone. is equipped with the very 
excellent organ of propagation, the stolon. 
BREAKING OF DORMA NCY 
The breaking of a long period of dormancy in 
crowns and rhizomes of grasses was observed in some 
prairies after a single year of good rainfall and in 
nearly all. including areas of western wheat grass, 
in 1942-43. 
Little bluestem made some recovery, notably at 
Belleville and Hebron. in the spring of 1939. In 
general it began to break its long dormancy and 
rejuvenate from old crowns in 1942. only after a 
year of good rainfall. In some prairies as at Lin- 
coln, such rejuvenation was not pronounced until a 
year later. Survival of little bluestem in a dormant 
state was usuallv only in restricted places-on rocky 
hillsides, steep banks. etc. But occasionally, dor- 
mant bunches were scattered thinly over an entire 
slope. In 1943 it revived in certain places on dry 
south slopes where it had not been seen since 1934. 
At first only a few stems appeared even where large 
bunches had grown before. Often the remainder of 
the crown wasa dead. Such tufts easily could have 
been mistaken for new bunches developed from 1941 
veedlins;' actually there were but few of these. In 
1943 some revived plants had only 4 to 10 stems and 
1 or 2 flower stalks IFi. 47). On the margins of 
the relict bluestem type. revived bunches were com- 
mon. These drought relicts had produced some foli- 
age each year but no seed. But in 1942-43 they had 
such an abundance of inflorescences that they formed 
a whitish layer at 30 inches height and well above 
the iS-inch foliage. A few seedlings were found in 
1942 and more in 1943. Flower stalks were common 
to abundant in 1943 and in some places the plants 
were numerous. 
Big bluestem likewise survived long periods of 
dormancy. On a north-facing slope at Hebron blue 
A'4' 
~~~ 
FIG. 47. Revival of relict tufts of little bluestem 
with 1 to 3 stenis each from oil. dt~cived ruoterrowns 
Other speciess were removed before taiking the picture 
(n Septeniber 24. 1f443. 
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grama formed an open stand over an area 100 yards 
long and about 50 yards in greatest width. In most 
places it was composed of much enlarged. predrought 
bunche-s spaced 5 to 10 inches apart. Since weeds 
were few this left irregular patches of the black soil 
.* to 12 square feet in extent almost unoccupied. 
although bluestem prairie occurred here formerly. 
Little bluestem had died in 1934 and big bluestem 
had disappeared by 1936-37. Usually abundant, 
-maller and younger bunches of blue grama filled 
much of the interspace and portended a dense cover. 
But in 1942. a fine open stand of big bluestem ap- 
peared from old rootcrowns and rhizonles which had 
been dormant for several years. It occurred mostly 
in the interspaces between the bunches and sods of 
Hule grama but its vertical stems sometimes pene- 
trated through them as well. 
At Montrose where big bluesteni sod had been cov- 
ered with a 2-inch layer of soil and then clothed 
with a practically pure stand of wheat grass. similar 
recovery occurred in 1942. It was much more pro- 
no-unced and widespread the next year. Similar 
recovery after long dormancy of rhizomes and root- 
crowns was noted in various other prairies where 
the plants had been covered with dust or where 
wheat grass had absorbed the available water rather 
reoularly in early spring (Fig. 4S). 
.# .'
FIG. 48. Revival of relict bluestem on an upland prai- 
rie near Lincoln after 6 or 7 years of burial under dust. 
There are many isolated flower stalks. Little bluesteni 
perished: other vegetation is mostlv ruderal. 
In the Pleasant Dale prairie 20 sampling plots 
were selected in the wheat grass community, which 
had been well established since 193.5. Care was taken 
to select them where the wheat grass was pure. since 
they were to be used to determine production of this 
grass compared with that of big bluestem. -No big 
bluestem was found in any of them at this time or 
when the grass was clipped on May 19 and again on 
June 2S. Neither was it observed in closely adjacent 
prairie where other plots were selected for later clip- 
ping when the grasses had matured. But on August 
16 to 20 when a third cutting was made. considerable 
big bluestem had appeared in several of these plots. 
It was 5 to 15 inches tall. and was also scattered 
lightly to rather thickly and occurred widely in places 
w-here in May and June no bluestem grew (Fig. 49). 
FIG. 49. Reliet Andr opogon furcatu., that recovered 
after several years of dormancy in prairie near Pleasant 
Dale. Neb.. which had been invaded by Agropyron 
xmithii soon after 1934. Big bluestem appeared after 
June 2S. 1943. 
I 
FIG. .50. Single- or fewv-stemmed revivals from relict 
upland sod at Lincoln in 1943. (Right) Indian grass. 
and remainder big bluestenm. Height is about 30 inches. 
Photo September 10. 
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This is ex"-et evidence of the reappearance of a grass 
which had lain dormant either since 1934 (9 years) 
or certainly since 1938 (5 years) without appearing 
above ground. In most plots only a single stem or a 
few stems were found in a place, but in some it ap- 
peared as if the remnants of widely spread sod were 
growing. Consequently, several large blocks of sod 
were removed to a depth of 4 inches and brought to 
the greenhouse for study. When the tops were cut 
an inch above the soil and the soaked soil was slowly 
and carefully washed away, the skeleton of extensive 
rooterowns and rhizomes was found. The roots had 
practically all decayed, but the rhizomes were distinct, 
not as continuous stems but as dead, cork-like pieces 
.25 to 1 inch long but still in place throughout the 4- 
to 12-inch interspaces between living stems. The new 
shoots were not from seeds but from the largest and 
best preserved rhizomes. The roots and tops were 
new but the basal portions were distinctly old rhi- 
zomes decayed away from the growing point. Nu- 
merous rhizomes were found which were undecayed 
but apparently had no vitality; a few were seen 
which had a single viable bud just swelling to begin 
growth. Many of the survivors were clearly from 
previous bunches, only a few inches in diameter (Fig. 
50). It was also found that Sorghastrum nutans, 
Sporobolus heterolepis, and certain other species re- 
mained dormant for a period of years. 
SEEDLINGS 
Although repeated reference has been made to 
seedlings during the drought, the bountiful crops 
produced following the years of desiccation warrant 
special consideration. They are in striking contrast 
with predrought conditions where relatively few of the 
viable seeds which fell on the prairie soil germinated 
under natural conditions (Blake 1935). The experi- 
ence of the senior author and his students, who have 
yearly made minute and extended observations in 
listing and charting quadrats in prairie, is that seed 
germination under a climax cover resulted in very 
small numbers of seedlings and that most of these 
failed to survive. 
During drought occasional showers moistened the 
soil sufficiently at irregular intervals to promote 
germination of seeds, including any that may have 
lain dormant for a long time, but establishment and 
continued growth of seedlings were rare. Production 
of viable seed by the native grasses had usually been 
prevented by dry weather following too rapidly a 
period of flowering. Exceptions occurred, as in 1935 
and 1938. 
Species whose seeds germinated and produced 
seedlings that became established during the years of 
less severe drought are listed in the first column below. 
Agropyron smithii 'MuMhlenbergia Andropogon scoparius 
Stipa spartea cuspidata Androtogon furcatus 
Sporobolus Buchloe dactyloides Sorghastrum nmutans 
heterolepis Carex pennsylvanica Panictmn wilcoxianum 
Botteloua gracilis Poa pratensis A ristida purptrea 
Sporobolus "per Panicum 
Koeleria cristata scribnerianum 
Bouteloua 
curtipendula 
The first four of these formed prairie communities. 
Sporobolus asper never aggregated densely except 
very locally, Koeleria cristata depended upon good 
seeding qualities rather than stability, and Bouteloua 
curtipendula was quite erratic in its behavior. The 
second column lists less important species belonging 
to this group. In the last column are species which 
either produced no seed or seedlings or seeded only 
rarely before 1941. 
During the winter of 1940-41 there was consider- 
able wind erosion and a great amount of soil heaving 
resulting from frequent freezing and thawing. Not 
only were seedlings thrown out of the soil but dead 
tufts and small bunches of grass in open place) were 
heaved upward 1.5 to 2 inches. The roots were 
broken and the plants lay on the soil surface. Some- 
times they were still attached to the soil. This phe- 
nomenon was of widespread occurrence and was most 
severe in places not protected by a cover of plants 
or a soil mulch. Even large dead bunches of side- 
oats grama, needle grass, and prairie dropseed 2 to 
5 inches in diameter and numerous others of little 
bluestem had been heaved sufficiently to loosen the 
crowns. There was also much loosening, checking, 
and cracking of the soil. These cracks were 1 to 2 
inches deep and .25 to .75 inch wide. The general 
effect was to destroy young vegetation and to mellow 
the soil surface. Where there was debris of any 
kind or a cover of vegetation the cracking did not 
occur. Some checking also took place in wheat grass 
sod but no soil heaving was observed. 
Conditions for growth of seedlings in both 1942 and 
1943 were excellent. In 1942, for example, the sur- 
face soil under the rapidly developing grasses was 
damp practically all spring and mostly throughout 
June, not only because of rain and heavy dew but also 
because of much cloudy weather. Moreover, after 
1941 vegetation had thickened and furnished consid- 
erable protection to the seedlings from direct insola- 
tion, a condition which is favorable to their early 
development. 
In the spring and early summer of 1941 there was 
an almost continuous supply of moisture available to 
promote germination and establishment of seedlings. 
The number and kind of seedlings in each of 25 
square-foot sampling areas was ascertained in June 
in each of 8 prairies. A total of 24 species of grass 
seedlings was found (Weaver & Mueller 1942). Of 
the 200 square feet minutely examined, 29 had no 
seedlings. Average distribution of perennial grass 
seedlings was less than 10 per square foot. Even if 
all of these had survived and made a maximum 
growth, they would have increased the cover in 1941 
only about 2 per cent. Many of these seedlings did 
survive, and a new crop of seed was also produced 
that year. Thereafter seedlings were very abundant. 
Although all of the 1941 seedlings died in the 
more open prairies, in others where they were better 
protected by a thicker foliage cover and where frost- 
heaving was at a minimum, they tillered rapidly and 
established new bunches. Seedlings of the current 
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year appeared in the bare spaces which in the main 
were well shaded by bordering vegetation, a common 
phenomenon over some entire prairies. Even where 
bare areas of a square vard or more still remained, 
they too usually had good stands of seedlings, espe- 
cially of June grass, scattered throughout (Fig. 51). 
FIG. 51. Seedlings of June grass, side-oats grama, 
prairie cat 's-foot (left), and many-flowered psoralea 
(Psoralea floribunda) near backdrop. Photo June 20, 
1942, near Lincoln. 
Heretofore, the soil in such places dried too quickly 
under direct insolation for seedlings to become estab- 
lished. All of the dominant species within the area 
were usually represented among the millions present, 
except those of the bluestems, especially little blue- 
stem, seed of which was still rare. Blue grama, side- 
oats grama, and June grass were nearly always best 
represented where there was an intermixture of these 
with other species (Fig. 52). But in stands of needle 
grass, the tall, erect seedlings of this species alone 
were often found in great abundance. 
By midsummer the young plants of blue grama and 
hairy grama were 4 to 5 inches tall and those of 
side-oats grama and June grass 7 to 9 inches. They 
were producing new tillers and new roots in great 
numbers. Often no bare soil was seen but a sod so 
dense that it seemed that the seed had been sown 
by hand. Success of seedlings in most places was 
assured by the presence of a recently developed soil 
mulch, a condition usuallv lacking during drought 
but a powerful deterrent to the rapid loss of surface 
soil moisture. 
In 1943 one was impressed by a new phenomenon. 
that of different stages of development of the several 
species from seedlings to small bunches. By mid- 
summer, seedlings of the previous year were rooted 
1.5 to over 2 feet deep, and still older bunehes even 
more deeply. The oldest were beginning to produce 
flower stalks and thus indicated both successful ecesis 
and a permanency of the cover (Fig. .53). Soon the 
interspaces thus sodded would lose their identity as 
010 
FIG. D52. (Upper) Seedlings of blue grama one and 
two years old, with a few of Scribner 's panic grass. 
forming a dense sod. (Lower) 'Mixed year-old seedlings 
of side-oats grania. June grass, blue grama. and daisy 
fleabane. Height varies from 3 to 11) inches. Sods 
selected as typical of prairie at Hebron, Neb.. on June 
26. 1942. 
the new growth merged into the general prairie cover 
(Fig. M4). But where some gra>. a: blueggra>>s or 
June grass had covered a bared area in an almost 
pure stand, the striking difference in color demarked 
the spot even after the grass had been mowed. The 
green or bluish green of the younger plants contrasted 
with the gray stubble of more mature surroundino 
grasses. In wheat gra>s alone recovery by seedlings 
had been almost entirely replaced by a dense sod 
formation from rhizomes. Here, seedlings of blue 
grama and side-oats g ama only were sometimes 
plentiful. Thus, except in wheat grass. reseeding had 
been a foremost method in recovery and in most prai- 
ries nearly all bared spaces had been repopulated. 
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FIG. 53. Various stages in growth of needle grass 
(right) and June grass (left). The smallest plants are 
of the current vear's growth (samples were taken from 
a prairie in June, 1943); the largest with flower stalks 
were completing their third summer of development. 
FIG. 54. Three-vear-old stand of June grass in for- 
merly bare soil in prairie near Crete, Neb., May 8, 1943. 
EXPRESSIONS OF RECOVERY 
Expressions of recovery were increase in numbers 
of plants, increase in vigor and stature, the resultant 
thickening of the stand and the exclusion of ruderals. 
Recovery was also expressed by accumulation of 
debris, reappearance of societies of forbs, reconstrue- 
tion of a layered vegetation, and finally by an in- 
creased vield. 
INCREASE IN 'NUMBERS AN-D STATURE 
The number of plants increased very rapidly once 
adequate soil moisture was continuously available. 
This occurred not only as a result of the germination 
of seed but by vegetative means as well. Amorpha 
cane.sceis. for example, put forth two to four times 
as many stems from its widely spreading under- 
ground parts as it did during years of water defi- 
cienec. Nearly all species with rhizomes increased 
the number of plants far beyond that of drought. 
The breaking of dormancy added new individuals 
from rootcrowns, rhizomes. and roots. where few or 
none had appeared in previous years. 
Increase in vigor of growth and stature was first 
apparent in 193S. and was repeated regularly after 
a period of inactivity was followed by especially 
good conditions for development. But favorable con- 
ditions were long maintained only after 1941. The 
plants responded accordingly. The large stature and 
thick stand of a short grass is shown in Figfure 55. 
L 
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FIG. 55. Excellent growth of buffalo grass on June 
10 under good rainfall in 1942. The staminate eulms on 
the left are about 15 inches tall. Note stolons at left, 
and pistillate flowers in the foliage of bunch on the right. 
Helianthi.s rigidw.s normally about 2.5 feet tall and 
with only one or two flower heads, attained a height 
on the hilltop of 42 inches and the plants produced 
an average of 5 heads. Foliage of prairie dropseed 
was much taller, the leaves longer. and flower stalks 
higher than was ever observed in any prairie before 
the drought. Height growth of needle grass. Indian 
grass, and indeed most prairie species was unusually 
great. Big bluestem reached a height on upland 
previously found only in ravines. The increased vigor 
was clearly due in part to an excellent water content 
of soil and aerial conditions favorable to growth, and 
probably to the release of unusual amounts of nitrates 
(always low in prairie) and other nutrients from the 
rapid decomposition of dead underground parts long 
stored in a dry soil. Possibly the rest period itself 
may have had a stimulating effect on some plants. 
The greater vigor and increased stature of plants 
in drought-disturbed places were very evident when 
the plants were compared with those in adjaeent un- 
disturbed prairie. This was done on a 400-acre tract 
near Lincoln on August 7, 1943. In the disturbed 
portion the general foliage level of a mixture of big 
and little bluestem and side-oats grama was 24 inches, 
and the abundant flower stalks were 3 to 5.5 feet tall. 
The foliage cover was 95 to 100 per cent. In ad- 
jacent relict prairie, also on level low ground, the 
height of foliage was 14 inches, there were no flower 
stalks, but the foliage cover was equally dense. It 
consisted in part of Kentucky bluegrass with abun- 
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dant flower stalks, in this old sod-bound portion. In 
the disturbed prairie, the foliage was very irregular 
in height, the basal cover was below normal. and there 
was a much larger percentage of side-oats grama. 
Forbs were few. and the understory was poorly devel- 
oped. Indian grass was found in the relict prairie 
onlv, as also were Bapti.sia leitcophaea. Hieracium 
longipilhm. Ech inacea pallida. SaIlria pitcheri. and 
numerous other forbs. 
Thickening of the stand was pronounced every- 
where. Bunches that before were only sparsely filled 
with stems now produced them in great abundance. 
One of the most impressive features of prairie in 1943 
was the density of the foliage. Where much bare 
ground was formerly exposed there was now suffi- 
cient cover to conceal the soil, unless one looked al- 
most vertically downward. In relict stands of blue- 
stems, foliage cover was sometimes 100 per cent. 
There was a scarcitv of most forbs. and an unusual 
prevalence of grasses. The increased cover had a 
very marked effect upon reducing the light and ex- 
cluding weeds. This change added greatly to return- 
ing the prairie to a more normal appearance. 
With increase in plant population and amount of 
foliage, there was also an increase of debris. In 
most places enough plant parts had accumulated to 
cover the soil with a thin mulch, which was quite in 
contrast to the bare, black soil even in 1940-41. 
REAPPEARAN-CE OF OnRBS 
Little replacement of the native forb population 
occurred over a period of 6 or 7 years, since failure 
to complete vegetative growth or to blossom or ripen 
seed was usual. Seasonal aspects, if any, were poorly 
marked. There was both a dearth of seed and anl 
unfavorable environment for germination and estab- 
lishment. Seedlings of forbs were rare until 194142. 
Many forbs which had vanished from all but relict 
patches of little and big bluestem prairie returned 
FIG. 56. Single relict plant of blue-eyed grass 
(Sisyrinchiurn canapestre) with 36 scapes and over 200 
flowers and flower buds. Year-old plants (right) with 
one or two flower stalks about 6 inches tall. Note also 
seedling plants of prairie cat's-foot. Grasses have been 
removed. Photo May 19. 1943. 
after a year or two of good precipitation. S'isyrin- 
chi nm campestre which had not been seen anywhere 
after 1934 occurred in great numbers in 1943. This 
vernal species must have sprung from seed widely 
scattered, even in the driest places, since practically 
all plants had only one or two stems. After long 
search a predrought specimen of large stature was 
found in an old trail where it had endured the 
drought (Fig. 56). Of course, the seedlings might 
have started rgrowth a year before they blossomed 
and their grass-like leaves had escaped observation. 
But in 1943, plants were comomn to extremely abun- 
dant over all the prairies including the wheat grass 
tvpe. At Valparaiso, for example, they grew more 
thickly than if the stands of 7 normal vears had been 
combined. Thus, they more than compensated in 
seed production the loss in the long years of drought 
(Fig. 57). Quadrats placed at random revealed an 
average of 224 plants and 368 flower stalks per 
square meter. There were no big bunches. The 
plants appeared to be only 1 to 3 vears old. Such 
dense and continuous stands as these had never before 
been seen. 
FIG. 57. Vernal society of blue-eyed grass on hillside 
in prairie at Valparaiso, Neb., May 19, 1943. All are 
young plants. 
Viola peda-tifida. another species of the understory, 
was found onlv rarely and always as single individ- 
uals on low, relict prairie during drought. It now 
became common, and occurred on uplands in several 
prairies, but not abundantly. 
Antenaria campestris. formerly occurring widely 
and in great patches in the understory, became rare 
in the prairies after 1936. It had returned mostly 
as individual plants, although a few small patches 
survived. At first the plants had only one or two 
stems and no flower stalks. Where a few mats of this 
stoloniferous composite were found, the largest sel- 
dom exceeded 1 to 1.5 square feet in extent and it 
could easily be seen that all but the central part was 
relatively new growth (Fig. 58). 
Nothocalais cuispidata. formerly widely but lightly 
scattered amongf the grasses, like Hieracium longi- 
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pilhum. disappeared for a period of years but reap- 
peared slowly in 1943, undoubtedly from seed. Quite 
in contrast to these was downy gentian (Gentiana 
puiberula). formerly found but rarely. It had in- 
creased with the cessation of drought and now oc- 
curred in such abundance that 15 or more plants 
were counted in a space of a few square rods. 
FIG. 38. Mat of Antennaria campestris about 8 inches 
in diameter on left. The central stem is two years old. 
The two lower, large tufts are a year old, and the new 
growth is of the current year. Photo May 19, 1943. On 
the right is a seedling Cogswellia daucifolium and plants 
1, 2, and 3 years old respectively. 
Species of Cogswellia had again become very abun- 
dant in patches in thin soil on slopes and hilltops. 
This increase was by seedlings; not all but most of 
the old plants had died from desiccation (Fig. 5S). 
Seedlings and young plants of Kithnia glittiyosa have 
been found in considerable numbers since 1942 about 
the relatively few old plants that survived the drought, 
probably because of their extremely long taproots. 
Vicia americana which decreased almost to the point 
of vanishing appeared again in considerable abun- 
dance. Salria pitch eri. a tall and conspicuous blue 
sage, was represented widely by seedlings and young 
plants over many lower slopes. Only rarely did a 
mature plant survive the drought. Silene antirrhina, 
ver- abundant in early drought, appeared again in 
considerable abundance in 1942, after a period of 6 
years. This was true also of the annual yellow flax 
(Linuim suilcatu m) and milkwort (Polygala rerticil- 
lata). In the few prairies where it occurred in 1933, 
Moron gia uinc-inata. which had become rare, greatly 
increased. Quite to the contrary, plants of Opuintia 
hit mifuisa nearly all died. 
Certain species with strong taproots and well 
developed rooterowns became dormant and stems did 
not appear above ground during a period of 5 to 7 
years. Astragalhs crassicarpuis was rarely seen dur- 
ing the drought and then always in places of unusual 
moisture supply. Many young plants were observed 
and excavated in 1943, but thev were only 1 to 2) 
years old and did not blossom (Fig. 59). Nlot infre- 
quently a group of 3 to 5 growing together from 
seed of the same fruit appeared as one large plant. 
Conversely, the single small shoot, or sometimes two 
or three from an old crown, could be mistaken easily 
for a two-year-old seedling. Many large rooterowns 
(probably 10 to 15 years old) which formerly sup- 
ported numerous widely spreading shoots were so 
weakened that they gave rise to only one or two 
shoots. During the vears 194243 only a single old 
plant was observed that flowered and produced fruits 
in normal abundance. 
F 
FIG. 59. Astragalus cra.vxicarpus 1. 2. and 3 years old 
(right'). Psoralea esculenta with the enlarged tap root, 
2.25. inches in diameter, is a survivor of drought. The 
two younger plants on the right were in their second 
year of growth. Photo MIay 19. 1943. 
Psoralea floribunda was represented by many seed- 
lings during the 3 years of recovery. The new single- 
stemmed plants ranged from 5 to 10 inches in height. 
But exactly similar plants were found arising from 
large roots or rootcrowns. often much decayed. which 
had been dormant during the long drought. The sil- 
very psoralea (P. argophylla.J recovered from drought 
in a very similar manner: seedlings frequently oc- 
curred in great abundance. Some seedlings of P. 
esciulenta. 1 to 3 years old, among the many observed. 
were excavated. The excellent storage organ. a much 
swollen root, enabled some plants to endure the 
drought; the buds on the rootcrowns survived long 
periods of dormancy (Fig. 59). 
Hundreds of small, single-stemmed plants of Bap- 
tisia leticophaea were observed, especially in 1943. 
All that were excavated had arisen from the old root- 
crowns. Many of these were of great size and had 
previously supported large many-stemmed plants. 
Often much of the old crown or taproot had decaved. 
While many new plants of Lithospermurm lineari- 
folilum and fewer of L. grnelini grew from seed in 
194243, others arose from predrought rootcrowns. 
During the drought most of these did not produce 
new growth above ground. The prairie clovers, 
Petalostemon piirptirea and P. Ca(pdido. reappeared 
from rooterowns as did also an occasional purple 
cone-flower (Echinacea pallida). 
Helianthus rigidus again appeared in something of 
normal abundance in parts of certain prairies for the 
first time sinee 1934. All plants examined were from 
rhizomes or rooterowns and not from seed. Many 
new offshoots sometimes resulted from a single relict 
plant. Most plants of Liatris .scariosa were killed, a 
few endured as corms. Erlth roinirn rneocdioreum 
survived the drought because of its deeply placed 
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bulbs and spread widely even onto uplands when 
drought removed the intensive competition of a 
closed plant cover. Conversely, Lepachys colhmni- 
fera survived the drought in the seed stage. 
Throughout the drought years the seasonal aspects 
were almost absent, so scarce were the forbs (Weaver 
& Albertson 1943). Although the flora of forbs had 
distinctly increased in both species and abundance in 
some prairies, in others scareely more than a dozen 
perennial species occurred. They were alwavs fewest 
in a cover of western wheat grass. For example, 20 
species of perennial forbs were counted in a large 
upland prairie at Crete in 1943, but only 6 in the 
portions covered with wheat grass. To appreciate 
their scarcity, compared with predrought abundance, 
one had only to find a broad ravine in which little 
bluestem still persisted. Accompanying it were many 
species (23 in a ravine at Crete) such as Meibomia 
ilhinoensis. Fragaria rirginiana, and Artemisia gna- 
phalodes., which had entirely vanished elsewhere. 
RESPONSE TO DROUGHT OF POSTCLIMAX PRAIRIE 
Following the years of good precipitation, the low- 
land vegetation made a remarkable growth in 1943. 
On bottomland prairie along the Weeping Water 
River near Union, Nebraska, tall panic grass on June 
24 had attained a height of 40 inches and slough 
grass 64 inches (Fig. 60). Big bluestem had a foliage 
level of 32 inches but nodding wild rve was 4 to 6 
inches taller. The stature of the forbs was likewise 
impressive. Leaves of Fragaria rirginiana were 
often held a foot high in dense shade. Anemone 
canadensis was 17 inches high and Riidbeckia hirta 
reached the general level of the bluestem foliage. 
In September the height of foliage and flower 
stalks of the grasses was again recorded in inches 
as follows-height of flower stalks being in paren- 
theses: Spartina pectinata, 75 (117); Andropogon 
furcatus, 72 (113); Sorghastrtim niatans, 82 (10S); 
Panicum virgatum, 50 (90); and Elymiis canadensis. 
60 (73). The grass was thick and formed a wall 
bevond the swath of the mower. The leaves of 
slough grass, for example, were S in number; only 
the two lowest were dead, despite the dense shade. 
Average length was about 48 inches and the width 
was three-fourths inch. Water had been plentiful at 
all times and the vield was more than 4 tons per acre. 
Almost equally good growth, and quite beyond the 
normal, was observed at Lincoln, where slough grass 
was rather constantly supplied with an abundance of 
water for the first time since the drought. This grass 
reappeared in eertain ravines where during drought a 
dense stand of wheat grass prevailed. Its large 
eoarse rhizomes had remained dormant. Other spe- 
cies that behaved similarly in less moist portions of 
ravines were tall panic grass, wild rve, and big 
bluestem. After the mass invasion of wheat grass 
and its absorption of the soil moisture in early 
spring, they remained dormant, or grew feebly dur- 
ing 1938. All of these species are well provided 
with at least short rhizomes. 
A remarkable change in the population of grasses 
occurred in the lower portion of a postelimax prairie 
near Greenwood in eastern Nebraska. This tract has 
been under close observation since 1936, since it has 
been used in experimental work (Marsh 1940, Weaver 
& Hansen 1941) and also for study by classes in 
ecology. This tall-grass prairie was on nearly level 
land on the outer edge of the flood pla'n and one- 
half mile from Salt Creek. Precipitat-on was sup- 
plemented by runoff water from surrounding low 
hills and from the upper portion of the prairie which 
extended half a mile along a broad depression to 
higher land. When fenced in 1937, big bluestem 
composed fully 95 per cent of the grasses, although 
formerlv there were considerable amounts of slough 
grass seattered throughout. The pra'rie was mowed 
for hav late each vear. 
_1_ 
FIG. 60. Postelimax prairie near Union, 'Neb., on June 
24, 1943. Tall panie grass in f oreground is 36 inches 
tall, and slough grass in background is 64 inches high. 
The largest stems were 13 mm-L in diameter. 
The soil was so wet durin- 1937 that even in June 
the surface was constantly saturated. This was bv 
far the best rear for growth until 1943, an-l th'e 
yield of hay was approximately 4 tons per acre. The 
following, vear was drier, since there weas o--i X one 
heavv spring rain with high runoff, ltut the bluestems 
made a good growth ( Fg. 61 ). Severe drought 
occurrd in both 1939 and 1940 ( Fire 62) ). There 
was an excellent growth of b g b u-?stem during the 
years of better pree pitation (15341X'2) but little 
change in the composition of the vegsetation. 
The prairie was burned in winter of 192'4.3 an(l 
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FIG. 61. Postelimax prairie at Greenwood, Neb., in 
September, 1938. The average height of the nearly pure 
growth of big bluestem is 5.5 feet. Only a small amount 
of slough grass, the inflorescences of which photographed 
dark, was present. 
4%. 
-~~~4 
FIG. 62. View of same area as Figure 61 on September 
29, 1940, after two dry years. Big bluestem is about 
2.5 feet tall. Nodding wild rve and slough grass (which 
did not produce flower stalks) occur in the roadside 
ditch in the foreground. 
heavy rains in the spring deposited a thin layer of 
silt. about .25 inch deep, over the whole area. Big 
bluestem did poorly during the late, wet spring. but 
slough grass appeared nearly everywhere and flour- 
ished. An examination on August 4 revealed that 
slough grass was scattered lightly to thickly all 
through this level land and that big bluestem formed 
an understorv. It was 36 inches tall where slough 
grass composed half or more of the mixture and 
onlv 12 to IS inches where this hydrophyte was 
thickest. The bluestem leaves were narrower and 
more attenuated than where this grass grew alone. 
Manv leaves were dead. Rhizomes of slough grass 
apparently were widely distributed all through this 
grassland but most of them had been dormant during 
the vears of drought. Slough grass had grown lux- 
uriantly, reached a height of nearly 7 feet and blos- 
somed early in August (Fig. 63). It was estimated 
that the increase of slough grass over previous 
drought years was 10- to 12-fold. Panicum rirgatum 
and Elyrnus cantadensis had both increased, but to a 
much smaller degree. The understory of shade- 
enduring mesophy-tes remained undisturbed but an 
increase in stature of certain tall, late-blooming 
forbs was very noticeable. Thus, it seems that this 
postelimax prairie had high potentialities, the more 
hydric slough grass dominating in a series of wet 
years and big bluestem during the drier ones. 
. ' 
' f.2 ' - ' 
FIG. 63. Detailed view in the same prairie on August 
4, 1943, when an excellent growth of slough grass 6 to 7 
feet tall from formerly dormant rhizomes suppressed 
much of the big bluestem. The vegetation was too tall 
to secure a general view as in preceding years. 
INCREASE IN YIELD 
Drv weight has long been considered the best meas- 
ure of growth. In determining plant production in 
relation to water content of soil. vield from live sam- 
ple plots, each 4 square meters in area, had been 
taken at many prairies during the last dry year 
(1940) and the first moist one (1941). These prairies 
included Lincoln and Hebron, Nebraska, and Belle- 
yilule, Kansas (Weaver & Albertson 1943). Yields 
were not obtained in 1942 but they were ascertained 
again, from 10 plots of 2 square meters each. in each 
prairie in 1943. Each year all samples were taken 
in the relict bluestem type, except at Lincoln. They 
were from areas selected as typical of the type. Dur- 
ing each of the three years the plots at Lincoln were 
on rolling topography and the vegetation varied from 
nearly pure prairie dropseed through mixtures of 
bluestem to nearly pure needle grass. At Belleville 
the sampling areas were on an east slope, at Hebron 
they were spaced over rolling terrain. 
The annual precipitation was not so high in 1943 
at any of these stations as it was in 1941 and 1942. 
Yields, however, were high, since the preceding years 
had built up a reserve of soil and subsoil moisture, 
such reserve not being present in 1941. Moreover, 
rainfall in spring and early summer was ample ( Figs. 
2 and 3). Late summer drought, however, did re- 
duee an otherwise excellent yield (Table 7). 
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Yields from the 10 plots at Lincoln were very con- 
sistent, except for a single low yield (998 grams) 
from needle grass. Otherwise they ranged between 
1,083 and 1,301 grams per plot. This revealed a 
fairly uniform distribution of a good cover. At 
Belleville the vegetation was less uiniformn. About 
half of the samples were of big bluesteni all(1 the 
remainder of nearly pure little bluestem or with this 
species at least dominating and big bluestema ranking 
second. Little bluestem yielded much less and varia- 
tions in the plots were from 541 to 1,055 grams. At 
Hebron the chief species in every sample was big 
bluestem. Side-oats grama and little bluestem were 
the other important grasses. Here the yields ranged 
between 643 and 1,059 grams. Flower stalks, except 
of blue grama, constituted no part of the yield, since 
the grasses were harvested in August before they had 
developed. There were very few forbs. Yields at 
the three stations for the last year of drought, 1940, 
and the good years, 1941 and 1943, are shown in 
Table 7. 
TABLE 7. Total yield in grams per 20 square meters 
and in tons per acre at three prairie stations during 
three years. 
1940 1941 1943 
Station - _ _- 
Grams Tons Grams Tons Grams Tons 
Lincoln ..... 4,587 1.02 7,341 1.64 10,596 2.36 
Hebron ..... 2,832 0.63 8,728 1.95 9,025 2.01 
Belleville.... 3, 326 0.74 8,781 1.96 9,320 2.08 
Average . 3,582 0.79 8,283 1.85 9,647 2.15 
These yields correspond in general with the pre- 
cipitatioin and especially the available soil moisture 
as has been shown for the last dry year (1940) and 
the first moist one (1941) by Weaver and Albertson 
(1943). Severe midsummer drought occurred at all 
the stations in 1940 (Fig. 4). The green color of the 
grasses practically disappeared in July when the 
bluestems turned reddish brown as they normally do 
in October. The grasses dried and yields were low. 
In 1941 precipitation was far above normal except at 
Lincoln, a condition which is reflected in the lower 
yield at this station. Rainfall was especially heavy 
during April, May, and June, but with few exceptions 
a good water content of soil was maintained at most 
soil depths throughout the season. 
Although the total precipitation in 1943 was some- 
what less than that of either of the two preceding 
years, this deficiency occurred mainly late in the year 
after the grasses had made a good growth. In 1942 
the subsoil had received much moisture and this re- 
serve supply was available for growth in 1943 (Fig. 
5). Soil sampling at Belleville and Hebron was done 
only intermittently in 1943. At both stations the 
soil was wet to at least 6 feet late in May. In July 
and August both rainfall and water content of soil 
were less at these stations than at Lincoln, a fact 
which probably accounts for the differences in yield. 
Since this is a study of recovery as expressed in 
yield, only the average differences by years need be 
considered. Total plant production in 1941 was 2.3 
times that in 1940. Yield in 1943 was 2.7 times as 
great. Moreover, yield in 1943 was 1.2 times as great 
as that in 1941. This last difference is not because 
of more precipitation in 1943, but is due to the cumu- 
lative effect of the thickening of the plant cover. 
DISCUSSION 
Extended studies in true prairie before, during, 
and following the great drought have revealed that 
this grassland represents a very complex and an ex- 
ceedingly dynamic community. It possesses dominant 
species of various extraction. Little bluestem, big 
bluestem, Indian grass, prairie dropseed, and tall 
panic grass have come from a warmer, southern 
climate. Needle grass, June grass, nodding wild rye, 
and western wheat grass are northern in origin. From 
the high plateaus of the arid southwest have come 
side-oats grama and blue grama. Buffalo grass is 
from the semiarid west. A mixture of these species 
denotes great potentialities as regards adaptation to 
wetter and drier sites, seasons for growth, and ad- 
justments to periods of moist years or to cycles of 
drought. These species also exhibit varying degrees 
of tolerance to shade, to annual mowing, and to 
grazing. 
Adaptation to lowland, upland, and intermediate 
sites was clearly expressed in the several grassland 
types or communities, as was shown by extensive 
predrought studies (Weaver & Fitzpatrick 1932, 
1934). Cool season species make their chief growth 
in spring and produce seed in early or midsummer. 
They resume growth in fall and thus greatly extend 
the length of seasonal activity and the period of green 
forage for cattle. Warm season species begin devel- 
opment much later in spring but grow continuously 
until early fall and thus produce much foliage in 
midsummer. 
During years of normal precipitation, the more 
mesic grasses, especially the bluestems and the intro- 
duced Kentucky bluegrass, with their dense stands 
and luxuriant foliage almost overwhelmed most other 
upland prairie grasses. Exceptions were needle grass 
and prairie dropseed, each of which dominated com- 
munities on many drier hillsides. Species of high 
drought resistance, as side-oats grama, blue grama, 
and buffalo grass, or those well adapted to evade 
drought, as western wheat grass and Pennsylvania 
sedge, occurred only in small amounts. None comn- 
posed as much as one per cent of the basal cover, 
as was shown by very extensive quadratting and ob- 
servaitions over a period of years (Weaver & Fitz- 
patrick 1934). But these grasses were the reserves 
adapted to a more xeric climate where mesic com- 
petitors were fewer and less aggressive. When 
drought came and most vegetation was swept away, 
it was then that they increased rapidly and spread 
widely. With needle grass and prairie dropseed, 
which also migrated outward from their former re- 
stricted areas, they repopulated the soil and com- 
pleted a new prairie cover. Thus, on upland as well 
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as on lowland, in the mixture of grasses there are 
species adapted to different extremes of prairie cli- 
mate. -Nature has at hand but in reserve a group 
of grasses and forbs well fitted to endure great 
drought. Nor has drought swept away all of the 
grasses and forbs best adapted to furnish the prairie 
cover in times of good supplies of moisture in soil 
and air. In seeds, rooterowns, rhizomes, roots, or 
other parts, undoubtedly life in some of all prairie 
species remains. They will probably reappear and 
resume their formeri place ill grassland. 
Complete recovery, even under the most favorable 
weather, will require much time. Return to the pre- 
drought dynamic equilibrium of climax types will 
necessitate many changes. Western wheat grass is 
now so firmly established that its suppression as well 
as that of the short grasses may occur slowly. The 
area dominated by needle grass may also again be- 
come grieatly restricted. Not only is time required 
for the suppression of the more xeric species but also 
for the more mesic ones to regain their former great 
abundance and wide distribution. Many years with 
good precipitation will be required to replace in 
grassland its various societies of composites, legumes, 
and other forbs. Much time will be needed to rebuild 
into the prairie its layered structure, and for it to 
regain the same high degree of dynamic stability that 
it possessed before the great catastrophe of drought. 
ENVIRONMENT IN MIXED PRAIRIE 
A marked change in the environment of mixed prai- 
rie followed the extremely dry winter of 1939-40. 
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FIG. 64. Annual precipitation at Hays, Kan., 1939 to 
1943, inclusive. The iiiean annual ) eecipitation is 22.9 
inllhes. 
Precipitation increased, at first gradually and then 
to a remarkable degree. Water content of soil be- 
came correspondingly greater, and in other ways con- 
ditions for recovery of the greatly depleted vegetation 
became very favorable. 
PRECIPITATION 
The average annual precipitation at the base sta- 
tion, Hays, Kansas, is 22.9 inches. During the 6 
years preceding drought it was approximately 5 
inches above normal. Throu-hout the drought years 
(1933-39) it was below normal every year. The 4 
driest years, 1933, 1934, 1936, and 1939, each had 
approximately 16 inches. Thus, the last year of 
drought was also one of the most severe (Fig. 64). 
Precipitation in 1940 was approximately normal, that 
during the two following years was far above av- 
erage. It was during these good years that soil mois- 
ture was replenished. Upon this reserve the vegetation 
continued to grow, although not luxuriantly, despite 
the decreased precipitation in 1943 (16.2 inches). 
Precipitation of the growing season (April to Sep- 
tember) has a greater effect in promoting growth and 
recovery of the vegetation than has total precipitation 
for the year (Fig. 65). June and August were the 
only months in 1939 with considerable rainfall. In 
1940 both May and June had moderate amounts with 
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FIG. 65. Rainf all during each month of the growing 
season at Hays, Kan., from 1939 to 1943, inclusive. 
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good rainfall the three following months. Very heavy 
rains fell in April, May, June, and August in 1941- 
42, and enough the other months to produce an 
excellent recovery of vegetation. But in 1943 rain- 
fall was deficient every month of the growing season 
except September, and especially deficient in June 
when only an inch of rain fell. Precipitation at 
more westerly stations is included with tables on re- 
covery. For these conditions were clearly reflected 
not only in the water content of the soil but also in 
development of vegetation. 
WATER CONTENT OF SOIL 
The amount of moisture in the soil is especially 
important in mixed prairie since it is nearly always 
the limiting factor in plant production. Samples of 
chernozem soil were taken at Hays, Kansas, from a 
typical upland silt-loam with a mature profile. The 
hygroscopic coefficients were approximately 12 to 13 
per cent (cf. Albertson 1937). Available water con- 
tent during the last summer of severe drought (513M9 
and the four following growing seasons is shown in 
Figure 66. 
There was never any available soil moisture below 
6 inches during the extremely dry season of 1939. 
Hence the chart showing water content is not ex- 
tended to a greater depth than two feet, although 
samples were taken to 5 feet in depth. Available 
water content in the upper 6 inches was never 
greater than 10 per cent except during the fourth 
week of June and the third week of August. Less 
than 5 per cent was present during 2 weeks of June 
and less than 10 per cent during the second and 
fourth weeks of August. It is significant that even 
with showers as great as 1.5 inches, such as the one 
received on June 14, comparatively little water was 
stored in the soil. The explanation of this doubtless 
lies in the fact that much of a dashing rain of this 
amount, because of the relatively impervious soil and 
scarcity of vegetation, is lost by runoff to the soil 
upon which it falls. 
Available water content in 1940 was also almost 
entirely confined to the first two f eet of soil and 
nearly always to the first 12 inches. This occurred 
despite the normal annual precipitation since there 
was no reserve water from 1939. Rainfall by months 
is shown in Figure 65. No rain fell late in June 
but more than 4 inches in July. Dry soil occurred 
in August despite more than 3 inches of rain. Soil 
moisture was much higher in 1941 (Fig. 66). The 
soil was constantly moist to 3 feet in May and June, 
but dry at greater depths. This condition also main- 
tained the first half of July, after which a moderate 
midsummer drought occurred. 
In 1942 a good water content of soil to a depth 
of 5 feet was usual, but there were exceptions, as in 
the deeper soil in late summer. But the mixed. prairie 
vegetation grew without interruption and produced 
a very large yield. Low water content below a 
depth of 2 feet in fall was not replenished by rains, 
and in 1943 the available supply was soon completely 
exhausted. Only an inch of rain fell in June and 
water was often nonavailable for growth even in the 
first and second foot (Fig. 66). Recovery was re- 
tarded and yields greatly reduced. 
Soil moisture by months at Phillipsburg and Digh- 
ton during 1939 to 1943 inclusive, is shown in Figure 
67. Conditions of soil moisture in 1939 and 1940 
were those of drought, and somewhat less favorable 
than those at Hays. They improved greatly in 1941, 
and at both stations (unlike Hays) water was usually 
available to a depth of 5 feet. A good water content 
of soil, with f ew exceptions, prevailed at Phillips- 
burg in 1942. The amount available for growth was 
somewhat less at Dighton than at either Phillipsburg 
or Hays. Rainfall was low in May except at Hays. 
In 1943 there was enough soil moisture to promote 
good growth at Phillipsburg until August, when 
drought occurred. Little water was available for 
growth at Dighton after May and recovery of vege- 
tation was retarded accordingly. 
WIND 
Total wind movement in miles per month for the 
growing season during the years of drought and for 
each month during the years of recovery is given in 
Table 8. 
TABLE 8. Average total miles of wind movement per 
month at Hays, Kansas, during the growing seasons 1933 
to 1939, inclusive. Also wind movement during each 
month of the growing seasons of 1940 to 1943.1 
Year April May June July Aug. Sept. Total 
1933 to 1939 7,693 6,692 5,989 5,853 6,048 5,961 38,236 
1940 .... 7,992 6,250 6,408 6,398 4,389 5,184 36,621 
1941 .... 7,272 5,654 5,472 4,390 4,613 6,912 34,313 
1942 .... 7,344 7,291 5,472 5,431 5,506 5,112 36,156 
1943 .... 6,192 6,473 7,200 5,729 5,729 5,256 36,579 
Av. 1940-1943. . 7,200 6,417 6,138 5,487 5,059 5,616 35,917 
1Data on wind movement and evaporation were obtained from meas- 
urements made at Hays, Kansas, by the Division of Dry Land Agri- 
culture, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture. 
Casual examination shows that wind movement 
each month during drought was very great. It re- 
mained high each month in 1940 except August. 
During the following years it was nearly always less 
each month and sometimes 1,000 to 1,500 miles less 
than the average during drought. Exceptions when 
wind movement was greater occurred in September, 
1941, May, 1942, and June, 1943. Total wind move- 
ment in 1941, 1942, and 1943 was 3,923, 2,080, and 
1,657 miles less, respectively, than the average dur- 
ing drought. 
The great dust storms of the drought period and 
their harmful effects upon grassland have been de- 
scribed (Albertson & Weaver 1942). In 1940 dust 
storms were comparatively infrequent. Those that 
did occur were mostly confined to the western part 
of Kansas and adjacent territory. In 1941 they were 
much less frequent than in any of the 7 years pre- 
ceding, although in March local storms did occur in 
many counties in the western third of Kansas and in 
eastern Colorado. In 1943 there was considerable 
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windl erosioa ill the western third of Kansas but dust 
storms of a local nature occurred only in a few places, 
some as late aIs M\av. But none of these took on the 
intensity of the black blizzards of 1935 nor were 
they of such ]obag (lura-tion, and the amounts of dust 
carried by them were comparatively small. 
EVAPORATI ON 
The average monthly evaporation from a free water 
surface during the growing season for a period of 7 
years (1933 to 1939) gradually increased from 6.6 
inches in April to 13.2 in July, after which it de- 
creased to 8.1 inches in September (Table 9). 
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TABLE 9. Average monthly evaporation in inches from 
a free water surface during the growing seasons. 1933 
to 1939, inclusive, at Hays, Kansas. Also, deviation 
from this average during each of the four following 
years, and average evaporation during the four years. 
Year April NMay June July Aug. Sept. Total 
Av. 1933 to 1939 6.6 7.5 10.2 13.2 11.3 8.1 56.9 
1940 -0.8 -+-0. - -0.2 -1.7 -3.9 -1.7 - 7.7 
1941 -2.8 -1.2 -2.8 -3.5 -2.4 -0.3 -13.2 
1942. -2.0 -0.6 -4.1 -2.9 -3.1 -2.3 -15.0 
1943.. -0.3 -1.6 -0.3 -2.9 -0.2 -1.7 - 6.4 
Av. 1940 to 1943 . .3 6.7 8.5 10.5 S.9 6.6 46.3 
During 1940 evaporation was slightly higher (0.2 
inch) in May and June than the average of the 
drought years. Otherwise it was enough lower each 
month to reduce the average for the growing season 
7.7 inches. In every month of the growing season 
of 1941 and 1942 water losses by evaporation were 
reduced 0.5 to 4.1 inches. Total evaporation losses 
were 13.2 and 15.0 inches less, respectively, than dur- 
ing the drought. In 1943, a year of decreased 
precipitation, losses were 0.3 inch higher than the 
drought average for April, but otherwise 0.2 to 2.9 
inches lower. Average loss was 6.4 inches below the 
average for the 7 years of drought. 
TEMPERATURE 
The average maximum summer temperatures by 
months during 1940 to 1943 inclusive, were with few 
exceptions several degrees lower than the average 
monthly temperatures during drought. When the 
mean maximum temperatures by months of the 
period 1940 to 1943 are compared with those of the 
drought period, the following decreases are deter- 
mined for the period of recovery of vegetation: May, 
1.30; June, 2.6?: July, 4.0W; August, 3.90; and Sep- 
tember, 2.6 F0. Decreases in mean monthly temper- 
atures in the same order were 1.S', 2.0?, 3.00, 2.70, 
and 2.30. 
Summarizing, the period of recovery, compared 
with the preceding one of drought, was one of greatly 
increased precipitation and soil moisture coupled 
with lower temperatures, less wind movement, and 
decreased rates of evaporation. The vegetation re'- 
acted to the changed environment by increase in 
number of species, greater density of cover, and large 
gains in quantity of forage production. 
RECOVERY OF VEGETATION 
Recovery of drought-depleted vegetation in mixed 
prairie-the central portion of the western range 
lIving west of the ninety-ninth meridian of west longi- 
tude and east of the Rocky Mountains-has been 
fully studied. For despite the dry-land farmer, and 
much unwarranted exploitation of the prairie sod, 
the fact remains that the larger portion of this vast 
grassland has still been untouched by the plow 
(Great Plains Committee 1936) (Figs. 6S and 69). 
The importance of livestock production in the United- 
States has but recently assumed the deepest signif- 
icance of historic time. The highest efficienec in 
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FIG. 68. Range land near Ness City. Kan.. illustrative 
of nearly level lands of the Midwest still used only for 
grazing. Considerable disturbance by dust coverage has 
occurred in the foreground. 
- 
FIG. 69. Range land on steep loess hills near Broken 
Bow, Neb. It is representative of many square miles 
of such land east of the sandhills in central Nebraska. 
animal production and range management goes hand 
in hand with the greatest understanding of the range 
resources (MeArdle & Costello 1936). This must be 
based on the life history of the vegetation and its 
response to the environment. During eight years 
drought had prevailed; on some years the crop of 
native grasses failed completely and early in drought 
thousands of cattle either starved or were shipped 
eastward to new pastures. Any gains made by the 
vegetation in the period 1933 to 1938 were lost in 
the terrible drought of 193940. 
But better times had come. For three summers 
good rains had fallen, except in 1943 in southwestern 
Kansas, the Oklahoma and Texas panhandles, southern 
Colorado and northeastern New Mexico; in short, in 
the area of the old dust bowl. Even here vegetation 
had usually made considerable recovery, and the de- 
gree of recoverv was remarkable where ranfall was 
ample (Figs. 70 and 71). It had often been mod- 
erately good even in the area in or near the dust 
bowl, except where deep lavers of loose soil buried 
all of the former vegetation. There it is still covered 
with a stand of annual weeds (Figs. 72 and 73). 
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FIG. 70. A much denuded range near Alma, -eb-, in 
1939, near the end of the drought. 
4 7 . 
FIG. 71. Appearance of a range at Beardsley, Kan., 
after two years of good recovery. Buffalo grass forms 
the mats in the center of the picture and blue grama 
has an abundance of flowering spikes. August. 1942. 
- . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
FIG. 72. A range near Quinter, Kan., where partial 
recovery had occurred in September. 1941. The weeds 
(dark color) are mostly Russian thistle: they alternate 
with open patches of blue grania and buffalo grass. 
FIG. 73. Range near Kendall, Kan., which was thickly 
covered with dust in which grew a dense stand of Rus- 
sian thistle, annual sunflower, and other weeds. There 
is practically no grass. August, 1941. 
The ranges of western Kansas were not fully 
stocked in 1941 to 1943, inclusive, a condition which 
maintained in many places elsewhere. Although em- 
phasis was placed on the production of more cattle, 
the herds had been so greatly depleted that, in gen- 
eral, the renewed cover increased more rapidly than 
the stock. In most of the ranges probably not more 
than half of the forage was utilized, and frequently 
only 10 to 20 per cent. Some, of course, were over- 
grazed; in others none of the vegetation was re- 
moved. The ranges would probably have increased 
their perennial cover even more rapidly if moderate 
grazing had been generally employed and much of 
the foliage which later formed excess debris had been 
consumed or trampled to the ground. 
The major features of recovery were closely con- 
neeted with the behavior of three grasses. although 
there were several minor ones. These were buffalo 
grass (Bitchloe dactyloides). blue grama (Boitelouta 
gracilis). and sand dropseed (Sporoboliv.i cryptan- 
drtis). Before the drought the first two of these, the 
short grasses, were fairly evenly intermixed over 
most of western Kansas. eastern Colorado, and west- 
ern Nebraska. 
Buffalo grass entirely disappeared from some 
ranges; in others it remained alive only in the most 
favorable places as regards water supply. This 
occurred over thousands of square miles of land in 
the dust bowl. In addition this grass disappeared 
from the level areas of hundreds of other pastures 
eastward and northward. Conversely, many ranges 
retained occasional tufts or small sodded patches, 
and it was from these that regeneration proceeded 
so rapidly when the soil again became moist. 
Blue grama is much more drought resistant than 
buffalo grass and it was never killed so uniformly 
nor so completely over a wide area. In nearly everv 
range. unless deeply buried by dust, some bunches 
of blue -rama persisted. These drought reliets often 
increased greatly in diameter (sometimes to 10 or 12 
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inches). and were found scattered thinly in pastures 
where no other perennial vegetation survived. 
Sand dropseed occurred widely but usually not 
abundantly before the drought. except in sandy soil. 
But when the silt loams and other types of hard- 
land soils became bare and warm the tiny wind- 
blown seeds of this drought resisting bunch grass 
were spread everywhere and plants often occurred 
abundantly. They persisted tenaciously. even where 
much dwarfed by drought. 
Rate of recovery of vegetation varied greatly from 
place to place. since several conditions were involved. 
Chief among these were the kind of original vegeta- 
tion. the intensity of drought and consequent degree 
of depletion. and the kind of grass relicts at the end 
of the drought. Other factors were the amount of 
damage resulting from burial by dust and the inten- 
sitv of Hrazing and trampling during the period of 
recovery, as well as the distribution of precipitation 
over various portions of the area during recovery. 
Thus. the process far from being simple was actually 
considerably involved. 
EXAMPLES OF RECOVERY 
A principle that held true throughout was that 
recovery was always slower where blue grama alone 
remained than where buffalo grass was the sole 
perennial grass or where it occurred with blue grama. 
This is well illustrated by the slow recovery of a 
range near Tribune. Kansas. The cover following 
the drought of 1939 was only 6 per cent. Nearly all 
was blue grama with a trace of sand dropseed. It in- 
creased continuously but -lowly year after year. The 
percentages of blue grama (1940 to 1943) were 5.4. 
13. 1S. and 21 respectively. Sand dropseed. which 
entered the quadrats in 1939. added a small incre- 
ment. which increased to 6 per cent. making a total 
basal cover of 27 per cent after the three years of 
recovery (Fia. 74). In another range a few miles 
distant. blue grama increased from 2.2 to 15 per cent 
in the same period. 
That buffalo grass spreads much more rapidly than 
blue grama is well illustrated by quadrats in a dust- 
covered pasture near Kendall. Kansas. In 1941. 
buffalo grass composed 1.7 per cent of the very 
sparse cover. But it increased to 34 per cent the 
next year and to 47.4 in 1943. During this period 
blue grama increased from 1 to only 3 per cent. as 
did also sand dropseed (Fig. 75). On a range near 
Marienthal. Kansas. which was only lightly pastured 
after being heavily dusted. buffalo grass increased its 
basal cover (1940 to 1943) as follows: 1.7. 23.7. S4.5, 
and 93.4 per cent. Increase of blue grama was slow, 
in the same period of years: from 0.9 to 4.S per cent. 
Thus, this wonderful recovery was due almost en- 
tirely to buffalo grass. 
Revegetation from a poor cover of mixed short 
grasses is well illustrated by quadrats in a pasture 
near Quinter. This range had been grazed by sheep 
rather continuously since 1937 and was closely grazed 
in 194243. The basal cover was composed entirely 
of the two short grasses. They were equally abun- 
dant both in 1940 total basal cover 7.S per cent) 
and 1941 (24.6). Blue grama increased to 28 per 
cent in 1942. but decreased to 16 the next rear. But 
buffalo grass increased first to 47 per cent and then 
to 79. Thus. in three years. despite the grazing, 
recover- resulted in a 95 per cent cover of short 
arass (Fix. 76). 
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FIG. *74. A typical quadrat in a large range near 
Tribune, Kan. In the fall of 1940 the grass was all 
blue grama with a basal cover of a.4 per cent (upper). 
The same quadrat in 194a (middle) with nS per cent 
blue grama and 11 per cent sand dropseed. After 3 
years of recovery (lower) there was only 21 per cent 
basal cover of blue grama. 
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An example of a more rapid recovery where dust- 
ing had been less extensive but drought equallv severe 
is taken from another pasture near Quinter. Here 
grazing was moderate. Increase of blue grama was 
slow from 1940 to 1943. The percentages of cover 
were 6. 12. 13. and 16. respectively. Buffalo grass 
developed very rapidly from 2 per cent in 1940 to 
';_ 
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FIG. 73. Typical quadrat on dusted range near Ken- 
dall, Kan. The original cover was almost entirely de- 
stroyed. Only fragments (about 2 per cent) of the short 
grasses remained in 1941 (upper). By 1942 (middle) 
buffalo grass had increased to 34 per cent basal cover, 
and in the fall of 1943 (lower) it composed 47 per cent. 
34 a vear later. It then increased its basal cover to 
32 and finally to SO per cent. Thus, the total cover 
year by year (including a little sand dropseed which 
entered in 1941) was S, 46, 66, and 9S per cent, a 
remarkably early recovery (Fig. 77). 
Where sand dropseed entered the range early 
(1937) it frequently plaved an important part in 
recovery. In this example near Quinter. the topog- 
raphy was quite rolling and the soil a sandy loam, 
* 
equally abundan~wt, thIoe a 5prcn.I n 
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creased to 95 per cent in 1943 (lower). but it was more 
than four-fiftI s buffalo grass. 
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FIG. 77. Increase in two vears, in a range, near Quin- 
ter, from a basal cover of 8 per cent to one of 66 per 
cent. Buffalo grass composed one-fourth of the vege- 
tation in 1940 (upper) but SO per cent in 1942 (lower). 
conditions most favorable for this species. There 
was a fairly good cover of short grasses in 1939 but 
this bunch grass became only moderately abundant 
(Fig. 78). It decreased to 0..5 per cent in 1940 but 
was 12 in 1943. Blue grama increased from 1.6 to 
18. but buffalo grass from 1 to 32 per cent. Thus 
the basal cover was 62 per cent, an increase of about 
eightfold. 
Recovery on ranges with drifted soil was deter- 
mined largely by the amount, if any, of relict vege- 
tation. Occasionallv it was rapid, usually there was 
a wilderness of annual weeds for a long time (Fig. 
79). 
RECOVERY IN U- NGRAZED BUCHLOE-BoUTELouA 
TYPE 
The increase in cover and changes in its composi- 
tion have been ascertained each year since 1932 in a 
range near Hays, Kansas. Quadrats were marked 
out in 1932 after cattle were excluded. The grass 
had been subjected only to moderate grazing and had 
been protected from stock by a large exelosure 
(Albertson & Weaver 1942). Hence, changes since 
that time mar be attributed solely to environment. 
In 1932 buffalo grass and blue grama occurred in 
a mixed stand of about equal amounts and together 
formed a cover with a basal area of SS.6 per cent. 
Losses of buffalo grass were greater than those of 
blue grama after 1934. but it recovered in 193S. 
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FIG. 78. Quadrat in a range near Quiinter where sand 
dropseed became an important component of the recov- 
ering vegetation. It composed 6 of the 19 per cent basal 
cover in 1939 (upper), decreased to 0.5 per eent the 
next rear, but covered an area of *j per cent in the 
greatly improved cover in 1941 (lower'). 
Hence in 193S the two dominants again occurrd in 
approximately equal amounts, but each had a basal 
cover of onlv 1.5 per cent. After the severe fall and 
winter drought of 1939-40 blue grania was once more 
somewhat the more abundant. But during, the fol- 
loving period of recover- blue grama merely doubled 
in amount, while buffalo gorass increased sevenfold 
(Table 10). 
TABLE 10. Change in percentage of basal cover in 10 
meter quadrats in ty pical areas of the ungrazed Buehloe- 
Bouteloua type at Hays, Kansas. 
Species 1939 1940 1941 1942 19lX 
Bautelou~a gracilis. . ........  13.0 10.3 13.9 14.9 21.8 
Buchloe dactylaides, ............ 9.3 9.2v 41.3 f *9.8 65.9 
Tota ...... .. 19.5 55.2' 94.7 87.7 
That reov-ery was verb rapid in 1941-42 is appar- 
ent. During, th following slimmer of decreased rain- 
fall there was a slight loss in the total eover. Since 
blue ggrama increased by about one-third, the loss 
was entirely that of buffalo g rass. 
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FIG. 79. A range with drifts of soil populated with 
Russian thistles; note the eaetus with paeck rat burrows 
beneath it (upper). April 11, 1941. The dead Russian 
thistles have been blown into windrows. There were only 
a few remnants of buffalo grass. From these the grass 
spread so rapidly that in spots a cover of 20 per cent 
had been established in 1942. The lower view is of the 
foreground of the upper one in 1942. Note cover of 
buffalo grass. On other ranges where there were no 
reliets, annual weeds prevailed throughout. 
RECOVERY IN- MODERATELY GRAZED BUCHLOE- 
BoUTELOUA TYPE 
In the spring of 1935 meter quadrats were also 
staked and charted in representative portions of a 
moderately grazed range. This was during the 
drought, but the total basal eover was still 49.2 per 
eent, all but 0.1 per cent being composed of the two 
short grasses. Thereafter there was a decrease and 
only 27.8 per cent cover remained in 1939. As 
shown in Table 11, this was rather equally distributed 
between the two dominants. 
Increase in total cover was much less in 1943 than 
the very rapid recovery during the two preceding 
years. Buffalo grass was so aggressive that it con- 
tinued to spread somewhat at the expense of blue 
grama, a phenomenon that occurred elsewhere under 
rapid recovery but which is undoubtedly only tem- 
TABLE 11. Change in basal eover in 10 meter quadrats 
in moderately grazed Buchloe-Bouteloua type at Hlays, 
Kansas. 
Species 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 
Bouldeuagracilis ...... 14.4 18.2 22.8 29.0 22.3 
Butwloe dadyloides ..... 12.3 8.3 119.9 42.2 53.4 
Sporobolus cryptandrus. . 1.1 1.1 .5 .1 .I1 
Arii longisa. ... .. 1 
Total . 27.8 27.6 43.2 71.3 .75.9 
porarv. Broken cover permitted the entrance of sand 
dropseed in 1935; it decreased to a trace as the short 
grasses covered more and more of the soil. These 
results illustrate the widely recognized fact that mod- 
erate grazing is no great handicap to normal develop- 
ment of the short grasses. Indeed, under normal 
precipitation moderate grazing results in a more uni- 
form cover than that developed under total protection 
(Savage 1939). 
RecovtERa iN- OvRGRAzED BUCRWE-BOUTEWUA 
TYPE 
Studies of an overgrazed short-grass type were 
pursued concurrently with those of one moderately 
grazed. The average basal cover in the early vears 
of drought (1935) was 22.1 per cent. Blue grama 
constituted 9 per cent and buffalo grass 12 (Albert- 
son & Weaver 1942). Cover decreased after quad- 
ratting in 1939 from 19.4 to 13.6 per cent. Increase 
thereafter was rapid, to 59 per cent in 1941, and to 
93 the next vear. This basal area was maintained 
in 1943 (Table 12). 
TABLE 12. Change in percentage of basal cover in 7 
meter quadrats in an overgrazed Buchloe-Bouteloua type 
at Has, Kansas. 
Species , 1939 1 1940 1941 1942 1943 
Boutkoua gracilis. 10.0 7.3 17.7 7.2 15.1 
Bu oe dadyloid .. 8.3 6.1 40.9 85.9 78.2 
Boudelo curtipendula.. .4 I .... ... 
Triodia pilosa ......... .4 .... .... 
Sporoboluscryptandrus .3 .2 .1 . . 
Total .. 19.4 13.6 58.7 93.3 9.3.8 
The astounding increase of buffalo grass from 6.1 
per cent cover in 1940 to 85.9 two years later was 
not unusual. This occurred somewhat at the expense 
of blue grama which merely doubled its basal area 
during the three years. Although sand dropseed was 
present it was inconsequential. This species if pre- 
viously firmlyv established occurred in a newly devel- 
oped cover, but it has never been found to invade 
one that was well established. 
A continuous reeord of the degeneration of the 
Buchloe-Bouteloua type where it was ungrazed, mod- 
erately grazed, and overgrazed has been obtained 
since 1932. This, with the data on recovery, is shown 
by means of graphs in Figure SO. During drought 
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FIG. 80. Decrease in percentage of basal cover in the 
short-grass type during drought and increase during 
recovery after drought: ungrazed (heavy line), moder- 
ately grazed (light line), and overgrazed (broken line). 
the average basal cover on the area ungrazed since 
1932 was better than that of the moderately grazed 
one, except in 1939. The cover in the overgrazed 
area was correspondingly lower than that of the 
moderately grazed one. Thus, the degeneration of the 
range showed a direct relation to the degree of graz- 
ing. Studies made in the spring of 1940 showed that 
losses in autumn and winter on the ungrazed area 
far exceeded those of ranges that were moderately 
grazed or overgrazed. This was due to the fact that 
in the ungrazed pasture the cover was considerably 
taller and thicker than elsewhere. It used the avail- 
able water more rapidly than vegetation moderately 
or closely grazed and this resulted in greater loss by 
death during this very dry time. The same phenom- 
enon occurred again in 1943. The lag in recovery 
of the moderately grazed pasture after 1940 was 
caused by a dense stand of little barley which greatly 
retarded the development of the short grasses. In 
examining these graphs it should be kept in mind 
that the area above the individual graph indicates 
bare soil or bare soil more or less covered with annual 
weeds. It is of interest that the high losses in cover 
sustained during the 8 years of drought were restored 
in a period of 3 good years, largely because of the 
wonderful recuperative powers of buffalo grass. 
RECOVERY IN THE ANDROPOGON SCOPARIUS TYPE 
Quadrats in the little bluestem type were estab- 
lished in 1932 when stock was excluded from several 
representative areas. The vegetation had been mod- 
erately grazed for many years. The quadrats were 
charted in the fall of 1932 and each subsequent year. 
Two types, one of a closed and one of an open cover 
of vegetation, were studied. In the closed type, 
which clothed the moderately deep soil overlying the 
limestone, the basal cover was about 60 per cent and 
entirely of little and big bluestem. The most common 
vegetation on the brows of the hills, where the under- 
lying rock is at or near the surface, was of the open- 
bunch type with a basal cover of about 25 per cent. 
In the closed type the dense foliage so completely 
shaded the interspaces that few other species occurred 
until the cover was opened by drought. Some in- 
crease in the cover beyond 60 per cent was found 
where grazing had been heavy enough to prevent 
accumulation of excessive debris but not so intense 
as to damage the bluestems. Less than 60 per cent 
cover was frequently found due to excessive debris 
which had accumulated during previous years. Con- 
versely, in the open type there were usually scattered 
tufts of little bluestem, hairy grama (Bouteloua hir- 
suta), and hairy dropseed (Sporobolus pilosus), with 
a considerable sprinkling of dwarfed forbs in the 
well-lighted open spaces between the bunches. Re- 
covery in the closed type is shown in Table 13. 
TABLE 13. Change in percentage of basal cover in 15 
meter quadrats in an ungrazed, closed type of Andro- 
pogon scoparius at Hays, Kansas. 
Species 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 
A ndropogon scoparius... 6 .... .... .... .... 
A ndropogon furcatus ... 2.2 . 5 . 2 . 9 3.1 
Bouteloua curtipendula. . 17.6 6.6 10.4 25.9 26.8 
Bouteloua gracilis .... . 8.8 6.9 6.4 12.7 8.6 
Bouteloua hirsuta ...... . .3 .... .... 1 .2 
Sporobolus pilosus ..... . 4 .1 . 1 .1 .1 
Buchloe dactyloides . .. .3 .7 1.4 4.4 8.0 
Schedonnardus 
paniculatus .......... .... .... .... .... .5 
Agropyron smithii ...... .... .... .... .... 
Total ........... 30.2 14.8 18.5 44.1 47.4 
In 1939 the basal cover was only half as great as 
before the drought. It contained the last remnants 
of little bluestem. It was again reduced one-half by 
1940. Great recovery occurred in 1942 and slightly 
more the following year. The recovery was not due 
to spreading of the original codominant, big bluestem, 
but in the main to an increase of side-oats grama 
from 6.6 to 26.8 per cent. This species thrived even 
in rather dry soil when competition was decreased. 
Bouteloita gracilis had invaded the quadrats in 1934 
and increased to 8.8 per cent in 1939, an abundance 
exceeded only in 1942. But Butchloe dactyloides, 
which apeared in 1938 (.1 per cent), increased stead- 
ily in 1942-43. The appearance of Schedonnardus 
and Agropyron in 1943 is of interest. But the com- 
plete change from postelimax bluestem vegetation to 
mixed prairie with the two grama grasses and buffalo 
grass as dominants is of profound significance. 
Recovery in the ungrazed open type of little blue- 
stem is shown in Table 14. 
Andropogon scoparius decreased more slowly here 
during drought than in the closed type. It retained 
5.6 per cent cover in 1939 and even the remnants 
left in 1940 increased sixfold, largely a recovery of 
dormant crowns. Due to the sparseness of vegetation 
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TABLE 14. Changes in percentage of basal cover in 4 
meter quadrats in ungrazed open type of Andropogon 
scoparius at Hays, Kansas. 
Species 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 
A ndropogon scoparius ... 5.6 .4 .8 2.2 2.4 
Bouteloua curtipendula. . 11.1 8.8 19.3 25.3 22.3 
Bouteloua hirsute ...... 1.2 .8 1.1 5.5 3.6 
Andropogon furcatus ...... . .. .... . .1 
Sporobolus pilosus ..... .2 .6 .3 1.0 .4 
Total ........... 18.1 10.7 21.5 34.0 28.7 
and the mulch of partially disintegrated fragments 
of limestone, it seems probable that depletion of soil 
moisture through transpiration and evaporation from 
the soil surface occurred more slowly than from the 
more densely populated deeper soil of the closed little 
bluestem type. Side-oats grama entered the area in 
1934 and, although somewhat depleted in 1940, 
formed most of the cover in 1943. Neither big blue- 
stem (except a trace), blue grama, nor buffalo grass 
occurred. Bouteloua hirsuta, present throughout the 
11 years, exceeded little bluestem in amount. Thus, 
while the cover was more extensive after than before 
the drought, the change was from the postelimax to 
a xeric mixed prairie type. 
A continuous record of the degeneration of the 
ungrazed and overgrazed Andropoyon scoparius type 
together with its recovery is shown by graphs in 
Figure 81. Data are from a different lot of quadrats 
than those given in Table 14. The complete ungrazed 
cover in 1932 was 60 per cent. The first low points 
were reached in 1936 when only about 16 and 9 per 
cent cover remained in the two types respectively. The 
year 1939 was the driest of all, and the basal cover 
produced the previous year was sustained largely by 
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FIG. 81. Graphs showing the percentage of basal 
cover during the several years of drought and recovery 
in the Andropogon scoparius type. Ungrazed shown by 
heavy line and overgrazed by broken line. 
the reserve of soil water received in 1938. Little 
bluestem, which furnished the major portion of vege- 
tation at the beginning of the drought, rapidly de- 
creased to practically nil in 1939. Hence, the story 
of recovery is almost entirely that of change in 
amount of side-oats grama and blue grama, which in 
1939 furnished the bulk of the basal cover in un- 
grazed pasture. These grasses with buffalo grass 
furnished 24 of the 29 per cent cover in the over- 
grazed pasture, where little bluestem was almost 
extinct. The more rapid recovery of the overgrazed 
than the ungrazed pasture was due to a larger per- 
centage of short grasses, especially buffalo grass, in 
the overgrazed range. 
In examining the graphs, it should be understood 
that the area above each graph indicates bare soil or 
at least soil without a cover of perennial grasses. 
The normal basal area in this type was only about 
60 per cent, hence by 1943 a cover only about 15 per 
cent below normal was reestablished, but one in which 
little bluestem composed a relatively small part. 
RECOVERY IN LITTLE BLUESTEM-SHORT GRASS 
MIXTURE 
The predrought transition from short grasses on 
the level hilltops with deep soil to little bluestem in 
the shallower soils overlying the limestone was very 
abrupt in many places. In fact a part of each type 
could be included in a single square meter. But more 
usually the little bluestem was scattered widely in 
bunches among the short grasses. In the autumn of 
1932, the average basal cover in quadrats located 
where there was a relatively large amount of little 
bluestem was 65 per cent. The percentage of little 
bluestem was 40, but this grass disappeared by 1938. 
Short grasses originally composed 21 per cent of the 
cover and big bluestem the remainder (4.5 per cent). 
The low ebb of the grass population in 1939-40 and 
recovery thereafter is shown in Table 15. 
TABLE 15. Change in percentage of basal cover in 10 
meter quadrats in an ungrazed area in the ecotone be- 
tween short grass and little bluestem at Hays, Kansas. 
Species 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 
Bouteloua gracilis ...... 35.7 18.8 31.1 59.4 55.6 
Buchloe dactyloides ... . 12.2 8.1 13.6 12.4 19.5 
Andropogon furcatus. . . . .2 .... .... .... .... 
Bouteloua curtipendula. . 3.2 .2 .5 1.7 1.6 
Total ....... 51.3 27.1 45.2 73.5 76.7 
The great increase of blue grama from about 19 
to nearly 56 per cent after 1940 is the outstanding 
change. The relict stand produced much seed and 
in this partly open cover seedlings grew in abun- 
dance. Buchloe dactyloides increased steadily but 
more slowly. Bouteloua curtipendula was poorly rep- 
resented. The original cover of 1940 had increased 
nearly threefold, and in late drought consisted almost 
entirely of short grasses. The loss of bluestems was 
general in this ecotone; they are now slowly returning. 
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PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN COMPOSITION OF 
BASAL COVER 
In the preceding tables the actual amounts of basal 
cover before and during recovery in the several com- 
munities have been considered. The part played by 
each species (its loss or gain) from year to year is 
now presented as a percentage increment of the total 
cover (100 per cent) whether the actual basal area 
was large or small. In this way the part of the 
perennial cover that each species composed may be 
compared more directly. Thus, if a quadrat had only 
two species, blue grama with a basal cover of 10 per 
cent and buffalo grass with 10, then each species 
composed 50 per cent of the cover. Data from the 
several groups of quadrats are shown in Table 16. 
In the short-grass type, buffalo grass and blue 
grama were about equally important in 1932, and to- 
gether constituted 96 per cent of the vegetation. This 
nearly equal mixture probably occurred over much 
of the mixed prairie. The amount of short grass, 
however, varied in rather direct proportion to the 
degree of overgrazing, which was the fundamental 
cause of the great depletion of mid grasses (Clements 
1936, Clements & Chaney 1937). The more or less 
equal amounts of short grasses had been very gen- 
eral. This condition maintained at Hays, Kansas, in 
range land that had been fenced and only moderately 
grazed since 1900 (Albertson 1937). After 8 years 
of dr-ought the more stable blue grama (in 1940) 
composed 59 per cent of the cover and the less xeric 
buffalo grass 35. But the stoloniferous species re- 
covered so rapidly that at the end of 1943 it composed 
two-thirds of the vegetation. Other species are of 
interest but of minor importance. Aristida disap- 
pealed during drought but returned in 1943. Sporo- 
bolhs (rilptandrus appeared during drought, occurred 
sparingly in 1940, and disappeared from the sod of 
buffalo grass. Both of these phenomena will be 
shown to be general throughout the region. 
Behavior of the short grasses in the ecotone, where 
conditions of life were severe, shows that from an 
equal mixture of the species, blue grama increased 
its percentage while buffalo grass greatly decreased. 
Thus, in 1940 there was more than twice as much 
blue grama. Although there was a scattered stand 
of buffalo grass in 1941 (8 per cent basal cover), it 
decreased in this relatively shallow soil with high 
runoff until finally blue grama alone furnished 72 
per cent of the vegetation. An original 5 per cent 
increment of side-oats grama never was restored; in- 
stead this grass decreased. None of the other 5 spe- 
cies found before the drought reappeared after its 
close. 
Little bluestem alone composed 45 per cent of the 
basal cover in its type before the drought. This was 
reduced to 1 per cent in 1940 and never thereafter 
exceeded 4.1 per cent. Big bluestem was likewise 
reduced from a predrought stand of 17 per cent to a 
low of 0.4. Its cover in 1943 was very small, 3.5 per 
cent. In this habitat with taller grasses, blue grama 
increased from a predrought stand of 8 per cent to 
31 in 1940, a poor period for the growth of any but 
the most xeric species. But with increase of taller 
grasses, especially side-oats gramna, its stand was re- 
duced to about one-third. Buffalo grass also suffered 
reverses after 1940 but tripled its 1941 area which 
was 3.2 per cent. Side-oats grama with a predrought 
stand of 17 per cent composed 42 per cent of the 
entire cover in 1940. This xeric Ii(1 grass spread 
rapidly and, although decreasing a little from its 
maximum amount (78.6 per cent in 1941), formed 
two-thirds of the cover in 1943. Other species were 
of relatively little importance, but it is of interest 
that with an increasing cover after 1940, sand drop- 
seed lost all of its 7 per cent of the basal area. 
TABLE 16. Percentage composition of the various perennial grasses composing the basal cover in communities 
of mixed prairie before the drought (1932), at its close (1940), and during the years of recovery. 
BIG BLUESTEM 
Species SHORT-GRASS TYPE ECOTONE LITTLE BLUESTEM TYPE TYPE 
1932 1940 1941 1942 1943 1932 1940 1941 1942 1943 1932 1940 1941 1942 1943 1932 1940 1943 
Bouteloua gracilis ......... 48.5 59.0 56.0 36.0 33.0 43.0 66.0 68.0 87.0 72.0 8.0 31.0 14.3 16.2 11.0 3.0 12.0 5.0 
Buchioe dactyloides ........ 47.5 35.0 43.0 64.0 66.0 42.0 30.0 30.0 10.0 25.0 0.5 6.0 3.2 5.6 10.0 2.0 20.0 3.0 
Aristida purpurea and 
A. longiseta . ........... 1.5 ..1 .... ..... 1.0 1.0 .... ...2. .... 2.0 1.0 ......... .... . .... ..... 
Sporobolus cryptandrus.... . .... 3.5 .... ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... 7.0 7.0 .... . ... .... .... .... ..... 
Sitanion hystrix . .......... 0.5 .... .... ..... ..... 1.0 0.5 .... .... .... .... .... ... . . . .. 
Schedonnardus paniculatus. .... 1.0 ......... ..... .... .... .... .... .... .... ......... .... 0.5 .... . ..... 
Andropogon scoparius ...... 1.0 .... .... ..... ..... 5.0 ...... .... .... 45.0 1.0 1.0 4.1 3.0 1.0. ..... 
Bouteloua curtipendula . .... .... .... .... ..... ..... 5.0 1.0 1.5 2.4 2.4 17.0 42.0 78.6 64.2 66.0 5.0 15.0 3.0 
Andropogon furcatus . . . 1.5 .. . ... .... .... 17.0 4.0 0.4 1.1 3.5 76.0 15.0 70.0 
Sporobolus pilosus ........ . .... .... .... ..... .... . O.1 1.O .... .... .... 1.0 2.0 0.8 1.1 0.5 .... .... .... 
Bouteloua hirsuta .............. .... .... ..... ..... .... .... .... .... .... 2.0 5.0 1.7 7.6 4.5 .... . ... 
Panicun virgatum ......... .... ........ ..... ..... ........ . ... .... .... .... .... ............. 2.0 2.0 2.0 
Agropyron smithii ............ .... .... ..... ..... .... .... .... ........ .... .... ..... .... . ... 4. 0 20.0 5.0 
Sorghastrum nutans . . . .........2 .... ... ..... ..... .... .... .... .... .... .... .0.. .... .... .... 2.0 . . 1.0 
Elymus virginicus .. . .... ......... .... . .... .... ... .... ... . .. . ..... .... .... 2.0 1.0 1.0 
Sporobolus as per hookeri ........ . . ..... . . .. . . * | _ .... .. | * 2.0 13.0 10.0 
Total.. . 99.0|98.5 99.0 100 100 98.6 98.5 99.599.4 99.4 99.599.0100 99.9 99.0 99.098.0 100 
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The dense sod of big bluestem, although mostly 
dormant during the drought, easily regained its place 
as dominant with the return of more or less normal 
rainfall and run-in water. Thus, although the per- 
eentage composition (76 per cent) was reduced to 
15 in 1940, it was again 70 per cent after three years 
,of recovery. Western wheat grass, which had ia- 
ereased fivefold during the dry years, was again 
reduced to about its normal predrought proportion 
(5 per cent) of the cover. Sporobolws asper hookeri 
seemed to be losing its gains made during drought; 
Sorghastrir mnutans had reappeared, and Elyvm ius 
virginicis and Panicum rirgatuhm maintained their 
small percentages of cover. Both species of grama 
increased to three or four times their predrought 
abundance. But like buffalo grass, which really at- 
tained a good hold (20 per cent.) in 1940, their per- 
centages of cover decreased rapidly in this tall-grass 
type when conditions for growth of the dominants 
again became favorable. 
Summarizing Table 16, it may be seen that the new 
postdrought cover in both the short-grass type and 
ecotone was nearly all buffalo grass and blue griama. 
There was a 2 to 1 dominance of buffalo grass in 
the general short-grass type and a ratio of blue 
grarna to buff alo grass of about 3 to 1 in the shallower 
soils of the ecotone. Little bluestem in its type not 
only yielded its dominance to side-oats grama and 
the short grasses but also suffered almost total ex- 
tinction. Big bluestem in its type soon regained 
dominance which had been assumed by wheat grass, 
side-oats grama, sporobolus, and short grasses during 
drought. Nor were its rhizome-producing tall-grass 
associates destroyed. 
STUDIES IN WEST CENTRAL KANSAS 
Studies of the effects of the drought on the vege- 
tation were expanded in 1937 by placing meter quad- 
rats in representative areas at 15 different stations 
in west central Kansas (Fig. 1). Each quadrat was 
recharted annually thereafter, and studies were made 
of the general conditions of the surrounding vegeta- 
tion. The results are grouped according to the con- 
ditions to which the area had been subjected previous 
to 1937 (cf. Albertson & Weaver 1942). The amount 
of subsequent dusting varied somewhat, but the classi- 
fication is reasonably accurate. Condition 1 indicates 
light dusting and moderate grazing; 2, light dusting 
and overgrazing; 3, heavy dusting and moderate 
grazing; and 4, heavy dusting and overgrazing (Table 
17). 
TABLE 17. Deviation from mean annual precipitation, condition, per cent of basal cover of blue grama and 
buffalo glass, and total basal cover in representative pastures near eacbl station. 
o M ) : i*e.s * l, *e Year : 
Quinter Oaklev Deerfield 
1940.. - 0.7 1 1.7 3.5 5.2 - 2.2 2 3.9 1.0 4.9 - 0.6 3 0.7 0.1 0.8 
1941 ... . + 8.9 1 22.0 42.7 64.7 +15.8 2 17.4 3.1 20.5 + 7.3 3 0.8 1.7 2.5 
1942 . . + 2.6 1 16.9 80.5 97.4 + 2.6 2 25.6 9.4 35.0 + 4.2 3 2.2 33.7 35.9 
1943. . + 1.4 1 11.5 87.2 98.7 - 3.8 2 29.0 14.3 43.3 - 6.0 3 3.0 47.4 51.4 
Quinter 
Oakley (Av. 3 quadrats) Syracuse 
1940 ....... - 2.2 1 1.2 1.3 2.5 - 0.7 3 3.5 1.6 5.1 - 4.1 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1941. +15.8 1 6.1 13.4 19.5 + 8.9 3 12.9 10.0 22.9 + 8.6 3 0.0 0.1 0.1 
1942. + 2.6 1 13.0 76.4 89.4 + 2.6 3 15.3 36.4 51.7 + 2.0 3 0.0 0.5 0.5 
1943. - 3.8 1 14.8 82.3 97.1 + 1.4 3 24.7 38.0 62.7 - 8.5 3 0.0 1.2 1.2 
Scott City1 Oakley 1 Tribune 
1940. - 3.0 1 0.0 1 0.4 0.4 - 2.2 3 0.0 1.5 1.5 - 0.7 4 5.4 0.0 a5.4 
1941. .. + 4.8 1 0.0 2.4 2.4 +15.8 3 0.0 16.7 16.7 + 7.9 4 12.7 0.0 12.7 
1942. + 2.4 1 0.0 6.8 6.8 + 2.6 3 0.0 51.7 51.7 + 5.0 4 17.9 0.0 17.9 
1943. -9.5 1 0.0 9.0 9.0 - 3.8 3 0.0 67.3 67.3 - 2.0 4 20.8 0.0 20.8 
Ness City 
Marienthal (Av. 4 quadrats) Holcormb 
1940... - 3.0 1 1.0 1.7 2.7 + 4.0 3 6.1 6.9 13.0 + 1.3 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1941. + 6.4 1 2.8 23.7 26.5 + 4.7 3 11.8 43.3 65.1 + 6.6 4 3.4 4.8 8.2 
1942. + 2.3 1 4.8 84.5 89.3 + 7.0 3 16.4 56.8 73.2 + 0.5 4 16.5 29.5 46.0 
1943. - 0.1 1 4.8 92.4 97.2 .... 3 20.8 75.6 96.4 - 5.8 4 15.7 41.8 57.5 
Dighton 
Quinter (Av. 2 quadrats) Syracuse 
1940. - 0.7 2 11.5 3.4 14.9 - 2.1 3 1.5 5.5 7.0 - 4.1 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1941........ + 8.9 2 14.9 24.8 39.7 + 8.0 3 6.9 36.5 43.4 + 8.6 4 0.3 0.0 0.3 
1942........ + 2.6 2 17.4 41.0 58.4 + 5.3 3 11.8 64.2 76.0 + 2.0 4 0.3 0.0 0.3 
1943. + 1.4 2 18.9 75.0 93.9 - 6.6 3 10.4 83.3 93.7 - 8.5 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
'These quadrats had a fairly large cover of Sporobolu.s cryptandrus not shown in this tabl<. 
*Condition at time quadrats were laid out in 19:37: 1, lightly dusted, moderately grazed; 2, lightly dusted, overgrazed; 3, heavily dusted, 
moderately grazed; 4, heavily dusted, overgrazed. 
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The basal cover in 1940 varied from 0.4 to 5.2 per 
cent under condition 1, and averaged only 2.7 per 
cent. With one exception, the cover varied from 19.5 
to 64.7 per cent the next year and averaged 36.9 per 
cent. At Scott City a sixfold gain of buffalo grass 
resulted in only 2.4 per cent cover. This increased 
so slowly, despite precipitation above normal, that in 
1943 it was only 9 per cent. But great gains occurred 
at all the other stations. Thus, in 1942, with precip- 
itation above normal, the cover ranged between 89 
and 97 per cent. A further increase at all three sta- 
tions to 97-99 per cent occurred in 1943. This rapid 
recovery of the ranges was due largely to buffalo 
grass. The ratio of blue grama to buffalo grass after 
drought was about 2 to 3. But in 1943 it was 1 to 8.4. 
Under light dusting and overgrazing (condition 2), 
an average of 9.9 per cent cover occurred in 1940. It 
increased to 30.1 under precipitation far above nor- 
mal. At Oakley, where blue grama was most abun- 
dant, the cover in 1943 was 43.3 per cent, but at 
Quinter buffalo grass occurred in greater amounts 
during the second year, and the final cover was 93.9 
per cent. 
Where the area was heavily dusted and moderately 
grazed (condition 3), the average percentage of basal 
cover was 5.5 in 1940. One station (Syracuse) is 
omitted since there was no cover in 1940, only a trace 
in 1941-42, and but 1.2 per cent in 1943, despite good 
rainfall. Cover at the other stations varied greatly 
in 1941 (2.5 to 65.1) but was nearly always fair. It 
averaged 30.1 per cent. With this fine start, recovery 
was rapid with continued precipitation of 2.6 to 7 
inches above normal. Thus, the average in 1942 was 
57.7 per cent. This increased the next year to 74.3. 
The lowest cover in 1943 (51.4) occurred at Deer- 
field, the highest (96.4) at Ness City where blue 
grama furnished only 20.8 per cent. There was no 
blue grama at Oakley, and buffalo grass greatly ex- 
ceeded blue grama at all the remaining stations. 
Vegetation under condition 4, where the grass was 
heavily dusted and overgrazed, not only suffered 
greatest from the drought but also recovered least 
rapidly. There was no cover at two stations in 1940 
and only 5.4 per cent at Tribune. Despite unusually 
high precipitation at Syracuse in 1941-42, the soil 
was still free of short grasses in 1943. At Tribune 
where blue grama only was present it increased grad- 
ually from 5.4 to 20.8 per cent cover. But at Hol- 
comb both short grasses entered the area in 1941 and 
increased year by year, buffalo grass much faster 
than blue grama, until a cover of 57.5 per cent was 
attained in 1943. 
Summarizing, the average initial cover (1940) 
under the four conditions was 2.7, 9.9, 5.5, and 1.8 
per cent, respectively, and the final cover 75.5, 68.6, 
62.1, and 26.1 per cent. Thus, recovery was most 
rapid in lightly dusted and moderately grazed ranges 
and slowest of all where overgrazing had been prac- 
ticed and dusting was heavy. 
THE SUBSERE 
Recovery from drought over the vast area of range 
land was not a simple or single phenomenon. It was 
quite different on the level or moderately undulating 
uplands, where the short-grass type prevailed, from 
that on more restricted rolling and rougher areas 
where postelimax bluestems and other grasses domi- 
nated. Although these were given considerable at- 
tention, the most extensive study of the subsere was 
made in the short-grass type, and this section is con- 
cerned with it alone. 
CONDITIONS FOR SUCCESSION 
There were great differences in the degree of den- 
udation by drought in the different areas. In some 
places not only was the vegetation entirely destroyed 
but the rich topsoil in which it was rooted was swept 
away. Here succession on the hard soil was indeed 
slow. Where the vegetation was well intact but 
destroyed by a deep covering of dust, the early weed 
stages also prevailed for a long time. These were 
the usual conditions in much of the dust bowl but 
they also occurred in widely scattered places else- 
where. Sometimes drifts of dust were still covered 
with weeds in 1943, where the dust had been deposited 
in a single year. Small drifts which were originally 
only an inch or two in height often became clothed 
with grass. But with the gradual accumulation of 
more soil they were built into heaps and ridges 8 to 
12 inches high. They have gradually become wider 
and longer and are now often 3 to 8 feet in width. 
Sometimes portions of a single pasture exhibited 
both of these extremes, while the remainder, which 
was only partially depleted of its vegetation, had 
regained a good cover. 
The general trends of destruction may be summar- 
ized for the whole area. In those where drought was 
severe, species with the poorest root systems or high- 
est water requirements vanished first. Some of the 
more drought resistant usually remained in patches 
or as scattered bunches or individuals, but all de- 
creased rapidly in density, size, and seed production. 
Recovery was slow where only widely scattered rem- 
nants remained. It was usually much more rapid 
where one-third or more of the cover was left intact 
(Figs. 82 and 83). Moreover, not only previous 
treatment of the range as regards grazing but also 
the conditions during the 8 years of drought greatly 
influenced the rate of final recovery after 1941 (Fig. 
84). Chief among these were amount and distribu- 
tion of precipitation, time and intensity of grazing, 
and further dusting (Fig. 85). Even when good 
years came, a period of time seemed necessary on 
some dusted ranges for the grasses to recover from 
deep dormancy (Albertson & Weaver 1944). Before 
succession had proceeded far in the southwestern 
area, midsummer drought occurred again in 1943. In 
some ranges all green plants dried in August and 
grasshoppers fed on the tender sweet portions of the 
almost dormant stolons of buffalo grass. Thus, this 
area still exhibits the earlier and medial stages lead- 
ing back to a complete cover of perennial grasses. 
Later stages, and usually a short-grass disclimax 
stage, have been reached over the northern and east- 
ern portion of this mixed prairie area. 
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FIG. 82. Range south of Sheridan Lake, Colo., in 
August, 1943. There are a few old plants of blue grania 
(center) and some seedlings in the foreground. The 
dense weeds in the background are Leptilon canadense. 
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FIG. 83. General view of large range near Ogallah, 
Kan., showing an excellent cover of short grasses where 
practically all weeds have disappeared. August, 1943. 
Where a moderate amount of precipitation was 
well distributed (194043) growth was more or less 
continuous throughout the season and the subsere was 
shortened. For example, at Hays, Kansas, where 
destruction of the ranges was only partial, precipita- 
tion was high for mixed prairie from 1940 to 1942, 
inclusive. Because of the severe drought of 1939. 
vegetation was at its lowest ebb in the spring of 
1940. The cover was greatly reduced everywhere and 
large areas had only scattered perennial grasses, and 
many others were practically bare. But by fall the 
eover had increased to 2-20 per eent. By the autumn 
of 1941 the basal area varied usually between 40 and 
60 per cent, and by the end of 1942' there was 70 to 
90 per cent cover. Thus, in a period of three years 
the earlier stages in the subsere had been replaced 
by the short grasses. It should be recalled, however, 
that the earlier weed stages had persisted since the 
death of most of the perennial vegetation in 1933-34, 
that is for a period of 8 years. 
Under less favorable normal climatic conditions 
~~~~~~~~~i.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~V 
FIG. 84. Range kept in early weed stage by overgraz- 
ing, 1943. This is the flat top of a large loess hill 14 
miles southeast of Broken Bow, Neb. Grazed horseweed 
occurs in the center, buffalo bur in blossom, with pros- 
trate spurges near it and also in the background, and 
western ragweed on the right. N o perennial grasses 
grew in the area shown in the picture. 
FIG. 85. Alterne of horseweed and lamb's quarters 
(16 inches tall) about 25 paces wide, in dust-covered 
short-grass pasture near Ravenna, Neb. The short 
grasses were all killed by the dust and drought, but a 
new sod has been developed from relicts outside the 
alterne which were less deeply covered with dust. 
southward and westward the drought had been much 
more severe and vast areas were so denuded by desic- 
cation and erosion or deposit of soil that they were 
either almost or entirely bare. When rains came in 
1940 to the eastern margin of the dust bowl, as they 
did at Hays, the long dry period continued westward, 
although with less severity. Hence these terribly de- 
nuded ranges remained in some early stage of suc- 
cession (depending upon local conditions) even to the 
end of 1943. For here not only had an environment 
mostly unfavorable for growth been maintained but 
also perennial grasses were absent or so sparse that 
they produced almost no seed and spread but little 
by vegetative propagation. Throughout this territory 
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buffalo grass had been rather widely exterminated 
and its return was nearly always by seed and not by 
extension of stolons, an extremely rapid method of 
propagation. 
A rather general cause of the delay in reestablish- 
ment of perennial grasses not only during the most 
favorable vears of drought but even during the first 
year of good rainfall was a dearth of seed. In 1941 
samples of soil were collected at random from 40 
different ranges in mixed prairie. nearly all in west- 
ern Kansas and eastern Colorado (Weaver & Mueller 
1942). Three to five samples 0.5 inch deep and one 
square foot in area were taken at random from each 
range in very early spring. All viable seed in these 
soils was germinated under very favorable conditions 
in a greenhouse. More than 11,000 seedlings emerged 
from the 151 samples of soil. Of these about 6,000 
were grasses, including many weedy annuals. Ap- 
proximately 75 per cent of the grass seedlings were 
blue grama, buffalo grass, and sand dropseed. Blue 
grama was represented in 52 per cent of the samples 
and occurred at an average rate of 3.7 seedlings per 
square foot. Buffalo grass was found in only 12 per 
cent and at the low rate of 0.5 per square foot. 
There was no side-oats grama or little bluestem. and 
few other grasses except sand dropseed. It was 
found in 63 per cent of the samples and at the aver- 
age rate of 26 seedlings per square foot. 
In field studies in 14 of the more northerly of these 
mixed prairie stations, 25 square-foot samples were 
examined minutely in June of this very favorable 
year for germination and seedling growth. Average 
distribution of perennial grass seedlings in these 
ranges was only 2.4 per square foot. Repeated 
search for seedling grasses in the more northerly of 
the western Kansas stations in June and early July 
revealed only a few at certain stations. Elsewhere 
they were rare to none, since many of the ranges hail 
been almost depopulated, and continued drought had 
prevented even the relicts from producing viable 
seed. 
EA- 
FIw. 86. Reproduction in bare open spaces between 
bunches of blue grama. The seedlings are one- and two- 
year-old tumblegrass (Schedonnardus), wire grass (Aris- 
tida), and blue grama (Bouteloua). 
Over most of the mixed prairie there had been 
enough rainfall to moisten the soil continuously for 
several days, a condition necessary for seed germina- 
tion. But. with rare exceptions. the seedlings died 
from lack of a sufficient water supply. Hence reeov- 
ery by seedlings awaited a second year of good ram- 
fall (1942) for the newly produced seed crop to 
germunate. Then both germination of seed and suc- 
cessful establishment of seedlings occurred in very 
great numbers (Fig. 86). But meanwhile buffalo 
grass had been making great gains by stolons. 
STAGES OF SrCCESSION- 
The stages of succession and the chief species com- 
posing each are as follows: 
I. Succession in Badly or Completely Denuded Ranges 
First Weed Stage 
Salsola pestifer 
(Russian thistle) 
Chenopodium album 
(lamb's quarters) 
Chenopodium leptophyUum (narrow-leaved goosefoot) 
Amarantaus retroafexus (rough pigweed) 
Amaranthus graecizans 
(tumbleweed) 
Amraranthus blitoidee 
(prostrate amaranth) 
Helianth us annuwa (common sunflower> 
Monolepig nutta<iss (nmonolepis) 
Portulaea olersees 
(purslane) 
Chaoasyec spp. 
(spurgess) 
Sola nunm roetratvui (buffalo bur) 
Leptilon canadmua 
(horseweed) 
Second Weed Stage 
Hordeum pusilium 
(little barley) 
PanicLmn capillare 
(witchgrass) 
Eragrostiw nuianens 
(stinkgrass) 
Festuca octoflora hirtela 
(six-weeks fescue) 
Bromus spp. 
(brome) 
Lepidium densiflorum 
(peppergrasss) 
Plantago purshii (Pursh's plantain) 
Pl4ntago spinaudoi 
(spinulose plantain) 
Lappula oeiddetalis 
(stickseed) 
Lappula heteroeprms 
(stickseed) 
Cryptontha eraasuep.Z 
(cryptantha) 
Early Native Grass Stage 
Sporobolu* cryptandrus 
(sand dropseed) 
Agropyron amithii (western wheat grass) 
Schedonnardus paniculatus 
( tumblegrass) 
Munroa squarros 
(false buffalo grass) 
Clomil rertgrass)a 
X windmill grass) 
Late Grass Stage 
Bouteloua gracilis (blue grama) 
Bushloe dactyloides 
(buffalo grass) 
tristida purpurea 
(wiregrass) 
Aristida longiset4 (wiregrass) 
Bouteloua curtipendule 
(side-oats grama) 
Sitanion hyatrix 
(squirreltail) 
II. Succession in Ranges Reduced to One-Fourth or More of 
Normal Cover but with Sufficient Perennial Grasses 
to Regenerate Quickly 
Weed Stage 
Hordeum putium 
(little barley) 
Festue. octoflora hirtela (six-weeks fescue) 
Bromuu spp. (brome) 
Lepidium denuiflorum (peppergrass) 
Plantago purshii 
(Pursh's plantain) 
Plantago spinulosz (spinulose plantain) 
Larpida occidentali 
(stickseed) 
Lappula heterosperea 
(stickseed) 
Cryptantha crassiseple 
(cryptantha) 
Diaperia prolifera 
(diaperia) 
Leptilon canadense 
(horseweed) 
Salsola pe-stifer 
(Russian thistle) 
Early Native Grass Stage 
Slorobolus eryptandrus 
(sand dropseed) 
Agropyron smithii 
(western wheat grass) 
S&Aedonnardus taniculatus 
(tunmblegrass) 
A riatida purpurea 
(wiregrass) 
Iriatida longiseta (wiregrass) 
Sitanion hystrix (squirreltail) 
Munroa squarrosa 
(false buffalo grass) 
Late Grass Stage 
(Same as in preceding subsere) 
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EXAMPLES OF SERAL STAGES 
The stages in succession were not represented uni- 
formlv over any considerable territory nor were all 
parts of any one large range usually in the same 
stage of development during a particular year. um- 
less denudation had been general and complete. 
Usually there was a patchwork of patterns repre- 
senting different stages in recovery toward the eli- 
max. The concept of the presence of the various 
stages and of their overlapping in time and space 
may best be gained from a presentation of various 
actual examples (cf. Shantz 1917. Savage & Runyon 
1937. Judd & Jackson 1939, and Tolstead 1941). 
Early Weed Stage 
A large range near Lakin. Kansas. had been heavily 
dusted in 1935 and at various periods thereafter. 
The native vegetation had been completely destroyed 
during the drought years. In the fall of 1942 only 
occasional bunches of buffalo grass and blue gramna 
were found, but in no instance had they made much 
growth in recent years. Weeds were plentiful. espe- 
ciallv annual sunflower. which was so abundant that 
one walked through the pasture with great difficulty 
in searching for the permanent quadrats located there. 
In a large pasture one mile north of Syracuse. 
Kansas. the soil was practically bare in the spring 
of 1940. In the fall of 1940 there was no short 
grass but myriads of seedlings of sand dropseed. 
Two years later bunches of sand dropseed 2 to 4 
inches in diameter but 4 to 24 inches apart formed 
a cover over much of the pasture and scattered plants 
of buffalo grass 3 to S feet apart occurred as an 
understorv. The total perennial cover did not exceed 
5 per cent. Russian thistle, horseweed. sunflower. 
and rough pigweed were very abundant. Common 
weeds of smaller stature were cryptantha. purslane. 
plantain. witchgrass, and spurge. 
On a 360-acre range 14 miles southeast of Broken 
Bow. Nebraska, long and severe grazing by both cattle 
and horses had prevented recovery of the vegetation 
from drought. In August. 1943, the vegetation waxs 
thinned to widely spaced relict mats of buffalo grass 
and blue grama which covered about .5 per cent oi? 
the soil but were grazed to within one-fourth inch of 
the ground. Even under a thick stand of western 
ragweed, which is uneaten and usually furnished 
adequate protection for short grasses, they were 
grazed closely. Mere traces of other pasture grasses 
and forbs remained. The weedy grasses, mostly an- 
nuals, occurred widely-little barley. witchgrass. false 
buffalo grass, and tumblegrass. Other weeds were 
abundant; most of them were closely grazed. Chief 
among these were spinulose plantain, annual sun- 
flower, western ragweed. buffalo bur, seedling cactus. 
horseweed. and various prostrate spurges (Fig. S4). 
This was largely a man-made subsere. It resulted 
from overgrazing during and after the drought. Left 
unhindered, damage to the cover would have been 
repaired as it had been in nearly all of the adjacent 
ranges. 
The processes of recovery on bared slopes and 
ridges were proceeding actively in many places in a 
range on rolling upland near Ravenna. 'Nebraska. 
Postdrought seedlings of blue grama. one to three 
years old, were abundant and had usually developed 
into bunches. mostly 1 to 3 inches in diameter. Small 
mats of buffalo grass. somewhat recently grown from 
seed. were plentiful and larger ones from drought 
survivors were 10 to 14 inches in diameter. Stolons 
had been extended widely. They threaded between 
the large surviving and often elevated bunches of 
blue grama. as well as its younger offspring. This 
presaaged a dense sod. Alternating with these short- 
grass strongholds the early stage of the subsere was 
well represented by Russian thistle. stinkgrass. lamb's 
quarters. buffalo bur. horseweed. and other annuals. 
But these were absent where a good sod had been 
formed. 
Near Greeley. Nebraska. an entire valley one- 
eighth mile long was occupied by prairie dogs. The 
general area of occupation was marked, in August. 
1943. by a good growth of tumblegrass (Fig. S7). 
FIG. 87. Tumblegrass (Schedonnardus paniculatus) in 
a pasture infested with prairie dogs. Beyond the range 
of their grazing the vegetation is mostly blue grama or 
side-oats grania. Greeley. Neb.. August. 1943. 
The dried panicles occurred in great quantities. but 
when removed they revealed a thin stand of this 
grass on otherwise nearly bare ground (Fig. SS). 
All of the original perennial grasses-big and little 
bluestem, side-oats grama, blue grama. and buffalo 
grass-had been grazed so closely and so frequently 
that they had died. Around the mounds was an early 
subsere of mat-forming Chamaesyce. Amnaranth ls 
blitoides. Verbena braiteosa. Salsola pestifer. Boebera 
papposa. Aristida oligantha. and Leptilon dirari- 
catum. The prairie dogs grazed Schedonnardus. 
Aristida. and most of the weeds as well as the original 
cover of blue grama and other perennial grasses. 
These perennials at first occurred sparingly and in 
isolated bunches on the adjoining slopes. but soon the 
vegetation beyond the area grazed by prairie dogs 
thickened until an excellent stand with basal cover 
of 40 to SO per cent occurred. Here livestock were 
grazing the vegetation moderately. 
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FIG. 88. Detail of a bunch of tumblegrass with pan- 
ieles of moderate size (left), and another bunch, 5 
inches tall, with panieles removed. 
A 360-acre range 20 miles north of Limon, Colo- 
rado, was first examined in August, 1939. It had 
been heavily dusted, and all but 1 per cent of the 
original cover had been destroyed. 'Most of the dust 
had been removed by the wind after the vegetation 
died and thus failed to continue to hold it in place. 
Only widely spaced remnants of blue grama and 
buffalo grass remained in 1939 (Fig. 89). Most of 
the buffalo grass mats were small, only a foot or two 
in diameter. There was a very light sprinkling of 
sand dropseed and wheat grass, especially about the 
relict bunches of cactus. Traces of mountain sage 
(Artemisia frigida) also occurred. The population 
of annual weeds-plantain, peppergrass, and stick- 
seed-had died and with the fragments of small Rus- 
sian thistles had been drifted together. Mlany square 
yards were entirely without a living plant. 
By August, 1942, the 1 per cent basal cover had 
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FIG. 89. Portion of a large, level, dust-covered pasture 
near Limon, Colo. The cover (bunches) of blue grama 
and buffalo grass has been decreased to less than 1 per 
cent. Only a few of the most drought resting peren- 
nial forbs survived. Many annuals had made a pre- 
carious growth, succumbed to drought, and given the 
landscape its gray, barren aspect. August, 1939. 
increased to 11. The bunches of blue grama had 
enlarged and many new ones had been established. 
Buffalo grass occurred in scattered streaks and 
patches, sometimes 5 feet in width, more or less 
throughout. These two grasses composed 6 per cent 
of the cover. The remainder was nearly all western 
wheat grass, but there were scattered plants of 
Sitanion hystrix'. Schedonnardits paniculatus, and 
Sporobolus cryptandruis. Chief weeds were Artemisia 
frigida with its many seedlings, and Grindelia squar- 
rosa. There were no Russian thistles, but dense 
stands of Festuica octoflora hirtella and Plantago 
pturshii covered the otherwise bare, cracked, dust- 
covered soil. This was an excellent example of many 
ranges in earlv recovery from drought. This range 
was being grazed. 
In July, 1943, the older bunches of blue grama 
had increased greatly in size; some were 9 by 16 
inches in basal diameter. Manv new areas had been 
successfully reseeded by this species and bv buffalo 
grass. Patches of buffalo grass ranged from 1 to 12 
feet in width and some elongated ones extended con- 
tinuouslv for 15 feet. Remnants in an old road had 
resodded much of it. Wind erosion had often left 
bunches and small sodded areas of buffalo grass 
elevated an inch or more. Wheat grass occupied 
relatively large patches. It was often the dominant 
in low, flat ground, but in places it and the short 
grasses had developed a few square yards of typical 
mixed prairie (Fig. 90). Sitanion hystrix was fourth 
in abundance; there was also some Sporobolus cryp- 
tandrus. Muh lenbergia torreyi, and Schedonnardus 
paniculatus. In addition there were abundant seed- 
lings of nearly all species. Total basal cover was 
about 15 per cent. MNuch of the soil not occupied by 
perennials was clothed with dense stands of Festeca 
octoflora hirtella, Plantago spinulosa, and numerous 
other weeds. The sage had increased greatly in 
to*- i f- v -- ;S 
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FIG. 90. General view (July, 1943) in the same range 
and nearly the same place as shown in Figure 89. The 
cover of perennial grasses had increased to about 15 per 
cent. Most of this was western wheat grass, dark patches 
in the forgeround and extensive area in the background. 
Foreground shows plants of blue grama beaten down by 
hail. 
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abundance. This was one of the poorest ranges; 
although no reeent dusting had occurred. its recovery 
had been delaved by close grazing. 
Medial Stage 
In August. 1942, a range at Ruleton. Kansas, on 
which the vegetation had been nearly destroved by 
drought and light dusting possessed a basal cover of 
perennial grasses of 20 to 30 per cent. About 50 
per cent was sand dropseed. 35 buffalo grass, and 15 
blue grama (Fig. 91). No other perennial grasses 
were present. Many bared spaces were occupied by 
sand dropseed only. Abundance of Russian thistle 
and annual sunflower was an indicator of much openi 
ground. False buffalo grass occurred sparingly. 
Seedlings of this and sand dropseed were abundant. 
i,=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~L 
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FIG. 91. A range at Ruleton, Kan., which had been 
badly denuded by drought and dust. An open stand of 
sand dropseed had developed with small patches of buf- 
falo grass and blue grama (hidden in this view by the 
mid grass'). Sunflowers and other weeds indicate bare 
soil. August, 1942. 
.4- 
FIG. 92. The same range as in Figure 91 on July 19, 
1943, showing a great increase in the patches of buffalo 
grass, the less vigorous growth of sand dropseed, and 
searcity of weeds. Basal area of the vegetation is twice 
that of the preceding year. 
By July, 1943, the basal cover had doubled in 
amount and was now 50 per cent, of which half was 
buffalo grass (Fig. 92). Blue grama had increased 
but slowly from tillers and seedlings and composed 
25 per cent, but sand dropseed now represented only 
25 per cent of the perennial grasses, a loss of one- 
half. There were no Russian thistles; horseweed was 
the chief ruderal, but a few sunflowers and lamb's 
quarters were also present. The open spaces were 
more or less filled with seedlings of sand dropseed, 
blue grama, and tumblegrass of various ages and also 
false buffalo grass. Little barley and six-weeks fes- 
cue were seattered thinly among the short grasses. 
A later stage in succession occurred on the rolling 
hillsides near Beardslev, Kansas, in 1942. where level 
land gave way to characteristic "breaks" in countrv 
dissected by streams. Many thousands of acres of 
such land are under grazing and will remain thus 
since this is not arable land. On the steep slopes 
runoff and erosion had become great during drought, 
but were less on the moderately sloping hillsides. 
Much of the soil was covered with an open stand of 
blue grama, but there was also much bare soil. 
Erosion had removed the top soil in places and left 
bunches of blue grama elevated 2 inches above the 
present soil level (Fig. 93). The many tufts of blue 
3~~~~~~ 
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FIG. 93. Bunches of blue grama in flower on a steep 
hillside near Beardslev, Kan., in Julv. 1942. Mana are 
elevated 1 to 3 inches as a result of soil erosion. 
grama testified to a rapid recovery. Relict bunches 
and small patches of buffalo grass grew in the most 
favored places. They were not vet densely consoli- 
dated but were extending runners everywhere. Seed- 
lings and young bunches of both wiregrass and 
tumblegrass were common. On the steepest and most 
abrupt slopes, locally designated as catsteps. widely 
spaced bunches of side-oats grama occurred plenti- 
fully. Sand dropseed was elsewhere. The hills had 
not been dust covered, but had lost much soil by 
wind erosion. The soil between the bunches of grasses 
was hard and mostlv bare, since the usual soil mulch 
was not present. The weed stage was poorly repre- 
sented by seattered plants of Russian thistle and 
witchgrass. Optintia humiftusa was common. The 
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FIG. 94. Seedlings of blue grama in bare. eroded soil 
in an open eover of short grass such as occurs on steep 
slopes as shown in Figure 93. The young plants are 
mostlv 2 to .3 years old. 
abundance of seedling grass of nearlv all the es-tab- 
lished species was impressive (Fig. 94). The range 
as a whole was well on the way toward recovery. 
The basal cover increased to 25 per cent where the 
slopes were less steep. Succession had proceeded 
more slowly than on adjacent level ranges. partly 
because of the smaller amount of buffalo grass. But 
this grass oon increased to 40 per cent of the entire 
cover; blue granma composed most of the remainder. 
Earlv. Medial. and Climax Stages 
A large pasture S miles northwest of Norton. Kan- 
sas. had been s-everely damaged by heavy dustinl. 
In 1942 the dust was distributed thinl on the ridges 
and upper slopes but thickly on the brows of the 
hills and wind-protected lower ones. Often ridge-s 
and mounds of dust, still 2 to 2.5 feet high. remained. 
In this dynamic area there were many types of vege- 
tation represented, and almost all degrees of mix- 
tures. The density of annual sunflower indicated 
the degree of disturbance; the thicker the sunflowers 
the less relict vegetation occurred and the degree of 
recovery was least (Fig. 95). 
Patches of sunflowers had little beneath them ex- 
cept ruderals. chief of which were witchgrass and 
horseweed. There were also relict bunehes of blue 
grana or, less often. buffalo grass. as well as seat- 
tered patches of western ragweed. Elsewhere. spe- 
cies of Lactuca prevailed, often with remnants of 
short grasses beneath or intermixed with sand drop- 
seed. Where dusting was just sufficient to kill the 
short grasses. sand dropseed occurred in open stands. 
In other places under similar conditions wheat grass 
formed extensive alternes. Areas occupied by these 
grasses varied in size from small patches to these 
several square rods in extent. 
On the least dusted portions. the cover of short 
grasses remained. But it was greatly depleted by 
drought and had lost most of the buffalo grass. The 
stand was very open; usually only 15 to 20 per cent 
.-'. 
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FIG. 95. General view of badly dusted range north- 
west of Norton. Kan.. in July. 1942. The whole area 
was a mixture of weeds with patches of relict native 
grass. 
of the soil was covered. Seedlings of blue grama 
were plentiful and the stolons of buffalo grass were 
spreading rapidly. The moist period had been too 
brief for much recovery, especially with so great a 
decrease in buffalo grass. The scattered but consol- 
idated patches of this grass and wheat grass were the 
only ones free from an overstory of ruderals, except 
the slightly dusted areas on the most wind-swept 
slopes. The type of dusting indicated a good cover 
of vegetation at the time of dust deposit. 
Blue grarma had not had time to migrate far into 
the wheat grass patches or alternes of sand drop- 
seed. The mixing that did occur was due to widely 
spaced relict bunches left in the invaded areas. 
Bunches or patches of blue grama were scattered 
almost throughout except where the soil was covered 
deeply with dust. Large bunches of dead. bleached 
cactus occurred. 
Intermixing and overlapping of the communities 
was pronounced. and a wilderness of weeds almost 
obscured most of the scattered native grasses. Only 
the most stable vegetation was nearly free of annuals. 
In this patchwork one could find on the lower slopes 
a few islands of big bluestem. with flower stalks 3 to 
6 feet tall. Little bluestem was also encountered; 
wild rve was scattered thinly in places. and enormous 
bunches of widely spaced side-oats grama grew on 
the upper slopes, and smaller ones were often inter- 
mixed with wheat grass. In fact, in this patchwork 
of fragmented communities almost all combinations of 
the above species were found. The wide, shallow 
ravines were thickly covered with a pure, dense stand 
of wheat grass. Although the soil was free of debris, 
it was mellow; seedlings of many species were abun- 
dant. and a large crop of seed was being produced. 
The vegetation had been plentifully supplied with 
water and was rank everywhere. Replacement of the 
ruderals by later stages of the subsere had begun. 
This pasture was studied again in Julv. 1943. It 
had not been disturbed; the dried stems of the 
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previous year were still intact. A good stand of 
sand dropseed had temporary control of the entire 
lower portion; the remnants of bluestems and nodd ng 
wild rve had been reduced so much that only a few 
bunches remained. Excellent bunches of blue grama 
and many patches of buffalo grass occurred all 
through the area of the old and new growth. Thle 
debris of dead weeds indicated that the next stage ill 
the subsere had begun, and the presence of the short 
grasses portended the climax. Green weeds were few 
and dwarfed, espeeially where buffalo grass had 
formed a sod. This grass had spread 1.5 to 2 feet 
this year on the periphery of its numerous patches. 
Seedlings of both the mid grass and short grasses 
were common and two-year-old plants were present 
as well. This contrasted sharply with the very open 
cover of grasses in 1942 (Fig. 96). Wheat grass had 
succeeded in its early growth and thus kept its terri- 
torv nearly free of weeds. Some less stable areas 
were partly occupied by very large bunches of side- 
oats grama or by wiregrass. Others were still in the 
early weed (mostly sunflower) stage. 
* - 
FiG. 96. View showing island of buffalo grass spread- 
ing in a general area of sand dropseed and dwarfing 
this mid grass. Note the presence of sunflowers and 
horseweeds (dark). July, 1943. 
The upper portion of the hill had a much greater 
proportion of buffalo grass, since here it survived 
better beeause dusting was light. Weeds were almost 
absent from a large central area and from the uDper 
western brow of the hill. The central portion, which 
continued along the entire length of the hill and 
varied in width from 150 to, 600 feet, had a basal 
cover of 50 to 60 per eent (Fig. 97). Blue grama 
was more abundant than buffalo grass in the propor- 
tion of 3 to 2, and the small amount of sand drop- 
seed seattered thinly throughout was dwarfed and not 
flourishing. Where buffalo grass had sodded the soil 
between the bunches and patches of blue grama, the 
cover was more uniform and 10 to 15 per cent greater. 
Weeds in this central portion were represented only 
by last year's stems. 
The west side of the hill was covered deeply with 
drifts of dust carried in by northwest winds from a 
field above. Practically all of the original vegetation 
died. It was covered with a dense stand of horse- 
weed, lamb's quarters, western ragweed, and sun- 
flower 1.5 to 2 feet tall. Buffalo grass had scarcely 
entered this area but large bunches of side-oats 
grama, sand dropseed, and blue grama did occur but 
were spaced several feet apart. Some of the reliet 
bunches of side-oats grama were 20 by 30 inches in 
basal diameter and spread of the tops was 3 to 4 
feet. Conditions on the deeply dusted east slope 
were very similar, although here sunflowers were 
much more abundant. Thus, on a single hillside were 
represented the early, medial, and climax stages of 
the subsere. 
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FIG. 97. Thinly dusted portion of the south slope of 
a pasture northwest of Norton, Kan., showing the reeor- 
ery of short grasses (55 per cent cover) in July, 1943. 
The portion on the right, now clothed with Leptilon and 
other weeds, has deep drifts of wind-blown soil among 
which are large reliet bunches of side-oats grama, blue 
grama, and sand dropseed. 
FIRST WEED STAGE 
Wherever the soil had been laid bare by drought 
or wind erosion or deposit, it soon became populated 
with annual weeds. Complete destruction was wide- 
spread. It occurred over thousands of acres in and 
about the dust bowl. Complete exhaustion of avail- 
able soil moisture was the cause of death by drought; 
the high temperatures, low humidity, and excessive 
movement of desiccating winds combined to enor- 
mously increase water loss by promoting transpira- 
tion and direet evaporation from the soil surface.2 
Plants that were watered did not die. Persistence of 
vegetation about snow guards (which were removed 
in summer) showed that its survival was due to the 
extra supply of moisture from the drifted snow. 
Here species of plants which died elsewhere often 
remained and sometimes maintained a nearlv normal 
stature. 
The intensity of the drought was amazing. In 
southwestern Kansas on extremely dry years vegeta- 
tion made practically no growth in spring and early 
2 For a full presentation of the environmental conditions dur- 
ing drought see Albertson and Weaver 1942. 
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summer. Sometimes the landscape was green onlv 
a few weeks during the entire growing season. Over 
many square miles dust from tilled land completely 
buried the vegetation. Coverage to an inch in depth 
usually killed the short grasses. Ungrazed land was 
not exempt, for here the presence of a good cover 
caused the dust to lodge in mounds and drifts. In 
low grade pastures weeds played a similar role. 
Thus. on the level land mounds and ridges of earth 
1 to 5 feet deep and many feet long were a haven 
for weeds. the seeds having been scattered widely by 
the terrible dust storms. These deposits of eariy 
drought furnished the source of material for dust 
storms in later years after the vegetation beneath 
them had died. Thus. not only was the dust removed 
but often the original, dry soil beneath as well (Fin. 
9S). Where vegetation had died of drought in over- 
grazed ranges and the rootcrowns and roots had dio- 
integrated, the soil was so loose that wheat was 
drilled without any preparation of a seedbed. These 
were conditions for the early subsere. There remains 
also the fact that in the drier southwestern area such 
an environment. as regards lack or scarcity of peren- 
nial vegetation, still persisted in 1943. It is illus- 
trated by the following statements. 
w . 
FIG. 08. Former short-grass range which had been 
buried under dust. The vegetation died. Later high 
winds carried the dust away and much of the top of the 
silt loam soil as well. The dead crowns of buffalo grass 
and blue grama are now several inches above the gen- 
eral soil level. This view is from Lamar, C'olo., in 
August. 1939. but is typical of large areas throughout 
the midwest. 
Near Lakin. Kansas, in late August of 1943, a 
wilderness of dead weeds from the preceding year 
was intermixed with a thick stand of sunflowers, 
lamb's quarters, Russian thistles, and other ruderals. 
Drifts of soil formed in 193.5 still remained and were 
filled with the burrows of pack rats. Only a few 
small plants of blue grama, sand dropseed, and 
buffalo grass were found. 
Near Sheridan Lake. Colorado, certain pastures 
were badly depleted by previous years of dusting. 
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F IG. 991.. Rapid recovery of range at Seibert, Colo, 
(upper), a formerly fine range of blue grama and buffalo 
grass with a basal cover of 85 per cent that had been 
reduced to 18 per cent in 1939. Note the wide spaeing 
of the bunches. of which about one-third are buffalo 
grass. (Middle'> The same range in 1942. The basl 
cover has increased to about 30 per cent. (Lower) By 
July. 1943, the basal cover had spread more widely and 
was .55 per cent. although the excellent foliage give 
the appearance of a nearly complete stand. The ratio 
of blue grama to buffalo grass has changed but little 
since 1942. when it was about 3 to 2. 
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Great drifts of soil 2 to 3 feet high and many feet 
in width were still populated with annual weeds. 
But scattered bunches of blue grama with a good 
erop of seedlings, patehes of buffalo grass even if 
widely separated, and the presence of sand dropseed 
and tumblegrass portended a better future cover. 
But in the vast area lying northward and eastward 
of this drier part, succession had proceeded rapidly, 
the short-grass stage had been reached, and often all 
but the last traces of the early and medial stages in 
succession had disappeared (Fig. 99). 
Salsola Pestifer 
Russian thistle was the most abundant of all the 
weedy annuals during the dry years. It is a ubiqui- 
tous species of bared soil, regardless of its origin. 
The seedlings appeared in rather late spring but 
the top of the plant did not spread much until mid- 
summer. Of the densely crowded seedlings, most 
succumbed and others were suppressed, sinee the 
dominant ones often attained large size, sometimes 
3 feet or more in height, and the diameter of the 
more or less spherical top not infrequently reached 
3 to 4 feet. But usually the plants were smaller and 
often dwarfed to only a few inches in height during 
extreme drought. This species has fleshy leaves and 
is very drought resistant. Normally the stems break 
off near the ground line in fall, unless the plants are 
overtaken by drought. Then they tumble across the 
wide level country, scattering seed as they travel. 
They lodge in great numbers against fences, weeds, 
drifts of dust, and elsewhere. Often fences are 
broken down or covered with dust, or traffic on the 
highways stopped, because of an accumulation of 
these pests. But if the tops were grazed or mowed 
when the plants were half grown and not yet spiny, 
they remained rooted and continued growth. They 
have much value as forage during drought, either for 
grazing or when cut early for hay. Mowing is prac- 
FIG. 100. Pasture near Boise Citv, Okla., on nearly 
level land that has been eovered with silt and again un- 
eovered. It is indistinguishable from the highway from 
weedy tilled land. Many of the Russian thistles were 
growing on drifts of soil. 
tieed in reseeded areas to keep the plants in place 
as a protection to seedling grasses from wind and 
direct sunshine. 
By late summer Russian thistles often occurred in 
practically pure stands since nearly all annual com- 
petitors had been overcome; some had been actually 
pushed aside by the enlarging crowns. This species 
alone or almost alone covered hundreds of square 
miles of the dust bowl, and occurred widely in all the 
mixed prairie area (Fig 100). On many former 
ranges it was the early subsere, since it alone com- 
posed the vegetation. In fall and winter the dried 
plants accumulated in great windrows held by drift- 
ing soil, in ditches, or wherever else they had been 
blown; the rest of the range was bare. But on wet 
years with a cool spring, as 1941, they did poorly. 
Their invasion into true prairie eeased abruptly in 
194243, and seedlings were not found even where 
the old plants had lodged. With continued good 
rains and the recoverv of short grasses they have 
practically disappeared from the better ranges in 
mixed prairie as well. But they still persist in the 
drier, more open ranges of the southwest, often in 
large numbers. 
Chenopodium Spp. 
Lamb's quarters, Chenopodium album, and narrow- 
leaved goosefoot, C. leptophyllum, were perhaps the 
most abundant of all annual forbs on wet vears. 
Seedlings did not appear until the soil became warm. 
The plants developed rapidly, forming a tall dense 
cover by midsummer. A common height was 3 to 5 
feet when moisture was plentiful, but on dry years 
there were dwarfed plants only 6-12 inches tall. They 
east a dense shade and seedlings or recovering grasses 
were often greatly handicapped by their presence. 
Mature plants dried and remained standing another 
year unless blown over or weighted down by snow 
or dust. They were very widely distributed and 
usually abundant in bared soil. 
Amaranthus Spp. 
Rough pigweed, Amaranth us retroflexus, locally 
known as redroot, was of common occurrence and an 
important component of the weedy vegetation. It 
ranged in height from 1 to 3 feet. Like the preced- 
ing, it furnished some forage, although it is said to 
be poisonous to stock under certain conditions. When 
mowed high it furnished a nurse crop for seedling 
grasses. A. graecizans is of smaller stature and 
somewhat bushy in habit, but of very wide distri- 
bution. A. blitoides, also common to abundant in 
open ground, is a mat-former much like purslane. 
Helianthus Annuus 
The common sunflower became very abundant in 
depleted ranges and largely replaced H. petiolaris 
on the hardlands since this native annual species, 
although formerly extremely abundant, withstood 
drought poorly. Pure stands covered large areas of 
much degenerated range lands. Like most weeds it 
grew best when the soil became more or less per- 
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manentlv moist in 1941. But the size attained in the 
windswept ranges was rarely more than 4 to 6 feet 
(Fig. 101). This, however, contrasted sharply with 
most other weeds and especially with the relict 
patches of short grasses sometimes scattered beneath 
even a thick stand. 
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FIG. 101. Much disturbed range near Scott City, Kan., 
with weeds and sand dropseed in the foreground; also 
common sunflower which thickened its stand greatly in 
the background. 
Monolepis Nuttalliana 
Chief among the low-growing plants were Mono- 
lepis nwttalliana. Portulaca oleracea. and prostrate 
species of Chamaesvee. Monolepis is a prostrate 
plant which developed circular mats a few to 15 
inches in diameter. It consisted of prostrate branches 
which under conditions of drought grew only a few 
inches above the soil. Its color was greenish-red. 
This annnual began growth in fall and renewed de- 
velopment early in spring, usually in April. It 
matured and dried in June. These weeds aggregated 
densely, sometimes completely obscuring the bare soil 
(Fig. 102). They competed for light with grass seed- 
lings but not with established grasses. Where they 
occurred, they gave a distinct tone to the landscape. 
During their short life they retarded erosion bv both 
FIG. 102. Much depleted range near Winona, Kan., 
with a few scattered bunches of short grasses and an 
almost continuous cover of Monolepis nuttalliana. May 
27. 1939. 
wind and water, and also furnished some forage. 
When dead they mulched the bare soil for a long 
time. They were intermittent in distribution but 
occurred widelvy and often formed nearly pure stands. 
Portulaca Oleracea 
Dense patches of purslane, often covering many 
acres, gave the otherwise bare hillsides a reddish color 
in June. But these striking alternes also recurred in 
July and August, following showers. Like the pre- 
ceding, they were early subsere plants associated with 
a warm dry soil. This succulent plant grew rapidly 
and formed extensive low mats. Its abundance was 
less than that of -Monolepis. 
Chamaesyee Spp. 
The chief species of spurge or carpet weed found 
on the bare soil were Chamaesyce glyptosperma, C. 
stictospora, and C. geyeri. All formed widely spread- 
ing mats on bare soil and gave it considerable stabil- 
ity. Where seed germinated in small bared place 
surrounded bv accumulated debris of weeds or last 
year's grasses, the stems frequently elongated 6 to 9 
inches and the mats spread like umbrellas over the 
supporting debris. 
Solanum Rostratum 
Buffalo bur is a weed that was formerlv confined 
largely to feed lots, corrals, and waste places It 
often occurred widely in low grade pastures, espe- 
callv in bared ravines. In some ranges this prickly 
annual aggregated into dense patches, elsewhere it 
was found intermixed with other weeds. It is a large, 
coarse, native annual of no forage value but of good 
drought resistance. It was of considerable impor- 
tance in the annual weed stage. 
Leptilon Canadense 
Horseweed has played an important part in the 
subsere almost everywhere. While it occurred abun- 
dantly in the early stage, it was represented in later 
stages as well, and persisted as long as there wer 
small bare spots among the grasses where the seeds 
could reach the soil. Typically it was a species of 
open land. A moist spring was usually essential for 
good establishment. It responded quickly to an in- 
crease in soil moisture and one could closely estimate 
the favorableness of the season by the height growth 
of this weed. The plant was usually single-stemmed 
but very leafy, unless it had been bitten off, usually 
at a height of several inches. It then responded by 
producing a bushy top of many stems. Where the 
cover was open the plants densely aggregated, the 
height varying from 5 inches to 5 feet (Fig. 103). 
The weed thus not only formed dense patches, often 
of great extent, and hindered growth of seedling 
grasses and the spread of stolons, but it also gave 
the range a distinctly irregular and ragged appear- 
anee. It continued growth until fall if water was 
available, otherwise it often withered and died early. 
It was distinctly cyclic in appearance, sometimes 
failing to occur where dead stems revealed that the 
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plants were abundant the preceding season. But it 
was sometimes plentiful the next year. It disappeared 
entirely only when perennial grasses gained possession 
of the soil (Fig. 104). 
All of the preceding annual weeds have plaved an 
important role in temporarily stabilizing the loose, 
dry, wind-blown or water-eroded soil. Praetically all 
were grazed, in fact over thousands of acres they 
were the only forage available for starving cattle in 
the worst denuded pastures. But the food value was 
low, and during the driest years even these weeds 
were dry during summer. Range examiners often 
estimated the carrying capacity of these weedy pas- 
tures in and near the great dust bowl as one animal 
unit per SO acres. 
FIG. 103. Thick stand of horseweed (Leptilon cana- 
dense) near Rexford, Kan., in August, 1942. An open 
growth of short grass grew beneath these weeds. 
FIG. 104. Scattered growth of horseweed near Oak- 
ley, Kan., where a dense sod had replaced an open stand 
of grasses and relatively few bare places remained for 
the germination and growth of weeds. August, 1942. 
SECON-D WEED STAGE 
Depleted ranges were usually heavily infested with 
a diverse population of weeds. Sometimes a plant 
which was found more usually in the second weed 
stage, for a time also thickly populated bare soil. 
This was true of Lepilitim den.siflorifm. On other 
ranges where much bare soil occurred between patches 
of grass which in the aggregate formed a moderately 
good cover, Russian thistles or other species of the 
early weed stage were found. But species listed 
under the second weed stage usually dominated more 
stable areas than the preceding ones. In spring espe- 
cially, the cover of weeds gave the appearance of 
excellent pasturage. Much of this aspect was due to 
little barley. 
Hordeum Pusillum 
Little barley plaved a role of enormous importance 
during drought. This winter annual varied in height 
from S to 16 inches on wet years but was often only 
an inch or two tall on dry ones. It practically al- 
ways succeeded in heading, however, before the mois- 
ture supply was exhausted. Its myriads of slender, 
unbranched stems covered the soil in very early 
spring and furnished fairly good grazing. But early 
in June and for many weeks thereafter dense vellow- 
ish patches, alternes, or continuous stands of dried 
plants gave many ranges the appearance of a stubble 
field or a field of headed grain. The amount of little 
barley varied greatly by years and locality but it 
occurred everywhere. 
Little barley was very detrimental to the growth 
of seedling grasses and the establishment of short 
grasses as well. Like other rapidly growing weeds, 
it absorbed large amounts of water from the surface 
soil and produced a thick laver of vegetation which 
not only shaded the soil but in addition intercepted 
much precipitation. The large amounts of water lost 
from the soil on which a thick stand of little barley 
grew were ascertained. Conditions and time of the 
experiment were the same as those described for 
downy bromegrass. Losses were only a little less. 
Those from the soil were 41 pounds per square foot 
or 893 tons per acre from March 27 to May 8, 1943, 
at Lincoln, Nebraska. Interception losses amounted 
to 0.53 pound per square foot of soil or 11.54 tons 
per acre. 
Under little barley the shade was dense; often onlv 
1 to 3 per eent of full sunshine reached the soil. The 
dried straw continued to obstruct the light for seed- 
lings and all low-growing vegetation. When it lodged, 
chance for survival of seedlings beneath it was still 
further reduced. Dead seedlings of sand dropseed 
and other grasses have been found repeatedly under 
a cover of little barley. Often there was no vegeta- 
tion under the cover but great quantities of fallen 
spikelets. By clipping and weighing the yield of 
little barley, it has been found that this weed may 
produce 1 to 2 tons of forage per acre per year. 
Earlier in drought little barley occurred abun- 
dantly all over the drought-stricken ranges. In 1941 
it was found in the more favored sites onlv. and 
disappeared almost entirelv in Colorado. But it was 
again abundant in 194243. This grass is a native 
species and a normal component of the short-grass 
cover. There are always small interspaces in the 
perennial sod where seed can contact the soil and 
here little barley thrives. 
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Panicum Capillare 
Unlike little barley. witchgrass is an annual of 
large stature and grows only in open ground. It is 
not found in grassland even where the cover is only 
moderately g-ood. This plant indicates much dis- 
turbed conditions and it has been an important spe- 
cies over great areas of range land. The size attained 
varied with the water supply. Small plants a foot 
high were common but those with a stature of 2 to 3 
feet and spreading tops so close that they formed a 
nearly complete cover also occurred. They were 
rather patchy in distribution on silt loam and thrived 
best on lighter soils. 
Eragrostis Cilianensis 
Stinkgrass is a semiprostrate grass under grazing, 
and trampling but when undisturbed grows more 
erect forming small bunches. This summer annual is 
easily shaded out and gives way even to a stand of 
sand dropseed. If water is available it remains green 
until fall and furnishes some forage where better 
grasses are few. 
Festuca Octoflora Hirtella 
This variety of si-x-weeks. fescue is a shorter and 
more spreading plant than Festiica octoflora. It was 
an important component of the seeond weed stage. 
I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J 
FIG. 105. Detailed view of small clump of six-weeks 
fescue (Festuca octoflora hirtella) from a small inter- 
space in blue grania sod (left . and a thin stand of the 
same grass growing with blue grama (right). From a 
range near North Loup. Neb.. August. 1943. 
In mnanv- wayS its behavior was similar to that of 
little barley. The variety was far more abundant 
than t e.stuu o{toflora in mixe(I prairie. but was 
usually not found east of Hays and Holdrege. It 
often populated wide areas of open soil but unlike 
many early subsere weeds was also an important 
member of the second weed stage. The densely ag- 
gregated stalks of this annual clothed the bare places 
whether small or large. that occurred between the tufts 
of short grasses. A thin growth was also scattered 
in the clumps -of short grass Fig. 105). When it 
dried it was usually plentiful enough to give the 
range a tinge of brownish yellow even when the short 
grasses remained green. 
Bromus Spp. 
Species of bromegrass. which were so very impor- 
tant in the subsere in true prairie. also occurred on 
many ranges in the eastern margin of mixed prairie. 
They were not infrequently of considerable abun- 
dance, especially downy brome cor chess (Bromus 
tectortim). Japanese chess (B. japonicuisi. and later, 
hairv chess (B. commutattis). 'Upon drying and lodg- 
ing they formed a thick mulch over the bared soil. 
Lepidium Densifloruni 
Peppergrass produced continuous dense stands over 
many acres. Sometimes it was the sole species but 
usually there was an understory of an open stand of 
blue grama. It was widely distributed and grew in 
such abundance inmmediately following drought that 
it was very important in soil stabilization. Through- 
out mixed prairie it formed continuous stands over 
many acres (Fig. 106). 
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FIG. 106. One of the thousands of patches of pepper- 
grass (Lepidium dens-iflorum) found in the midwestern 
ranges during the years of great desiccation. This one 
is near Chevenne Wells, Colo., and was included in the 
seedling survey made in June. 1941. The peppergrass 
is about 6 inches tall and there is a cover of 1 to 3 per 
cent short grass beneath it. 
The plants were .5 to S inches tall and grew so 
thickly that they obscured the grasses beneath. Den- 
-itv of stand of this species always increased with 
sparseness of the perennial grass cover, which was 
often only 1 to 3 per cent. The fallen seeds were 
sometimles so abundant that they completely covered 
the soil. Often the leaves of the grasses were splat- 
tered with the seeds which are mucilaginous when 
wet. -Newly dried plants were straw-colored. older 
ones were a drab gray. Great alternes on the barer 
slopes were composed of this weed, and in places they 
covered the entire pasture. Frequently 160 plants 
grew on a single square foot. As late as 1941 it still 
grew thickly in the more easterly ranges of mixed 
prairie. but westward it was replaced largely by 
species of stickseed and cryptantha. 
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Plantago Spp. 
Pursh's plantain (Plantago purshii) and spiuulose 
plaintain (P. spinulosa) formed dense patches on dis- 
turbed ranges. Often these species and peppergrass 
were the worst weeds. In such ranges the soil cov- 
ered by the densely aggregated annuals was much 
greater in area than that clothed with the native 
grasses. Dense patches and alternes gave the land- 
scape a gravish appearance in June when the spikes 
became prominent. These plants are grazed only 
when young and before the hard spikes have matured. 
Lappula Spp. 
The stickseeds (Lappula occidentalis and L. hetero- 
sperma) when green may grow so thickly as to com- 
pletely cover the soil. On dried plants the leaves 
shrivel or fall and the much-branched stems and spiny 
fruits are only prominent (Fig. 107). The drab 
N.R 
FIG. 107. Dense cover of stiekaced (Lappjla occi- 
destalis) 8 inches high near Arriba, Colo. A 2 per cent 
cover of short grasses occurred beneath. 
color of these winter annuals demarked in early sum- 
mer innumerable areas of a few square feet to many 
square rods, if indeed they did not give tone to the 
whole landscape. Beneath this thick weedy growth, 
often about 8 inches high, occurred the depleted 
stands of grasses. The density of the grass cover 
was usually inversely proportional to the thickness of 
the stand of weeds. Stickseed was especially abun- 
dant in western Kansas, and Colorado. 
Cryptantha Crassisepala 
This harsh borage is often associated with Lappula 
or alone covers much bared or partly bared soil. 
Millions of seedlings often appeared in dense patches 
in fall and remained green throughout the winter. 
After a few weeks of growth in spring, seed was 
produced and the plants dried. The color changed 
first from green to gray and then to black. Plants 
sometimes attained a height of 8 inches but were often 
only 3 to 4 inches tall. They usually aggregated 
densely but were often thinly scattered over the de- 
pleted ranges. The dead plants remained standing 
for a long time. 
Discussion 
All of these quickly maturing, weedy plants-little 
barley, peppergrass, stiekseed, and eryptantha- 
frequently grew even in the best remaining patches 
of blue grama and buffalo grass, as well as more 
densely between them. They formed either a discon- 
tinuous, patchy layer above the grasses or over- 
shadowed them entirely throughout the entire range. 
They were often accompanied by an abundance of 
six-weeks fescue. They were of little value for graz- 
ing and upon drying became highly undesirable. 
Lappula and cryptantha were not eaten nor was the 
grass under a dense stand of these weeds. Yet the 
preeeding weeds usually formed, during drought, the 
major components of the plant cover. Studies on the 
yield of ranges in western Kansas near the end of 
the drought have shown that while a ton or more per 
acre of peppergrass, stickseed, Russian thistle, and 
other weeds was produced, the yield of native grasses 
was often only 200 to 300 pounds. 
The amount of the winter annuals, and indeed their 
occurrence, was highly dependent upon soil moisture 
for germination and conditions for growth in early 
spring. Those which germinated and normally grew 
often failed to do so if the spring was cold or dry. 
They usually failed to appear later even if good rains 
fell in late May or June. Thus, their abundance 
and very presence fluctuated greatly. They were a 
scourge on many ranges in 194041. In fact, the 
harsh, prickly plants and fruits almost excluded the 
possibility of grazing over wide areas. This, of 
course, was favorable to the weakened grasses. But 
with the increased rainfall and lower spring tempera- 
tures peppergrass, lappula, cryptantha, and plantain 
as well disappeared or nearly disappeared except in 
the drier area in southwestern Kansas and adjacent 
territory. 
While annual weeds were often abundant in great 
patches or even continuously over many greatly dam- 
aged ranges, in others they were thinly scattered and 
not infrequently sparse, greatly dwarfed, or killed by 
drought. Water content of the soil and seed distri- 
bution were the chief controlling factors. A few less 
dry years, as 1935 and 1938, were interspersed be- 
tween those of grave moisture deficiency. Moreover, 
precipitation in this semiarid region was frequently 
local in distribution and of erratic occurrence during 
the growing season. Nor did seeds even of all the 
weeds occur everywhere. But weeds did compose all, 
nearly all, or the larger part of most of the vegeta- 
tion, depending upon the degree of destruction of 
the native grasses (Fig. 108). Native forbs were 
always scarce and all but a dozen of the most drought 
enduring species disappeared. But with the return 
of normal precipitation, and often two or three times 
the normal in spring and summer, grasses began to 
reclaim more of the area and bare spaces for annual 
weeds rapidly decreased. In this change of plant 
population not only did the climax grasses play a 
part but also a number of species which composed 
the early native grass stage. 
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FIG. 108. Mixture of weedsRussian thistle, horse- 
weed, sunflower, and others. The patchy cover of buffalo 
grass and sand dropseed totaled 20 per cent. Range 
north of Syracuse, Kan.. August, 1942. 
EARLY STATIVE GRASS STAGE 
With the appearance and increase of perennial 
grasses of the early native grass stage. good progress 
toward stabilization has been made. For these plants 
are not oniy longer-lived but they maintained a much 
better cover from year to year than did their pred- 
eeessors. Their fibrous roots more firmlys held the 
soil than did the tap roots of the preeeding weeds 
or the shallow fibrous roots of the annual grasses 
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FIG. 109. Root systems of first year seedling grasses 
and annual weeds in an open cover of short grass at 
Hays, Kan., on August 1, 1938. (A) buffalo grass, 
(B) sand dropseed', (C) blue grama, (D) peppergrass, 
(E) six-weeks fescue, (F) stiekseed, and (G) Pursh 's 
plantain. Conditions for growth were very favorable 
until the late July drought. The weedy annuals (D to 
G) had died and the finer roots, which were f ew, had 
disintegrated and are not shown. 
(Fig. 109). Nor did they grow so thickly and shade 
the soil with its seedling population so greatly as the 
annual weeds. 
Sporobolus Cryptandrus 
By 1940 sand dropseed was the most widely spread 
and most abundant of the minor perennial grasses. 
Previous to the drought, it was usually restricted to 
sandy soil. But with the advent of the dry period 
vast areas of soil were laid bare. Into this warm, 
loose, usuallv drv soil sand dropseed spread widely, 
especially after 1939 when the plant cover was again 
greatly reduced. It increased very greatly since the 
drought and is now exceeded in abundance only by 
blue grama and buffalo grass. While on some ranges 
onlv a few bunches were found, and in others it was 
confined to the "eatsteps" or rougher land, more often 
it was found abundantly and not uncommonly in al- 
most pure stands. Indeed, the sporobolus type of 
grassland was common (Fig. 110). Thickness of 
stand was somewhat proportional to the original de- 
gree of destruction of the cover. It thrived in dusted 
pastures. Where open spaces occurred, it was still 
spreading in 1943 by an enormous crop of seedlings. 
FIG. 110. Sand dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrus) in 
much disturbed range near Levant, Kan. It forms about 
60 per cent of the vegetation; the rest is short grasses 
Sand dropseed is a prolific seeder and its seedlings 
have often persisted along with those of the short 
grasses when nearly all others succumbed. Two- and 
three-vear-old tufts were found regularly in 194243. 
It tillered so freely that the bunches increased rapidly 
in size. In the 1940 seedling survey, for example, 
this species occurred in 103 of the 550 square-foot 
samples, blue grama in 132. but buffalo grass in only 
34. Aside from Schedonnarduts paniculatuis (24) 
these were practically the only perennial grass seed- 
lings found. But in number (592) sand dropseed 
exceeded even blue grama (1iS). In the following 
years its seedlings occurred so thickly in places (20 
to 30 per square foot) that they seemed to have been 
sown by hand. Thus, this grass was of extremely 
great importance in the subsere. Its percentage of 
the basal cover where it was intermixed with short 
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grasses was commonly 5 to 20. Where disturbance 
was greater or soil type lighter, this rapidly increased 
to 50 per cent or more, and many ranges with 80-90 
per cent sand dropseed and only remnants of short 
grasses have been examined. 
This grass is only a semiclimax species. It has 
never been observed to decrease in size or numbers 
in a thickening stand of blue grama. But this will 
probably occur when blue grama forms a more com- 
plete sod. Sand dropseed yielded readily to the rapid 
invasion of buffalo grass when it formed a dense sod. 
This has been observed repeatedly both in and out- 
side of quadrats, in fact, on almost every day of 
field study since 1942 (Fig. 111). Weak, scattered 
plants were common where a cover of 80 or more 
per cent of buffalo grass or mixed short grasses had 
developed. Under such conditions the lower 3 inches 
of old plants were covered with debris of dead grass. 
FIG. 111. Range near Syracuse, Ksan Sand dropseed 
became very abundant here in 1940. But by 1942 buf- 
falo grass had increased so greatly that it had replaced 
much of the dropseed. Small weak bunches, often with 
very few stems, and dead plants were common. 
They were first dwarfed in stature, then fewer and 
fewer stems developed in spring. Relict plants with 
only 1, 2, or 3 stems were easily found on bunches 
with a good base. Finally, old crowns without new 
stems revealed the last stages of its suppression. 
Then the range with irregular height of cover and 
consequent patchy and ragged appearance took on 
the low monotonous aspect of well grazed pasture. 
But in many places the sand dropseed stage in suc- 
cession has only recently been attained and its re- 
placement by other grasses remains for the future. 
The grazing of patches of sand dropseed to the 
neglect of the more palatable short grasses which 
were ungrazed the preceding year is of interest and 
quite common in occurrence. It results from the fact 
that the sand dropseed had been grazed and repeat- 
edly regrazed the previous year (or very early in 
spring) while the short grasses had been negleeted. 
Thus, a poorer quality of green forage is often 
selected by cattle in preference to a better one inter- 
mixed with dry leaves. 
Agropyron Smithii 
Western wheat grass was represented widely 
throughout the mixed prairie both before and during 
drought. Its rhizomes were present in the soil in 
favored places as regards moisture even where devel- 
opment above ground was much retarded by com- 
peting vegetation. When the sod was opened by 
drought, wheat grass often became plentiful (Fig. 
112). On rolling land it occurred formerlv on the 
border of the short-grass type, in the ecotone between 
this and the little bluestem type, and was also inter- 
mixed with little bluestem on its margins. Where 
underlying shale near the valley produced soil into 
which water penetrated slowly, wheat grass also oc- 
curred. From here it extended downward into the 
drought-damaged big bluestem type. Banks of dry 
ravines were also invaded. A third refuge of this 
drought evader was the buffalo wallows scattered 
throughout the short-grass habitat. But here the liv- 
ing rhizomes remained mostly dormant during the 
several years of drought, with little or no growth 
above ground. Since 1941 it has thrived and spread 
outward onto the level land where it formed an upper 
story to the open cover of relict short grasses. 
FIG. 112. Patches of western wheat grass (dark) in 
a disturbed range near Holdrege, Neb. There is also 
much little barley, but this grassland aside from the 
deeply dusted wheat grass patches is rapidly returning 
to short grass July, 1943. 
The extent of the invasion of wheat grass on up- 
lands when the cover was broken was vividly re- 
vealed by its excellent growth here on the better 
years. In general, it is far more abundant on rolling 
than on level range lands. On level or gently un- 
dulating land one finds wheat grass where there is 
a slope into shallow basins. Such basins have always 
been much grazed and trampled, a fact that may 
account for the present dominance of wheat grass- 
Trampling, drought, and dusting are the keys that 
unlock an area for the entrance or spread of wheat 
grass. With rare exceptions, the relative amount of 
this grass on the level lands in Kansas west of Hays 
was small even in 1943. On the loess hills about 
Ravenna, Ord, and Brokcn Bow, Nebraska, for ex- 
ample, it occurred spar'ng'v to abundantly in patches 
and alternes where it had populated manv drought- 
bared or dusted areas regardless of topography. In 
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fact, throughout the rolling grasslands, streaks and 
large circular areas or whole hillsides and valleys 
were covered with this rhizomatous. drought evading 
grass. 
Schedonnardus Paniculatus 
Tumblegrass was commonly found before the 
drought in disturbed places, especially in overgrazed 
ranges, where it sometimes composed a considerable 
part of the cover. Although it is a dryland grass. it 
was unable to survive the great drought. and all but 
disappeared. often being replaced by sand dropseed. 
It formed small tufts or bunches, and after flowering 
the axis of the infloreseence elongated to 2-4 feet on 
moist years and curved outward, often over the tops 
of adjacent short grasses (Figs. S* and Sn ). In a 
few places it grew so thickly that when the panieles 
had expanded they formed a continuous laver over 
the 20 to 30 per cent cover of short grasses. The 
panicles break away from the plant and are spread 
far and wide by the wind. With the return of a 
normal supply of soil moisture. seedlings and tufts 
of tumblegrass became very abundant in the bare 
spaces between bunches of blue grama or mats of 
buffalo grass. Thus, much bare or weed-infested 
soil was again populated with a perennial grass. 
Sometimes the old crowns persisted during the 
drought, and in buffalo wallows the plants grew well 
during the less severe years of the drought period. 
But this species formed only a temporary cover since 
it was easily replaced by sand dropseed, wheat grass, 
and, of course, by the short grasses as well, even 
before a complete cover was attained. 
Munroa Squarrosa 
False buffalo grass almost disappeared during the 
drought. This grass has neither rhizomes nor stolons. 
Although the stems of this low-growig annual spread 
widelv and under favorable conditions form mats 1 
to 1.5 feet in diameter. they do not become rooted 
at the nodes. In drv soil the plants were relatively 
small. They occurred onlv in bared soil or open 
places between the perennial grasses, and did not 
FIG. 113. Open stand of false buffalo grass (Munroa 
squarrosa) in hard open ground on a range near Strat- 
ton, Colo. The light-colored debris is from the flower 
stalks of tumblegrass. 
tolerate shade. Seedlings often died under the shade 
of tall weeds or other plants. Munroa thrived on 
hard and trampled soil, occurred in paths or around 
the large mounds built by agricultural ants. Its 
abundance varied widely with the amount of pre- 
cipitation, but sometimes it occurred throughout large 
ranges (Fig. 113). 
Chloris Verticillata 
Windmill grass grew rapidly where th-re was little 
competition except by annuals of low stature, and 
spread widely by means of the tumbling infloreseenees. 
It often developed large bunches, but it was of less 
abundance than tumblegrass. It was seldom found 
in large amounts north of Kansas, and the soil be- 
came too dry for its existence in the southwestern 
area, where it disappeared rapidly. This grass was 
closely grazed even in fairly good pastures, and was 
often replaced by sand dropseed. 
COMPARISON- OF STAGES IN THE TWO SUBSERES 
A brief statement concerning the shorter subsere, 
which occurred in ranges with one-fourth or more of 
the cover left intact, is necessary for the sake of 
clarity and to avoid repetition. For the late grass 
stage is the same in that sul)sere as in the one in 
more denuded ranges. 
Comparison of the lists of species in the first stat 
of the two subseres reveals that none of those in the 
longer sere, except Salsola pestifer and Lepti7kk 
canaden.se, appears in the shorter one. This indicates 
that these annual weeds were of too little importance 
to be included as subsEre dominants, although of 
course they sometimes occurred in ranges, or parts 
of pastures, but in small amounts. Russian thistles, 
which grew in the less disturbed pastures during the 
drier years only. were mostly plants of small size 
that were scattered thinly or thickly in the places 
where a perennial cover was lacking. Diaperia 
(Filago) prolifera is a small, early, annual composite 
which occurred in enormous abundance, often where 
sheep were pastured. Although found in all portions 
of the area, it occurred in great abundance in rela- 
tively few of the ranges. Leptilon canadense was 
present throughout both subseres and remained as a 
weed as long as there were even small open spaces 
in a good cover of the climax short grasses. In fadt, 
where this tall annual was present, the openness of 
the cover could be gauged by its density. 
Species of the first stage of the shorter subsere 
were largely those of the second stage of the longer 
one. The only exceptions are that Panicum capiflare 
and Eragrostis cilianensis were not important in the 
sere in better pastures. When the scourge of Lepi- 
dium densiflorum swept over the grassland, the plants 
grew wherever they found lodgment in bared soiL 
This was true for Plantago and all the other annuals 
which occurred in both seres. They grew between 
the bunches or sod mats of both blue grama and 
buffalo grass since these were about the only reliets 
of much importance aside from the dormant wheat 
grass. They were all of enormous abundance on 
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various drought years and filled the bare places 
sparsely to completely depending upon place, season, 
and rainfall distribution. 
In the second stage of the shorter subsere species 
of Aristida and Sitanion hystrix were of some impor- 
tance, in addition to those already discussed. Before 
drought both Aristida ptirpurea and A. longiseta 
occurred widelv and often abundantly over the short- 
grass diselimax. But with the coming of severe 
drought, these shallowly rooted bunch grasses were 
among the first to show the effects of a decreased 
water content. Some remained in somewhat sandv 
soil until 1939. But they finally disappeared from 
the hard lands and persisted elsewhere only where 
they were protected by other vegetation or as a re- 
sult of irregular topography. A. purpurea. the spe- 
cies with taller and more upright stems, was less 
drought resistant and had recovered more slowly from 
drought than A. longiseta. Many young plants and 
bunches were found in 1942 and a vear later they 
were comomn in many places (Fig. 114). 
a_~~~~~~~~~~s 
FIG. 114. Wire grass (Aristida prpvrea) scttered 
over rather low open ground in a broad expanse of 
grassland near Burlington, Colo. July, 1943. 
FIG. 115. Thick stand of wind-blown Sitanion hystrix 
in a range near Anton, Colo., in July, 1943. The stand 
will become greatly thinned when the cover of short 
grasses is repaired. 
Sqmrreltail (Sitanion hystrix) is also a bunch 
former but was formerly less plentiful than the wire- 
grasses. It survived the drought poorly and only 
in rough or rocky terrain. Many young plants with 
only one or two spikes were found in 1943, but in a 
few ranges recovery was earlier and more rapid and 
the plants were very conspicuous and abundant 
(Fig. 11.5). 
LAT GRASS STAGE 
The development of the late grass stage is pri- 
marily a story of the return of blue grama and 
buffalo grass. These grasses today, as before the 
drought, are the most abundant grasses of the mid- 
western ranges. Before the drought, mid grasses were 
scattered throughout, mostly sparingly on the grazed 
hardlands. But during the drought cycle they prac- 
tically disappeared (Weaver & Albertson 1)40). 
After three years favorable for recovery, they are 
only beginning to return. It was the short grasses 
that persisted as relicts and they almost alone were 
replacing the cover of this great grazing diselimax. 
Bouteloua Gracilis 
During the great drought when all other native 
vegetation had succumbed, one could nearly always 
find scattered bunches of blue grama. Sometimes 
they were as much as 20 feet apart, but in certain 
ranges they remained in considerable abundance even 
if widely spread. The bunches were separated in 
winter by bare soil and in summer by a mixed stand 
of annual weeds. Most of these bunches endured 
until 1939, often being elevated 1 to 3 inches above 
the ground where the top soil had been blown or 
washed away (Fig. 116). Bunches or clumps of 
buffalo grass, when present, were likewise elevated 
and also subjected to excessive drying of the soil 
about the roots and rootcrowns. But unlike blue 
grama they could still spread by stolons contacting 
the surrounding soil. Limits of spreading of blue 
grama were circumscribed. The peripheral tillers 
sometimes extended outward nearly horizontally but 
roots could not reach the soil. In wet weather it 
might have been possible for fragments of the 
bunches to have been broken off by trampling and 
thus transplanted near the old ones, but no such 
process was observed. Bunches, usually not thus 
elevated, grew to very large size, 10 to 12 and rarely 
18 inches in diameter. They were important in hold- 
ing the soil and, on favorable years, a source of 
much seed. 
When good rains came in 1941 the bunches of 
blue grama everywhere produced many new roots 
which grew outward and downward from the crowns 
or penetrated the soil directly beneath them. They 
reached a depth of 18 to 21 inches by autumn and 
thus reinforced the much-thinned and scanty root 
system found at the end of the drought (Weaver & 
Albertson 1943). 
During the least severe years of the period of great 
desiccation, this most drought resistant of all the 
mixed prairie grasses produced seedlings. But such 
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FIG. 116. Large bunches of blue grama that with- 
stood the entire period of drought. They are elevated 
several inches above the surrounding eroded soil which 
was still bare in August. 194 . The bunches are 12 
inches in diameter. From a range near Levant. Kan. 
FIG. 117. Range near Sheridan Lake. Colo.. showing 
old bunches of blue grania and numerous well established 
seedlings in 1943. Buffalo grass (left foreground > is 
spreading into the bare places by stolons. 
rainy asz were made were largelv lot in the extremely 
drv vears. 1939-461. Thereafter seedlings were found 
in abundance almost evervywhere. and their establish- 
ment was far more certain (Fig. 117). Thus. this 
stable species began slowyLz to return. Blue grama 
als) spreads rom rejuvenated tufts which result 
from the death of the central and otten Some periph- 
eral portions of old bunches. The increase of blue 
grama and other gras-,es varied from ,veaSon to eastn 
depen(ling primarily upon ami unt o-t precipitatiion 
but also upon competition with weeds for light and 
water wherever they occurred (Fi. 11S). 
Where the cover of vegetation was dene. seed had 
~~~~~~~~~~~- 
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FIG. 118. Seedling grasses and stolons of buffalo 
grass becoming established between old bunches of short 
grass near Colby. Kan.. in 1942. 
difficulty in contacting the soil. In fact. it often did 
not reach the soil surface but instead was held above 
it. 'Moreover, growth of the seedling grasses was 
retarded by excessive shade. Tillering of blue grama 
and other established plants did not occur nor did 
the bunches spread where light was greatly reduced. 
The centers of large bunches sometimes died for lack 
of sufficient light where there was much shade from 
weeds and accumulated debris. Under such conditions 
stolons of buffalo grass also had difficulty or were 
unsuccessful in contacting the soil: nor did they 
grow well in deep shade. In many ranges in Kansas, 
the heavy growth of grasses and weeds in 1942 and 
their moderate utilization in grazing resulted in a 
somewhat reduced cover the next year. During this 
wet year blue go-rama reached a height of 12 to 18 
inches and the foliage spread 4 to S inches beyond 
the periphery of the base of the clump. On favorable 
years where the short grasses were mixed in a good 
stand (as in 194243) and to a lesser extent when 
buffalo grass alone dominated. the shade was so dense 
that the seedlings. younog tillers. and new stolons were 
reduced in amount as a result. This largely ac- 
counted for the bare spaces betwen the bunchs of 
the new stand. 
Buchloe Dactyloides 
Buffalo grass was somewhat less drought resistant 
than blue grama and was also somewhat more easily 
smothered by dust. On rolling land. it showed a 
decided preference for lower slopes. depressions, and 
ravines: blue grama often dominating the steeper 
slopes except under intensive grazing. Blue grama 
was taller. and the foliage was denser. Thus. it held 
the wind-blown dust above the soil somewhat better 
than did buffalo grass. nor did the dust become com- 
pacted so readily about its base. 
Despite thes-e facts buffalo grabs was sometimes 
found on ranges vwhere there was no blue grama. and 
not infrequently it equalled blue grama in importance 
or wvas even more abundant at the end of the drought 
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While much buffalo grass remained in reliet tufts 
and small patches, an abundant crop of seedlings was 
also produced on good years, especially after 1940. 
The seed had been widelv distributed over the surface 
of the soil and it was not quickly germinated by 
local showers. Several days with continuously moist 
surface soil-an infrequent occurrence during drought 
-are needed for germination. 
But after good crops of seeds and abundant seed- 
lings were common, as many as 11 seedlings of 
buffalo grass alone were counted on a single square 
foot in several Colorado ranges. The facts that this 
was late in August and that soil was well moist 
assured establishment and consequent pasture im- 
provement. The spotted occurrence of buffalo grass 
in thousands of overgrazed ranges may be accounted 
for bv a eomomn method of seed dissemination. 
Cattle eat the foliage and seed hidden in it. The 
seed is not digested but deposited unharmed in a 
good substratum for growth. Seed of buffalo grass 
is also spread by rodents. Once the seedlings are 
established, spread by stolons is rapid. 
Pastures in the northern half of western Kansas 
recovered more rapidly in 194142 than did many in 
Colorado, or those anywhere toward the dust bowl. 
In a large measure this was due to the greater 
amount and more uniform distribution of buffalo 
grass. Examples are numerous. Near Jennings, 
Kansas, where there was relatively little blue grama, 
the cover of buffalo grass in 1942 was rather uni- 
formly 90 per cent or more. Near Colby, Kansas, 
buffalo grass increased fourfold in 1942. The result- 
ing short grass cover was 90 per cent buffalo grass 
and 5 per cent blue grama. In fact, where a good 
cover was established in western Kansas, where most 
of the ranges were still greatly denuded by 1943, the 
major component was nearly always buffalo grass. 
Conversely the blue grama pastures, where much less 
buffalo grass occurred, as about Limon, Last Chance, 
and Anton, Colorado, appeared in 1943 to have a 
much heavier cover than actually existed, because of 
the widely spreading foliage of the almost uniformly 
new stand of blue grama. But the interspaces con- 
sisted mostly of bare or poorly mulched soil. 
When the dense mats of buffalo grass covered the 
soil, they soon became free of weeds and other grasses, 
except blue grama. The depth of ungrazed mats of 
short grasses should be emphasized. In 1943 un- 
grazed ranges had a more or less continuous cover of 
short grass 8 inches in depth with 3 inches of dead 
debris. When buffalo grass sod covered the soil 
about the bases of annual weeds they first became 
much dwarfed. The next season they were kept out 
because the seed either did not reach the soil or the 
soil was too dry or too much shaded for their growth. 
Near Broken Bow, Nebraska, plants of Leptilon can- 
adense were 15 to 18 inches tall in openings in the 
short-grass sod, but only 7 to 10 inches high where 
the grass grew close to them. Elsewhere, much short 
grass was matted about last year's old stems but new 
ones had failed to develop. Vernonia baldwrini, Ver- 
bena stricta, and Ambrosia p.silostachya were always 
much smaller, fewer, or entirely absent in a dense 
sod. For example, in open soil plants of Verbena 
had 7 to 12 stems and were 40 inches tall. In an 
open sod there were 4 to 7 stems 27 inches in height, 
but in a new, closed, dense sod onlv 1 to 4 weak 
stems 18 inches in length were produced. 
The intermingling of buffalo grass with blue grama 
has been studied with great interest. Alternating 
patches of the two grasses were often well estab- 
lished before this occurred (Figs. 119 and 120). At 
first the stolons spread between and among the 
bunches. This resulted in a denser sod. But since 
the established bunches of blue grama greatly over- 
topped the mats of buffalo grass, the cover appeared 
very irregular (Figs. 121 and 122). Later the buffalo 
grass grew very close to the bunches and even 
spread its stolons through them. As a result blue 
grama tillered less and lost in part its bunchy appear- 
ance. Its growth was also less rank because of in- 
FIG. 119. Alternating patches of blue grama (taller), 
mostly with flower stalks, and low mats of buffalo grass 
in a range near Goodland, Kan. There was very little 
intermixing of the species by 1942. 
5 q pr 3EA;?4 .# 
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FIG. 120. Two lots of bunches of recovering but still 
open stands of blue grama and mat of buffalo grass that 
has filled the space between them. Thus far, July, 1943, 
there has been very little intermixing. Near Norton, 
Kan. 
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FIG. 121. Prairie near Phillipsburg. Kan.. showing 
large relict buncthcs of blue grama with buffalo grass 
filling in closely around them. July. 1943. 
-~~~~~~~- 
FIG. 122. The last stage of the subsere near Good- 
land. Kan. All the soil around the large bunches of 
blue orama has been occupied recently by buffalo grass. 
hence the irregular appearance of the cover. 
FIG. 123. Uniform cover. about 7 inches deep. of 
mixed short grasses under light grazing. This range 
near Phillipsburg. Kan.. had always been well kept and 
although the cover was much opened by drought. it was 
repaired quickly and the grasses were well intermixed 
by August. 1942. The basal cover is 80 per cent and 
the ratio of blue grama to buffalo grass is about 1 to 4. 
creased competition. Thus. the cover became much 
denser-often 9.5 per cent or more and quite uni- 
formi in height. especially under grazing (Fig. 123). 
Other species were mostly excluded where the sod 
was densest. but openings permitted the usual seat- 
tered growth of wiregrasses. squirreltail. and side- 
oats grama. 
The usual equal sharing of the basal area bv the 
short grasses. which before drought appeared to be 
quite general over the area, now seldom occurred. 
But since blue grama is a more stable species than 
buffalo grass it will probably gradually increase its 
part in the mixture especially with recurrent drought. 
Indeed. the writers look forward to a somewhat equal 
mixing bv adjustments under protection or moderate 
grazing because of the greater stability of blue grama, 
even without the occurrence of severe drought eveles. 
Interrelations of the short grasses to cactus. espe- 
cially the oapultias which form large clumps. are of 
interest and importance. Duringf the years of desie- 
cation when cactus increased so greatlv. it furnished 
a haven for relict blue grama. It could not be grazed 
and conseequentlv afforded oases for seed production. 
With the return of a more favorable environment for 
the enemies of cactus. their death began. This was 
in 1940. but their greatest destruction occurred in 
1941-42. Since the more drought resistant blue grama 
was often the sole survivor in or near the place where 
the cactus had grown. the ratio of this species to 
buffalo zra--s was often higher in soil formerly occu- 
lied by the cactus. The new area for occupation 
was populated both by seedlings of blue grama and 
by the fragmentation of old crowns already estab- 
lished. The small bared areas- were. for a time, partly 
occupied also by a dense cover of six-weekls fescue or 
other iusually Small) annual-. Moreover. the abun- 
dant -eedlinz cacti became established not in the nor- 
mal mixed cover of the two short gras-ses. but after 
drought had usuallv killed most of the buffalo gHrass, 
but only thinned blue grama. Hence. the new 
clumps gave refuge only to blue grama for a long 
time. Also where relict bunches of cacti remained 
they increased their area by eneroaching upon soil 
mo-tly free from buffalo -ra>s. But sometimes one 
found places where buffalo> ra-; alone had invaded 
the bared spots in the absence of blue grama. Buffalo 
,grass. if present. later intermingled with the blue 
drama and then these irregular patches in the sod 
became smoothecd out into the low. monotonous short 
gras,-s cover and no trace of disturbance was evident. 
A transition from buffalo 'zrass to other grassland 
types occurred in buffalo wallows. These are shal- 
low. no-rmally wet depressions varying from a few 
square vards to several acres in area and scattered 
irregularly throughout the level or undulating plains. 
They are not to be confused with textural spots where 
the soils have, by silting, become highly impermeable 
to water. In these spots short grasses did poorly 
when they were submerged. often for weeks at a time, 
during and following heavy rains. But when sum- 
mer drought came, the soil in drving shrunk and 
cracked deeplv. This not only tore the roots but left 
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deep openings, often an inch in width, and thus ex- 
posed the deeper soil to further drying. Hence, these 
spots alwavs bore an open type of vegetation. Buf- 
falo wallows were so wet before the drought that 
they were inhabited mostly by tall and mid grasses. 
Of these big bluestem, side-oats grama, wild rve, 
western wheat grass, and wiregrass were common. 
Because of the shade, buffalo grass grew but thinly 
in and around the edges of the wallow. But during 
the drought, it formed almost a continuous carpet 
with only remnants of the taller grasses and coarse 
forbs. With increased intensitv and duration of 
drought, nearly all other species remained only as 
relicts, often only as dormant rhizomes or rooterowns 
in the soil. Thus freed from competition by drought 
(or by close grazing) the short grass completely con- 
trolled the area (Fig. 124). 
_ 
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FIG. 124. An old buffalo wallow 2 miles east of Bird 
City, Kan., showing conditions in August, 1942. The 
bottom is covered with a continuous stand of pure buf- 
falo grass. The patchy nature of the cover is due to 
irregular grazing. The view of this circular depression 
includes about two-thirds of its entire area. The wal- 
low is entirely surrounded by a narrow zone of wheat 
grass (dark) growing on the banks which are 2 to 3 
feet high; light-colored wire grass beyond. 
Bouteloua Curtipendula 
Side-oats grama, not vet discussed but occurring 
in the mixed prairie climax, was commonly found on 
steep slopes, catsteps, and elsewhere on the midwest- 
ern range. It has been of rather small importance 
since the drought, except in the more easterly part 
and on rough land. But little occurred in the drier 
ranges near and in the dust bowl, and many miles 
have been traversed on the level uplands of Colorado 
without finding this grass, except in very favored 
places. But it was represented at least throughout 
the region and may return again in considerable 
amounts. It is drought resistant, a prolific seeder, 
and forms a distinct side-oats type on the "breaks" 
about streams (Fig. 125). 
RECOVERY OF POSTCLIMAX VEGETATION3 
In the big bluestem type on the lower slopes and 
in ravines where Andropogon furcatus was the chief 
3These data are mostly from Hays, Kansas, but they are 
representative of changes elsewhere. 
FIG. 125. Tvpieal broken sod on a steep hillside near 
Last Chance, Colo. The slope is irregular and contains 
mans small nearlv level depressions into which the water 
infiltrates. Often they appear as miniature terraces. 
On this "eatstep" type of land, of which there are 
many thousands of acres, side-oats grama is often 
eommon. 
dominant, the total cover of grass was not signifi- 
cantly decreased by drought. It was merely changed 
in composition. Large areas of big bluestem were 
almost entirely replaced by western wheat grass, 
dropseed (Sporobolus asper hookeri), side-oats grama, 
and even by buffalo grass and blue grama. At the 
end of the drought the abundance of big bluestem 
was often only one-fifth normal (ef. Figs. 126 and 
127). 
FIG. 126. Ungrazed postelimax range in bluestem type 
on northwest slope of a steep hill at MeCook, Neb., in 
August, 1939. Chief grasses are AXndropogon furoatus, 
A. scoparius, and Bouteloua curtipendula. Vegetation is 
typical of many similar north-facing slopes on hilly land. 
That the sod had been opened in places was shown 
by the presence of weeds, even in ungrazed prairie, 
during the following years of good rainfall. In places 
Helianth us annuius, Chenopodium album,. Leptilon 
canadense. Chamaesyce marginata, and Ambrosia tri- 
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fida overtopped the grasses. Despite this fact. by 1943 
the former predrought cover of grass had been nearly 
regained. Andropogonl furcatus again composed SO 
per cent of the vegetation, and small relict patches 
of Panicutom virgatuim were common. Sporobolhs 
asper hookeri was much thinned. and Sorghastrum 
nutans was again frequent. It and big bluestem had 
returned almost entirely from renewed growth of 
dormant rhizomes. Both wheat grass and side-oats 
grama had been largely replaced by big bluestem, in 
fact only a little side-oats grama remained. The 
thicker cover had also shaded out all but remnants 
of the short grasses. Tall, coarse forbs such as 
Solidago mollis. Psoralea tenuiflora. Kithnia gluti- 
nosa, and Salria pitcheri were common. 
FIG. 12 7. Northwest slope in same area showing 
upper and lower belts of bluestems (dark) as in Figure 
126. The level hilltop had been broken. The dark 
fringe at the edge of the field is Russian thistles. The 
light area on the gentle slope half way up the hill had 
been so thickly covered with dust, blown from the field. 
that the grasses were smothered. The light tone is due 
to a dense growth of lamb's quarters. 
Ravines in pastures where this type prevailed were 
clothed, before drought, with Andropogon furcatus, 
Sorghastrum nutans. Panicsin virgatium. Agropyron 
sm ith ii . and Boutelouia cifrtipentlda. Bouteloua gra- 
cilis and BRtchloe dttyloides also occurred in small 
amounts, but they. like Agropyron smithiii and in 
fact most of Bouttelouia cuirtipendula. were largely 
limited to the more open places on the sides of the 
ravines. But with drought the cover of tall grasses 
became open and short grasses and wheat grass be- 
came abundant in it. Changes continued under per- 
sistant drought and grazingo. By 1940 there was a 
good understorv of short grasses overtopped mostly 
by western wheat grass and by small amounts of 
side-oats grama. But the normal or above normal 
precipitation permitted a return of the former grasses. 
The short grasses both decreased in amount and side- 
oats grama became much less abundant. 
In the little bluestem type, Andropogon scoparius 
on the steep hillsides was greatly reduced, being re- 
placed chiefly by side-oats grama and blue grama. 
At the end of the drought period, only occasional 
bunches of little bluestem could be found even on 
north-facing slopes or in depressions on the hillsides 
where runoff water accumulated. The reduction was 
from about 45 per cent of the vegetation to only 1 
per cent. 
After the good rains came, old crowns, apparently 
dead. began to show signs of life. From the periph- 
erv of some crowns a few feeble shoots developed. 
It then became clear that the extent of the loss was 
dependent upon competition for water by other plants 
as well as exposure to drought. In the open-bunch 
tvpe common to knolls, losses were least. But on the 
hillsides where other grass had been abundant, losses 
were almost complete. By decay and in producing 
new shoots from the periphery, many of the old 
bluestem crowns lost their original form, several 
small bunches occupying the former position of the 
old one. Thus, the hillsides in 1943 were dotted with 
clumps of little bluestem. They were most abundant 
on the knolls (Fig. 128). 
_AS_ 
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FIG. 128. Regeneration of little bluestem on rocky 
outcrops at Hays, Kan., September, 1943. 
On the hillsides side-oats grama still retained first 
place among the grasses. It was intimately asso- 
ciated with the relict little bluestem. It appears 
clearly now that side-oats grama dominated this habi- 
tat during dry eveles but little bluestem during moist 
ones. In drought. both big bluestem and tall panic 
grass, which occurred throughout but were more 
abundant on lower slopes, became very inconspicuous 
and seemed to have disappeared. They did suffer 
heavy losses but returned slowlv from long-dormant 
underground parts. 
The more xeric portions of the hillsides formerly 
covered with the little bluestem type were now occu- 
pied by Bowtelouia gracilis, B. hirsitta, and Sporoboluis 
pilosus.. They were reproducing rapidly by seedlings. 
Here wiregrass also occurred sparingly. On the 
upper side buffalo grass was invading. Patches 4 to 
S feet in width were scattered among the other 
grasses. It will probably continue to spread down 
the slopes until a closed cover of the taller species 
is developed. Then the buffalo grass will probably 
remain only as a relict in the dense shade and debris 
or whollv disappear. For side-oats grama was rap- 
idly thickening its stand both bv establishing new 
bunches from seedlings and from rhizomes, 2 to 3 
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inches long, which radiated outward from the older 
bunches. Actually side-oats grama was very abun- 
dant about 1938 after the death of the two bluestems 
and tall panic grass. But after 1939 blue grama, 
hairy grama, and hairy dropseed spread widely after 
side-oats grama lost heavily. It seems probable 
should a moist cycle recur, that the bluestems will 
constitute the bulk of the postdrought vegetation, 
and thus complete an entire cycle of vegetative 
change. 
RECOVERY AS EXPRESSED IN YIELD 
Increase in dry weight is a good measure of growth 
and consequently of recovery of vegetation from 
drought as well. Stockmen, range examiners, and 
others were much interested in the relative productiv- 
ity of the several types of vegetation during drought. 
To ascertain yields, barbed wire exclosures were 
placed on representative areas of each type-short 
grasses, little bluestem, and big bluestem-early in 
1940, and 20 meter quadrats were staked out in each 
exclosure. These were all in the college pasture, an 
area of 750 acres just west of Hays, Kansas. Con- 
sequently they had been subjected to the same mod- 
erate degree of grazing. The vegetation was charted 
and clipped at a half-inch in height at the end of 
each year. The forage was divided into short grasses, 
mid and tall grasses, native forbs, and weeds. Yields 
were obtained not only during the last year of 
drought but also throughout the three years of re- 
covery (Table 18). 
TABLE 18. Average per cent basal cover and yield of 
vegetation in pounds per acre from different types of 
pastures at Hays, Kansas. 
Grazing 
_ 
> 
type 7. . 8 
a PL, 6 Mtl 44 b b 
1940 22.9 20 538 ... . 538 5 433 
Short grass 1941 28. 1 43 890 ..... .. ... .890 . 2,085 
(moderately 1942 29.6 84 1,650 .. 1,650 ..1,400 
grazed) 1943 16.2 85 672 0.2 3 675 128 59 
1940 22.9 2 110 0.2 23 133 2,277 
Short grass 1941 28.1 22 1,092 14.5 1,455 2,547 597 
(overgrazed) 1942 29.6 31 635 16.6 1,877 2,512 30 286 
1943 16.2 30 458 17.0 23 481 1,039 
1940 22.9 ..... ..... 9.5 915 915 ..... 
Little 1941 28.1 16 32.0 635 651 121 
bluestem 1942 29.6 .38.0 824 824 134. 
1943 16.2 .38.4 322 322 97. 
1940 22.9 30 1,638 3.0 187 1,825 109 1,127 
Big 1941 28.1 82 2,762 2.7 675 3,437 140 1,448 
bluestem 1942 29.6 96 3,896 2.2 483 4,379 201 145 
1943 16.2 91 1,332 1.6 339 1,671 298 65 
'Of short grasses. 20f mid grasses. 
In the moderately grazed short-grass type, yields 
of both grasses and weeds were very low in 1940. 
Yield of grasses increased considerably in 1941, but 
the grasses were undoubtedly greatly handicapped in 
growth by the ton of weeds (mostly little barley) 
produced during this year with open perennial cover 
but good precipitation. The next year the yield of 
short grasses was doubled but that of weeds much 
decreased. Precipitation was much lighter in 1943. 
Yield was reduced to only a little more than that in 
1940, despite a basal cover of 85 per cent compared 
with 20 per cent three years earlier. This illustrates 
the fact that drought reduces yields first and basal 
area much later. Few weeds grew in the dense cover 
of perennial grass. The appearance of taller grasses 
(3 lbs.) and of forbs (128 lbs.) was evidence of the 
trend toward general recovery, despite low seasonal 
yields. 
In the overgrazed short-grass pasture, which ad- 
joined the large one, there was a greater proportion 
of buffalo grass than blue grama, and some relict 
taller grasses. Yield of perennial grasses, 133 lbs. 
per acre, was extremely low, but more than a ton of 
weeds, mostly little barley, was produced. A quick 
recovery the next year increased the yield of short 
grasses tenfold. The recovery of taller grasses was 
so great that the total yield was 1.27 tons per acre. 
Conversely, weeds were relatively few. The heavy 
yield of taller grasses in 1942 resulted in a great de- 
crease in production of short ones. Total yield was 
about the same as the preceding year. Weeds were 
even further reduced. It is of interest that in the 
drier year of 1943 yield of the taller grasses was 
reduced almost 99 per cent, but yield of short grasses 
only 28 per cent. The inevitable increase of weeds 
with moderate drought is revealed in the half ton of 
them produced per acre. 
The yield in the little bluestem type was nearly all 
from side-oats grama. This grass was greatly weak- 
ened by the 1939-40 drought and responded poorly 
to clipping. Despite a good increase in basal cover 
(from 9.5 to 32 per cent), the yield during the sec- 
ond year was low. It was only slightly greater (824 
lbs. per acre) in 1942, and decreased to 322 lbs. dur- 
ing 1943. It well illustrates the harmful effect of 
removing the cover from a very open stand of vege- 
tation even at the end of the growing season. Here 
the rocky, shallow soil common to this grassland type 
seems to be unfavorable to the growth of annual 
weeds. Only a small fraction of a pound was har- 
vested on any year. The reappearance of native 
forbs is of interest. 
The large amount of short grasses in the big blue- 
stem type resulted from the opening of the cover by 
drought and its annual removal in clipping. The 
small yield of big bluestem and other taller grasses 
(187 lbs.) in 1940 is more of an index of their deep 
dormancy than their absence. Short grass yielded 
about three-fourths ton per acre and weeds about 
one-half ton of dry matter. In 1941 yield of taller 
grasses was much more, proportionately, than that 
of the shorter ones. Total yield of grass was about 
1.75 tons per acre and weeds added another .73 ton, 
for they were mostly tall and had also profited by 
the increased water supply. Why yields of taller 
grasses decreased in 1942, unless due to close clip- 
ping, is not clear. The short grasses increased 29 
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per cent over the preceding season's yield. Produc- 
tion of weeds greatly declined. By 1943 the taller 
grasses (although the yield was greatly reduced be- 
cause of drought) had begun to shade the short 
grasses too much for their best growth. Their yield 
decreased to about one-third that of the preceding 
year. Yield of native forbs increased steadily year 
by vear but ruderals had been nearly crowded out. 
Sumnmnarizing, after two years of good rainfall, 
production of native grasses in the several types in- 
creased as follows: overgrazed short-grass type from 
133 to 2,512 pounds per acre, or nineteenfold; and 
moderately grazed short-grass type from 538 to 1,650 
pounds per acre, or threefold. Production in the 
little bluestem type decreased from 915 to 824 pounds 
per acre, a loss of 9.9 per cent; but it increased 2.4- 
fold in the big bluestem type, where a yield of 1,825 
pounds per acre was replaced by one of 4,379 pounds. 
RETURN OF FORBS 
A study of grassland always involves a considera- 
tion of forbs. They constitute an important part of 
prairie vegetation as was pointed out by Weaver and 
Albertson in 1943. Thornton (1936) states that: "It 
seems likely that the evolution and spread of nodule- 
bearing legumes played a vital part in the geological 
history of the world in Tertiary times. Their spread 
and the consequent improvement in soil fertility and 
in the feeding value of the vegetation may well have 
contributed to the rapid evolution of mammals in 
the earlier Tertiary, while the herbaceous legumes in 
particular probably assisted the worldwide spread of 
grassland in the Miocene which resulted in the devel- 
opment of many of the modern groups of mammals." 
During the great drought, the red false mallow 
(Malrastrum coccineitm) was the only generally dis- 
tributed, native, non-grassy species, aside from cac- 
tus, that increased in mixed prairie. It did this by 
vegetative propagation of underground parts when 
competition with the grasses was so greatly reduced. 
It thus increased in numbers manyfold. Its early 
growth in spring and its habit of semidormancy dur- 
ing drought enabled it to endure. A group of forbs 
which suffered great losses but were never completely 
exterminated included J1soralea tenuiflora, Sideran- 
th its spinulosus, Lygodesmia juncea, Cirsium undu- 
lathrm, C. ochrocentrum, Gaura coceinea, Solidago 
mollis, Kithnia glutinosa, Allionia linearis, and Liatris 
pitnetata. But even these most xeric forbs became 
almost rare in 1939-40. 
Following periods of good rainfall these forbs be- 
gan to increase not only in numbers but in stature 
as well. With some this increase was from rhizomes; 
sometimes it was from seed from relict plants; but 
perhaps more frequently from seed that had lain dor- 
mant in the soil since the beginning of drought. The 
spread of Solidago mollis and Cirsium undulatum 
furnished representative examples of increase by 
rhizomes (Fig. 129). Conversely, old plants of 
Sideranthus spinulosus have been found surrounded 
by offspring from recently produced seed. In badly 
broken prairie cover, fifty to one hundred young 
seedlings were found within a radius of two feet 
from the parent plant. Psoralea tenliflora served 
as the best example of increase from seed that had 
lawn on or in the soil for seven or more years. This 
legume was greatly reduced in numbers early in 
drought even where the original cover was fairly well 
maintained. It rarely blossomed and probably never 
produced viable seed during the long dry period. 
Psoralea is returning only slowly. 
FIG. 129. (Upper) Underground stems and tops of 
Solidago ntollis (left) and S. glaberrima (right). Both 
goldenrods decreased greatly during the dry cycle but 
are now reappearing, mostly from long-dormant rhizomes. 
(Lower) Stems of western ragweed (Awbrosia psilo- 
st4achya) attached to a long rhizome. 
Most of the native forbs in climax grassland were 
unable to withstand the extreme drought and conse- 
quently disappeared from the cover. Among these 
were Lepac hlis columnifera, Astragahlas rnollissimus, 
Speccularia perfoliata, and S. leptocarpa, but there 
were many others. When the soil was again rather 
continuously moist at the end of the drought, myriads 
of seeds of these species, which had lain dormant for 
many years, germinated. Then the openings in the 
prairie sod were densely populated with the seedlings 
of many forbs. Foremost among them were Lepachys 
colamnifera (Fig. 130). During the spring of both 
1940 and 1941 as many as twelve seedlings were reg- 
ularly found per square meter in places where it was 
formerly abundant. There is thus great irregularity 
and sporadic distribution of many forbs rather than 
their more general and sparser occurrence. This 
maintained even where the cover of grasses was nearly 
complete (Fig. 131). 
Among the species which disappeared early was 
*G(tierrezia sarothrae which because of its extreme 
abundance and unpalatable nature became a chief 
indicator of overgrazing and its concomitant evils. 
It entirely disappeared during drought. In fact, it 
succumbed rather early and like most such species 
it returned promptly and often in great abundance 
(Fig. 132). Many forbs were first observed after 
drought on north hillsides, in depressions, and in other 
favorable refuges, from which they are now extend- 
ing their range. 
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Return of Ambrosia p-siloitStacheia has been confined 
largely to the eastern and more moist portion of 
mixed prairie. New plants came from seed and new 
stems from rhizomes. The plants were often scat- 
tered but were also frequently densely aggregated 
where numerous old rhizomes had remained alive 
(Fig. 133). 
Distribution of the more important forbs of true 
and mixed prairie before the drought (since many 
ranged throughout) and their fate during the drought 
were shown schematically at the end of 1940 (W eaver 
& Albertson 1943). Recovery has not yet progressed 
far enough to complete this diagram. hence the chief 
FIG. 130. A well developed coneflower (Lepachys 
cohilninffra) from a depleted short-grass range. This 
species was very conspicuous in many ranges in 1943. 
nearly all plants having originated from postdrougbt 
seedlings. 
~ -A 
FIG. 131. CirsiAw ochrocedtrum in a large range near 
Anton, Colo. Note the good recovery of the short grasses 
(mostly blue grama) and the scarcity of forbs. Photo 
July, 1943. 
species are here grouped to indicate the degree of 
their recover+ at the end of 1943. 
Marked Recovery 
Am n brosia rpsilostacrhya 
G(utierrezia sarothrae 
Lepzhy* columnifera 
Psoralea tenuiflora 
Sideranth us spinulosw 
Partial Recoverv 
Achillea occidentali8 
1 llionia lin-earis 
Arnorpha canescens 
Anrem-one caroliniana 
Asclepias pumt1la 
1.tragalug era sicarpus 
Astragaluse rtieeourinevis 
Astragalus mollissimun8 
Astragalu8 shortianus 
Cireiurm ochrocerntrum 
Cireium undulatum 
Delphinium rirescens 
Eri:ieron ramosus 
laura eo-rinea 
Grin-deha squarrosa 
Hymernopappug corymbosu 
Kuhnuz glutinosa 
Liatris punctata 
Linum compactum 
Meriolix serrudlta 
Oxutropis lambertii 
Pen tstemon albidus 
Senecio plattensMu 
Sophora sericea 
Solidago glabe rrima 
Solidago motis 
Thele.spermna grarile 
-No Recovers 
Alliltm nuttallii 
Antennaria camnpestri8 
A1stepr muiltidorus 
Ceeirinia a.-guera 
Galpineia larandulne folia 
Lithospernum linearifolium 
Lygodesmia juncea 
Parosela e nTn-andra 
Phdlopterus montanus 
Psoralea euspidata 
PsoraIea ,x*cu1enta 
Steno*iphon linifolius 
With the return of more mesie conditions and a 
much extended cover of grasses. Malcisa-tr7iin cocci- 
neuin decreas ed in numbers and regained more nearly 
its predrought abundance. 
Cactus constitutes a definite portion of the vegeta- 
tion of mixed prairie. It was represented principally 
by various speciess of Opuntia. and was gflenerally 
most abundant on level or rolling land with clay 
loams or other heav- tvpe of oil. Cactu increased 
greatly in abundance during the long cycle of drought, 
but decreased in a remarkable degree during the four 
years with more than normal precipitation (Fig. 
134) (Costello 1941). Its increase durin drought 
was attributed primarily to little or no competition 
with a greatly depleted plant cover but also to the 
aridity of the atmosphere which was ulnfavorable to 
the development of insects rwhich tend to destroy it. 
Especially damaging were the larvae of a moth 
(Melitara den tata ) which conz-zumed the pulp inside 
the temz Cook 1942). 
FIG. 132. Return of Gutierrezia sarothrae from seed 
stored in or on the soil of an overgrazed raiige near 
Rush Center, Kan., in August, 1943. The osage orange (Maclura pomiftere) in background had suffered a loss 
of 98 per cent. 
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FIG. 133. College pasture near Hays, Kan., with short 
grasses and (dark) patches of western ragweed (Am- 
bro.xia p.)ilostachya ). August. 1942. This weed disap- 
peared completely during drought but returned promptly 
and in abundance from dormant rhizomes. 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 
44 
FIG. 134. (Upper) Pasture near Ellis. Kan.. in July. 
1939, showing abundance of c~actus in overgrazed short 
grass. ( Lower Same view late inl May. 1943. Insects 
have killed practically all of the cactus; only small frag- 
ments rcmnlin. 
Opun}tii h#1fmi(U-.>U andl 0. ,nacrrrhiri ?1were the 
dominIanlt species in prairies of' western Kansas: 0. 
pot,/lyath w11t8lMas mosAt abunldanlt on the lplaifls of 
eastern Colorado. The tranlsitionl from abunldanlce of 
one species to the other, of course. is gradual. All 
but the last depend almost entirely upon seed for 
propagation. Seed is often carried by rabbits and 
rodents. When green foliage is scarce, rabbits feed 
upon the succulent fruits containing the mature seed. 
These pass unharmed through the digestive tract and 
are frequently deposited at considerable distances 
from the parent plant. Sometimes rodents bury 
large quantities of cactus seed, some of which may 
never be eaten but may germinate under favorable 
conditions of moisture and temperature (Timmons & 
Wenger 1940). 'Moreover, it is not uncommon for 
branches of cactus to be broken from the plant and 
carried for a distance on the hoofs of cattle. The 
pieces readily produce roots when in close contact 
with moist soil. In this wat new plants are produced 
vegetatively. 
Opuntia polyacantha propagates widely by root- 
sprouts XHarvey 1936). Numerous plants were often 
found originating in this manner (Fig. 135). These 
small plants develop rapidly and in only a few years 
produce a large clump one or more feet in diameter. 
Sometimes several plants coalesce to form an enor- 
mous clump S to 12 feet in diameter. Some have 
been found which formed a continuous mat of 
branches for a distance of 30 feet. 
s . _A 
FIG. 135. (Upper) Young plants of Opuntia poly- 
acantha arising from roots of parent plant. (Lower) 
Roots of this Opuntia showing numerous young stems 
Increase in number and size of plants continued 
from 1.933 until 1940. The plants were often so 
dense that not only were some ranges entirely worth- 
less for grazing. but even jackrabbits avoided them. 
Cactus sometimes- grew so thickly that it was impos- 
sible for livestock to lie down on the range without 
coming in contact with this spiny plant (Costello 
1941. Turner & Costello 1942). 
significant ecological relationship existed between 
cactus and other native prairie species. both plant 
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and animal. Many ranges, almost devoid of native 
species otherwise, contained abundant clumps of cac- 
ths and well developed native grasses growing in or 
protected by the clumps but extending above them. 
These relict grasses produced seed during periods of 
favorable soil moisture. The cactus harbored various 
kinds of prairie rodents. - 
Increased soil moisture at the close of the 
drought was conducive to a dense growth of vegeta- 
tion. This competed with the cactus for soil water 
and light and also by transpiration increased the 
humiditv. With increased precipitation it also fur- 
nished a favorable environment for insects injurious 
to the cactus. Vast numbers of these plants were 
found greatly injured or dead as a result of insect 
attacks (Fig. 136). Their place was soon taken by 
the grass. Usually, however, relict cacti remained, 
but the general population was greatly reduced, 
somewhat to the proportions in which it occurred 
before the dry ecyle. 
- - - _ 
41kl~~~~~~ 
4 - 
FIG. 136. A cactus (Opuntia macrorrhiza) that is dy- 
ing as a result of insect attack. Meade, Kan., August, 
1939. 
The present lack of abundance of forbs both in 
species and numbers may be illustrated by the results 
of field investigation in two sections of the area. On 
a week's field trip in 1943 from Philhipsburg, Kan- 
sas, to Limon, Colorado, but including much adjacent 
territory, all species found in 19 ranges were listed 
and each was given its ranking in each range. The 
ratings were (1) very abundant, (2) abundant, (3) 
common, (4) infrequent, and (5) rare. The average 
number of species of perennial native forbs (includ- 
ing cactus) per range was 16. The smallest number 
of species was 5; no range had more than 28. Only 
5 per cent were very abundant. They were Malras- 
trum coccinetim at 11 stations, Opuntia spp. at 2, and 
three other species at a single station each. Four 
per cent ranked as abundant, but each of the 7 spe- 
cies concerned was abundant at only one or two sta- 
tions, rarely three (Psoralea ten iiflora and Gatura 
coccinea). Another 11 per cent ranked as common, 
20 per eent as infrequent. and 60 per cent as rare. 
Thus, four-fifths of the forb population was still 
infrequent or rare. But compared with the census in 
1939-40, forbs showed an excellent recoverv. 
On a second trip in August, 1943, the forbs in 25 
ranges in west-central and southwestern Kansas and 
adjacent Colorado were studied. An average of only 
S species of native perennial forbs per station was 
found. The highest number per range was 11 to 16 
(in seven ranges), but only 2 to 4 species were found 
in each of eight others. Only 13 per cent of the 
total rankings were (1) very abundant. Here again 
Malrastrim coccineum was highest and Opuntia humi- 
fusa next; the other high ranking was once only for 
each of 12 species. Six per cent of the entries were 
in class 2, 90 in class 3, 13 per cent were infrequent, 
and 48 rare. Thus, the forb population was even 
lower than northward and northwestward, and only 
the most drought resistant species or those of recent 
recovery were ever very abundant. But even here 
the student with a knowledge of previous conditions 
could note marked improvement. 
SUMMARY 
Recovery of vegetation of Midwestern grasslands 
from the great drought (1933-40) has been studied 
during three years of sufficiently increased precipita- 
tion (194143) to promote the development of a good 
cover. 
The area includes the true prairie in southwestern 
Iowa, southern Nebraska, and northern Kansas, and 
the mixed prairie, with its short-grass diselimax, in 
southwestern Nebraska, western Kansas, and eastern 
Colorado. The investigation is a continuation of the 
study of 30 large typical prairies begun before the 
drought. It has now been extended over the region 
generally. 
Abnormally high precipitation wet the dry soil in 
194142 to a depth of 5 to 6 feet. A soil moisture 
reserve promoted fair to good growth in 1943, except 
in the southwest, despite summer deficiency in rainfall. 
Water content of soil at Hays, Kansas, and Lin- 
coln, Nebraska, is recorded week by week for the 
vears 1939 to 1943, inclusive. Data are also given 
for 2 other stations in true prairie and 2 in mixed 
prairie. 
Evaporation at Lincoln from a free water surface 
in 194243 was 13.6 and 10.4 inches lower than dur- 
ing 1939, when 53.8 inches of water were lost during 
the 6 summer months. Similar deereases at Havs 
were 13.2 and 15 inches below the average for 7 
years of drought.- 
Wind movement deereased greatly during the 
period of recoverv. Dust storms were less frequent, 
more local, and much less severe. Temperatures 
were lower following drought. 
In true prairie, which is summarized first, rainfall 
in summer, 1934, was extremely low, soil moisture 
became unavailable to 4 feet in depth, and a terrific 
heat wave occurred. In 1935 it was found that losses 
of the plant cover west of the Missouri River were 
headv, and increased southwestward to 80-90 per 
cent. 
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Certain native forbs spread rapidly and widely and 
persisted in enormous abundance for several years. 
Many ruderals became widely and thickly distributed. 
In 1935 six-weeks fescue (Festuca octoflora), blue 
grama (Bouteloua gracilis), and especially western 
wheatgrass (Agropyron smithii) increased greatly. 
Severe drought in 1936-37 resulted in great advantage 
to these grasses and buffalo grass (Bttchloe dacty- 
loides), since they thrived while their competitors 
waned. 
Approximately normal precipitation in 1938 re- 
sulted in an excellent development of vegetation and 
the production of much seed. Wheat grass, blue 
grama, and buffalo grass continued their spread. Big 
bluestem (Andropogon futrcatuss), needle grass (Stipa 
spartea), and prairie dropseed (Sporobolts hetero- 
lepis) thickened their reliet stands and increased 
greatly. 
Spring rainfall in 1939 and 1940 was followed by 
severe summer drought. Wheat grass waned in 1939 
in competition with an enormous stand of side-oats 
grama (Boutelouia curtipendula). Short grasses in- 
creased; most other vegetation suffered from severe 
desiccation. Great losses of prairie relicts and side- 
oats grama occurred in 1940, but wheat grass and 
short grasses took possession of entire prairies. They 
often intermingled and formed mixed prairie. 
Chief components of the subsere, aside from relict 
perennial grasses, were early annuals, long-lived 
native forbs, and ruderal forbs and grasses. Great 
alternes of closely seeded six-weeks fescue furnished 
protection to the soil throughout the drought. Chess 
(Bromuis secalinmts) and little barley (Hordeum putsil- 
lum) were also very abundant. Many-flowered aster 
(Aster multifloruls) developed a dense cover over hun- 
dreds of acres; it disappeared quickly before in- 
vading wheat grass but more slowly among other 
perennial grasses. Smooth goldenrod (Solidago gla- 
berrinia) became a weed sometimes as widely spread 
as aster. Daisy fleabanie (Erigeron ramosuts) in- 
creased so greatly in so many prairies that it was a 
chief soil stabilizer throughout the drought. 
Chief among ruderal forbs was peppergrass (Le- 
pidittm densiflorurn) which spread like a scourge in 
1936-37 but almost vanished in 1938. Pursh's plan- 
tain (Plantago putrshii) and horseweed (Leptilon 
canadense) occurred abundantly in certain prairies, 
and lamb's quarters (Chenopodium album), Russian 
thistle (Salsola pestifer), and rough pigweed (Am- 
araitlhus retroflexeals) often demarked rich, loose soil. 
Whemi the weedy native forbs had been suppressed 
by the increasing population of grasses, when the 
annual grasses an(d weeds had been mostly replaced 
by perennial grasses, and when the dominant species 
had replaced the former interstitial perennials, sev- 
eral very definite comniunities crystallized out of the 
heterogeneous drought populations. 
The needle grass type was reestablished from 
stands of this species which were greatly thinned 
early in the drought. It regained its original terri- 
tory and spread very w-idely into drought-opened 
adjacent soil. 
Prairie dropseed, of minor importance in pre- 
drought years, recovered from extensive early losses 
and extended the area of its communities greatly. 
Western wheat grass spread by seed and appeared 
over a wide territory immediately following 1934; 
invasion was well advanced by 1938. It was favored 
by moist springs and dry summers, but often utilized 
all available moisture and thus caused dwarfing or 
death of most other vegetation. Relict bluestems 
were usually replaced by pure stands of wheat grass. 
Clipping experiments have shown that change 
from big bluestem to wheat grass is accompanied by 
a decrease in yield of nearly one-half on upland and 
two-thirds on low ground. 
Blue grama often survived where all other grasses 
died. It spread almost without interruption from 
1935 to 1942, and promptly thickened its stands. 
Buffalo grass, less abundant and more greatly harmed 
by drought than blue grama, increased greatly. 
A mixed prairie type was formed by the replace- 
ment of bluestems by western wheat grass and short 
grasses and the later intermingling of mid grass and 
short grasses. This began in 1938 and was completed 
in 1941. Invasion had ceased, since the remaining 
area was occupied by other vegetation, but not the 
intermixing of short grasses and wheat grass. 
The big bluestem type on upland resulted from the 
survival of this grass wherever the former little blue- 
stem type had lost its chief component, Andropogon 
scoparius. After heavy initial losses, big bluestem 
survived the drought in the bunch habit, but later, 
unless overwhelmed by wheat grass, spread to form 
a sod. Its stands on lowland were often greatly 
thinned, but it usually replaced its losses and reestab- 
lished the tall-grass type. 
A relict big bluestem-little bluestem type resulted 
from modification of the predrought little bluestem 
consoeiation, but it covered relatively small areas. 
Usually much little bluestem had died and its place 
was taken by big bluestem. Some survived as dor- 
mant rooterowns. 
Mixed grasses formed a community of variable 
composition over considerable areas where widely 
scattered plants of different species recovered, re- 
seeded, or invaded at about the same time. Also, big 
bluestem spread widely or renewed growth from dor- 
mant rhizomes and formed mixtures with various 
other grasses. These species have merely completed 
the occupation of bared soil where no other types 
had gained control. The community is not climax. 
The present mosaic of grassland patterns is merely 
one phase of a long developmental process. In order 
ot size of area occupied, the types in 1943 were mixed 
prairie, western wheat grass, big bluestem, needle 
grass, blue grama, prairie dropseed, relict big blue- 
stem-little bluesteim, and mixed grasses. 
Side-oats grama, June grass (Koeleria cristata), 
and several other grasses which were predrought 
interstitials became important seral dominants. Some 
were temporarily so abundant as to threaten the 
dominance of wheat grass and big bluestem, but all 
have again been reduced in amount. 
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Recovery was repeatedly delayed by losses on driest 
years offsetting gains made during the less dry ones. 
Methods of recovery of grasses were increase in size 
of relicts by tillering, production of rhizomes and 
stolons, breaking of dormancy in old rooterowns and 
underground parts, and production of abundant seed- 
lings. Breaking of dormancy occurred in some prai- 
ries after a single year of good rainfall and in nearly 
all in 1942-43. Little bluestem usually survived in a 
dormant state only in restricted places but for 5 to 
7 years. Big bluestem revived from dormancy even 
where wheat grass or blue grama had invaded and 
grown for several years. 
Seeds of western wheat grass, needle grass, blue 
grama, and a few other grasses produced seedlings 
that became established during years of less severe 
drought. Little bluestem and big bluestem produced 
no seed or seedlings or seeded only rarely until 1941. 
Seedlings were abundant in bare places in 1942-43, 
and plants only 2 to 3 years old were common in 
1943. 
Recovery was expressed by increase in numbers, 
vigor, and stature of plants, and by the resultant 
thickening of the stand and the exclusion of ruderals. 
It was also shown by reappearance of societies of 
forbs, reconstruction of a layered vegetation, accu- 
mulation of debris, and increased yield. 
Forb populations were not replaced during drought. 
Seedlings were rare until 1941-42. Many species 
grew, sometimes thickly, after a year or two of good 
precipitation from seeds that had been dormant 7 
years. Others came from long-dormant rooterowns, 
rhizomes, or roots. 
Postelimax vegetation developed remarkably fol- 
lowing drought. In ravines where big bluestem, 
Indian grass (Sorghastrum nutans), and tall panic 
grass (Panicum virgatum) apparently had been re- 
placed by wheat grass, they not infrequently reap- 
peared from rhizomes. In an experimental area big 
bluestem was suppressed by a thick growth of slough 
grass (Spartina pectinata) in 1943 which grew from 
dormant rhizomes. 
Yields on upland increased from 0.79 ton per acre 
in 1940 to 1.85 tons in 1941. Yield in 1943 was 2.15 
tons. 
Recovery in mixed prairie, where most of the area 
is range land, was delayed by overgrazing in some 
places and by understocking in others, but usually 
it was prompt. Major features of recovery were 
closely connected with the development of buffalo 
grass, blue grama, and sand dropseed (Sporobolus 
cryptandrus). Buffalo grass entirely disappeared 
from some ranges and in many remained alive only 
in the best watered places. But others retained 
small tufts or occasional patches. Blue grama was 
never killed so uniformly nor so completely over a 
wide area. Unless deeply buried by dust, some 
bunches nearly always remained. Sand dropseed was 
widely spread but it was sparse before the drought; 
it increased greatly during late drought and there- 
after. 
Rate of recovery varied widely depending upon 
kind of predrought cover, degree of depletion, and 
kind of grass relicts at the end of drought. Other 
factors were amount of damage from burial by dust, 
intensity of grazing and trampling during recovery, 
and amount and distribution of local precipitation. 
Recovery was always slower where blue grama alone 
remained than where buffalo grass was intermixed 
with it or was the sole survivor. 
Increase in cover and change in its composition 
during recovery (1940-43) have been ascertained in 
ranges near Hays by means of chart quadrats. In 
wholly ungrazed ranges, with cattle excluded after 
1932, blue grama increased from 10 per cent to 22, 
but buffalo grass from 9 to 66. Under moderate 
grazing blue grama increased from 18 per cent to 22 
and buffalo grass from 8 to 53. In an overgrazed 
range increases in the same sequence were 7 to 15 
and 6 to 78 per cent. Such enormous gains some- 
times occurred at the expense of blue grama. 
An ungrazed cover of 89 per cent in the short- 
grass type in 1932 was reduced to 20 per cent by 
1940, but it was 90 per cent after 3 years of recovery. 
An overgrazed range with 80 per cent cover was 
reduced to one of 3 per cent, but owing to the won- 
derful recuperative powers of buffalo grass the cover 
was increased to about 93 per cent by 1943. 
Ungrazed little bluestem type in thinner soil on 
rough land with a normal predrought basal cover of 
60 per cent decreased to about 16. But it was 46 
per cent in 1942-43. Little bluestem was entirely 
replaced by side-oats grama, blue grama, and buffalo 
grass. 
Study of percentage composition showed that the 
predrought sod of about equal amounts of buffalo 
grass and blue grama was replaced after drought by 
one with two-thirds buffalo grass and one-third blue 
grama. But in thinner, drier soil with an equal pre- 
drought mixture, the more xeric blue grama finally 
composed about three-fourths of the cover. Where 
little bluestem formed 45 per cent of the cover and 
side-oats grama 17 before the drought, the post- 
drought cover contained 3 per cent little bluestem, 
66 side-oats grama, and 21 per cent short grasses. 
Big bluestem nearly regained its 76 per cent of cover 
in its type, after being reduced to 15, with propor- 
tional decreases in invading wheat grass and short 
grasses. 
Studies at 15 stations in west central Kansas 
(1940-43) revealed that the initial -average basal cover 
under (1) light dusting and moderate grazing, (2) 
light dusting and overgrazing, (3) heavy dusting and 
moderate grazing, and, (4) heavy dusting and over- 
grazing, was 2.7, 9.9, 5.5, and 1.8 per cent, respec- 
tively, in 1940. It increased in the same order by 
1943 to 75.5, 68.6, 62.1, and 26.1 per cent. 
Succession on badly or completely denuded ranges 
consisted of four stages. The first weed stage was 
composed chiefly of a dozen annual forbs, among 
which were Russian thistle, lamb's quarters, narrow- 
leaved goosefoot (Chenopodium leptophyllum), com- 
mon sunflower (Helianthus annuus), monolepis 
(Monolepis nuttalliana), and horseweed. They oc- 
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eurred wherever the soil had been laid bare by 
drought or wind erosion or deposit; complete destruc- 
tion was widespread, especially in the southwest. 
They played an important role in temporarily stabi- 
lizing the soil. 
A second weed stage consisted of little barley, six- 
weeks fescue, peppergrass, species of plantain and 
stickseed (Cryptantha), and other species which 
usually dominated more stable soil than the preceding 
one. These early maturing plants formed either a 
discontinuous patchy layer above the grasses or 
overshadowed them entirely throughout the range. 
An early native grass stage consisted of sand drop- 
seed, western wheat grass, tumblegrass (Schedon- 
nardus paniculatus), false buffalo grass (Munroa 
squarrosa), and windmill grass (Chloris verticillata). 
By 1940 sand dropseed was the most widely spread 
and most abundant. Thickness of stand was some- 
what proportional to the degree of destruction of the 
short grasses. The sand dropseed type became com- 
mon. Wheat grass was represented widely but often 
sparingly except in depressions or on rolling land. 
The late grass stage, consisting chiefly of short 
grasses but with wiregrasses (Aristida), side-oats 
grama, and squirreltail (Sitanion hystrix), was the 
same in both subseres. 
Succession in ranges reduced to one-fourth or more 
of a normal cover but with sufficient perennial grasses 
to regenerate quickly had only a single weed stage. 
Seral dominants were nearly the same as those in 
the preceding second weed stage but included Russian 
thistle and horseweed. 
Development of the late grass stage in both sub- 
seres was primarily the return or increase of blue 
grama and buffalo grass. 
These grasses are now, as before the drought, the 
most abundant grasses of the Midwestern ranges. Mid 
grasses, scattered throughout before drought, nearly 
disappeared. With rare exceptions, they are only be- 
ginning to reappear. 
Relict blue grama, often covering only 1 to 5 per 
cent of the soil, increased slowly during the less 
severe drought years and rapidly after 1940. Devel- 
opment of both seedlings and tillers was often re- 
tarded by too great a reduction of light caused by 
dense stands of weeds. Where drought was most 
severe, often nearly pure stands of blue grama 
developed. 
Buffalo grass is somewhat less drought resistant 
than blue grama, and was more easily smothered by 
dust. Where it remained in relict bunches and small 
patches, an abundance of seed was produced on the 
more favorable years, especially after 1940. Where 
tufts or seedlings were widely distributed recovery 
was much more rapid than that of blue grama and 
resulted in a great preponderance of buffalo grass in 
the new cover. 
Intermingling of the two short grasses and the 
formation of a dense, uniform cover are described, 
as are also the interrelations of short grass to cactus. 
Cover in postelimax vegetation dominated by big 
bluestem was greatly thinned by drought and dor- 
mancy of the tall grasses. The area was invaded by 
coarse weeds; certain mid grasses increased greatly 
and even short grasses invaded. After drought these 
were largely replaced by big bluestem. 
Little bluestem which dominated on steep hillsides 
was reduced from about 45 to 1 per cent, its place 
being taken during drought by side-oats grama and 
blue grama. It is returning slowly. 
Recovery from drought was clearly expressed in 
increased yield. Production in the big bluestem type 
in 1942 was 2.4 times as great as in 1940, in the 
moderately grazed short-grass type 3 times, and in 
the overgrazed short-grass type, where buffalo grass 
was abundant, the increase was nineteenfold. 
All but 12 species of forbs disappeared from the 
short-grass ranges and all but 1 of these were scarce. 
Increase following drought was from dormant under- 
ground parts, from dormant predrought seed, and 
seed from relict plants. Some species showed no 
recovery, only a few occurred in normal abundance. 
Cactus increased so greatly during drought that it 
hindered utilization of the grasses. With increased 
soil moisture, a thickened cover of grasses, and in- 
creased humidity about the cactus, its insect enemies 
thrived and this pest was reduced somewhat to the 
amount in which it occurred before drought. 
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